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EDITORIAL NOTE
We are pleased to include a feature section on the Indian Ocean region in this
issue of Westerly. Westerly has a strong record of noticing and encouraging cultural links between Australia and the countries of this geographic region. Special issues of Westerly have included Indonesia (No.2, 1966), Malaysia and
Singapore (No.3, 1971), Southeast Asia (No.4, 1976) and an earlier Indian
Ocean region issue (No.3, 1979).
The occasion which warrants special recogmtlOn in this issue is an International Conference on Indian Ocean Studies held at the University of Western
Australia from 5-12 December 1984, and an associated Indian Ocean Arts Festival.
We hope that Australians will gain a new interest in, and knowledge about
their relationship to this extensive region; and that visitors will make some
pleasant discoveries about Australian culture and society.
Bruce Bennett and Peter Cowan
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REVIEWS

Focus on Indian Ocean Studies

KENNETH McPHERSON

Cultural Exchange in the Indian Ocean
Region
History and Patterns
The Indian Ocean region contains a variety of cultures and people varying
from nomadic tribal peoples to highly technological urban communities. The
vast geographic spread of the region, combined with the enormous spectrum of
human activity within it, has obscured the fact that culturally and historically the
lands of the Indian Ocean form a distinctive region. With the exception of
August Toussaint's History of the Indian Ocean scholars have yet to study the region as a historical and cultural unit and have instead concentrated upon the individual peoples and cultures of the littoral.
This paper examines the various processes of cultural interchange which
have taken place within the Indian Ocean region over the millennia since the beginning of human activity. Civilizations emerged at various times and places
around the Indean Ocean in distinctive core areas each with its own separate origins, yet all have undergone various types of interchange with other cultures of
the region. The core cililizations have retained their regional identity whilst at
the same time they have enriched, and been enriched by, neighbouring cultural
zones to form a larger region within which one can trace the historical perspectives of such processes.
Human activity along the shores of the Indian Ocean can be seen as operating along a curve from southern Africa to south-western Australia. Along this
curve, by land and by sea, peoples have moved eastwards and westwards for at
least 50,000 years leading to a constant intermingling of cultures, races, languages, religions, and trading goods.
The Indian Ocean itself has been an important avenue for this complex pattern of human activity and movement. But peoples have also moved into the littoral lands from the interiors of the bordering continents of Africa and Asia and,
latterly, directly from Europe. Sometimes these folk movements have ended at
specific points on the Ocean shore, but sometimes the migrating people have
taken to the sea and travelled to more distant parts of the littoral or to the islands
of the Ocean.
Details of the earliest human activity on the Indian Ocean region are obscure,
but some general points can be made. Early centres of the evolution of homo
sapiens have been located inland from the coast of East Africa and in the Indonesian archipelago. Australia was settled at least 50,000 years ago by peoples
moving through islands to the north, and in succeeding millennia there were
other waves of migration in the Indian Ocean region. Southeast Asia and the
Malay World were populated by people moving across the mountains of
southern China. Central Asia and the Arabian peninsula contributed peoples
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who moved into the Middle East and the I'ndian sub-continent to mingle with the
earlier inhabitants of these regions, whilst middle and north-east Africa were reservoirs of people who settled eastern Africa from the shores of the Red Sea to
the southern reaches of the continent. Much of the Indian Ocean littoral was inhabited before the arrival of these migrating peoples but our knowledge of the
earliest inhabitants is limited.
Against this background of population movement, which continued over the
millennia, urban civilization began relatively early along the Indian Ocean littoral compared with other regions. Mesopotamia and the Indus valley were
sites of some of the world's earliest urban civilizations, and certainly the Middle
East and Southeast Asia were centres of some of humanity's earliest seminal
technolegical achievements.
Some 5,000 - 6,000 years ago distinctive core areas of cultural expression had
evolved on the shores of the Indian Ocean: East Africa, the Middle East, the Indian sub-continent (or South Asia), Southeast Asia, the Malay World and Australia. Each of these areas formed links in the giant chain of human activity which
stretched along the littoral of the Indian Ocean. At best the areas are crudely defined, but the concept is valid and provides a working model with which is
possible to examine the processes of cultural evolution and interchange.
Each of the links in the chain represents a distinctive core area of civilization
which, as a result of various processes of cultural interchange, is linked to a
neighbouring core area of civilization. The degree of cultural interchange varied, and varies, greatly but for the greater part of history of human activity in the
region the processes of such interchange have taken place along the littoral
curve of the Ocean.
The nature of cultural activity in each of the core areas varied, and varies, considerably and is inextricably inter-twined with the differing topographical and
economic conditions along the littoral of the Indian Ocean. The degree of
"separate origins and inspiration" is no doubt open to dispute, but is admitted
for the sake of argument bearing in mind the possibility of an earlier and greater
degree of human and cultural intermingling than we currently have any knowledge of, (see Figure 1)
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Migration and Commerce: The First Stage
From the earliest times the Indian Ocean has provided the ideal means of
communication between the core areas of civilization along its shores. Maritime
hazards may have been daunting, but had to be weighed against hostile terrains
encountered during land migration. Many migrating peoples followed the land
route but the Ocean was the route of the Austronesians, the Malays who settled
in Madagascar, the Indo-Aryans and Dravidians who occupied Sri-Lanka and
the Maldives, the Aboriginals who occupied the Andamans, Nicobars and Australia; and later groups such as Arabs, Indians, Africans and Europeans.
The movement of peoples across the Indian Ocean, within and between core
cultural areas, was one of the major agents' in the earliest forms of cultural interchange. The process gained momentum with the discovery of the secrets of the
Ocean (particularly the monsoon winds) and refined shipbuilding techniques,
and a settled civilization developed and prompted the growth of trade within the
Indian Ocean region. The process of human maritime expansion constantly intertwined with land-based migration of peoples on the littoral and both processes added to the growing complexity of the core cultures.
The movement of peoples was paralleled by the development of maritime
commerce. At least 5,000 years ago Egypt was trading in the Red Sea and indirectly with East Africa, similarly the civilizations of Mesopotamia were linked
commercially to southern Arabia, East Africa and possibly the Indus valley civilization. Too little is known of this early trade to accurately assess its importance
as a factor in cultural interchange, but tantalising hints indicate some exchange
of ideas and concrete forms of cultural expression.
Certainly maritime trade was an important feature of the earliest great empires of the Middle East, and by the first millennium B.C. Indian Ocean trade was
a regular feature of the economic life of that area. At its height in the sixth century B.C. the Iranian empire, which stretched from Anatolia to the Indus valley,
linked the worlds of the Mediterranean and Indian Ocean. It attracted traders
and goods from the Indian Ocean region and, within its boundaries, there were
small but significant movements of peoples away from the Mediterranean towards the Indian Ocean littoral. Perhaps the most notable of these were the transplanted Greek communities scattered along the overland route from central Iran
through the mountains of Afghanistan to South Asia.
The Iranian empire facilitated cultural interchange and its civilization was a
blending of eastern Mediterranean and Middle Eastern cultures. The resulting
culture was regionally-varied but fused a host of cultural influences, many of
which were dispersed eastwards and westwards with armies, traders and
migrating peoples.
Our knowledge of the movement of peoples and goods around the Indian
Ocean region is more detailed from the fourth century B.C. onwards. The collapse of the Iranian empire before the armies of Alexander the Great strengthened rather than destroyed the Mediterranean -- Indian Ocean nexus. Alexander
expanded Greek settlements in Afghanistan, the Hindu Kush and the Indus valley; despatched expeditions to chart the coast of the Arabian Sea; and ushered
in an era of cultural interchange which was related to a rapid expansion of trade
within the Indian Ocean region. Greek and Arab traders fanned out from the Red
Sea and Gulf to meet traders moving westwards from the Indian sub-continent.
Clear signs of a new type of cultural interchange began to emerge. At the
Mediterranean end of the empire goods from the Indian Ocean region -- silk, cotton textiles, rare timbers, ivory, exotic spices and slaves -- were in great demand. In the more esoteric realms at least one major Greek school of philosophy,
the Sceptic school of Pyrrho, bore signs of Jain and Buddhist teachings. At the
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other end of Alexander's empire, on the borders of the Indian sub-continent,
Greek ideas and culture merged with the pre-existing cultures of the region. A
host of petty Greek states made a dis-proportionate contribution to the
evolution of early Buddhist art, Buddhist philosophy and Indian concepts of
statecraft.
By the beginning of the Christian era the western Indian Ocean was interlocked with the Mediterranean in a profitable commercial system. Greek,
Roman, Indian, Arab and Iranian merchants traded directly between East Africa
and the Indian sub-continent via the Middle East. Such trade lead to the first
Arab and Iranian settlements on the coast of East Africa, and also to the establishment of Arab, Iranian and Roman coastal trading centres on the Indian
sub-continent.
The upsurge in demand from the Mediterranean and China for the goods of
the Indian Ocean region not only introduced Mediterranean merchants to the region and expanded the boundaries of Arab and Iranian activity, but prompted
the spread of maritime trade elsewhere in the region. Indian trading groups
began to reach eastwards across the Bay of Bengal to trade with Southeast Asia
and the Malay World, and stimulated in turn maritime commerce against the
peoples of these regions who also come into contact with the expanding commercial network of China. Such trade was a major factor in the blending of Indian cultures with the cultures of the Malay World and Southeast Asia.

Migration and Commerce: The Second Stage
By the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., the last centuries of the Roman Empire,
the patterns of cultural interchange were set. The core areas of civilizations were
clearly delineated each with its own distinct, if still evolving character. Yet each
also linked with its neighbouring cultural zone on the curve of the Indian Ocean
littoral. Obviously the intensity and degree of the contact between the zones varied. There is no evidence of contact between East Africa and Australia, with only
marginal trading contact between parts of the Malay World and northern Australia, yet there is much evidence of contact between East Africa, the Middle East
and the Indian sub-continent. Equally impressive evidence links the Indian subcontinent, like some gigantic lynch-pin, with Southeast Asia and the Malay
World which in turn were linked into the Chinese-dominated world of the northwest Pacific.
Historical events beyond the Indian Ocean, such as the collapse of the western Roman empire and periodic dynastic upheavals in imperial China greatly
affected the ebb and flow of maritime commerce and cultural interchange
within the Indian Ocean region. But the basic patterns remained, only the emphasis and direction shifted. The collapse of the western Roman empire in the
fifth century A.D. combined with the Christianity's sweep across the Mediterranean to weaken the demand for goods from the Indian Ocean in much of
Europe. This in turn led to a decline in the contacts between the Middle East and
East Africa dictated by a fall in consumer demand for goods from East Africa,
and for several centuries there are gaps in our knowledge of the history of the
East African littoral.
On the other hand the Middle East still supplied Byzantium and Iran with
goods from the Indian Ocean region and Arab and Iranian traders increased
their activity in the Indian sub-continent and Sri Lanka. This commercial interest
in turn re-inforced the activity of Indian merchants in Southeast Asia and the
Malay World as middlemen for Arab and Iranian merchants. But by this stage
8
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there was increasing internal demand within the Indian Ocean region for the
products of various areas along the littoral. Merchants involved in the maritime
trade of the region were not simply agents for Europe or China but were equally
involved in the passage of goods between the various internal markets of the Indian Ocean littoral.
This spread of Middle Eastern and Indian mercantile activity eastwards had
far-reaching repercussions. It confirmed the role of pre-Islamic Arab and Iranian
merchants as the major participants in the maritime trade of the western Indian
Ocean, and encouraged their settlement in coastal areas of the Indian subcontinent such as Gujarat, Kerala and Tamil Nadu as well as on the coast of Sri
Lanka. Similarly merchants from Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka, Orissa and Bengal penetrated in greater numbers into Southeast Asia and the Malay World, carrying
with them their varied cultural legacy and the two great religions of the Indian
sub-continent, Buddhism and Hinduism.
Archaeological evidence from the fifth century A.D. indicates the concrete
nature of the cultural interchange which was taking place between South Asia,
Southeast Asia and the Malay World. Urban sites and ports in Southeast Asia
and on the Kra isthmus show clear .evidence of South Asian cultural influence,
and in succeeding centuries civilizations scattered across the Malay World and
Southeast Asia evolved which reflected the cultural and religious legacy of
South Asia.
These civilizations may have developed as a result of Indian colonisation and
conquest. But it seems more likely that social, political and economic change in
the areas coincided with an· upsurge in international trade which lead to a
selective adoption of South Asian cultures. The interchange and degree of adoption varied, and was most intense in those areas linked into the major maritime
trading routes. The important cultures did not replace the pre-existing cultures,
but rather blended with them to form distinctive localised cultures which combined South Asian and indigenous forms.
Paralleling this process of cultural interaction there was further cultural interchange caused by continuing folk movements into the lands of the Indian Ocean
littoral.
As mentioned previously our knowledge of these earliest movements remains sketchy. Nevertheless, we can plot the major movements of the IndoAryan peoples into Iran and the South Asia. of the Semetic peoples through the
Middle East out of Arabia, and of the Hamitic and Bantu peoples in East Africa.
Of later arrivals such as the Greeks, Bactrians, Kushans, Huns, Mongols, Mons,
Burmans, Thai and Khmer the picture we have is more detailed. The movement
of many of these people spanned centuries, representing a filtration of peoples
rather than invasion.
There remain, however, folk movements about which we know very little.
The timing and route of the Malay settlement of Madagascar is still subject to
dispute, and presumably took place several hundred years either side of the beginning of the Christian era. Similar problems exist concerning folk movements
in East Africa, particularly in its southernmost regions, and to an extent in Australia. What, too, were the origins of the Dravidian peoples of southern India who
occupied the Indian sub-continent before the coming of the Indo-Aryans?
By the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. several discern able processes of cultural interchange were in operation in the Indian Ocean region. The oldest and
most persistent related to population movement, the others related to political
and commercial developments: all three intermingled to enrich and diversify
the core cultures of the lands bordering the Ocean.
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The Rise of Islam
The emergence of Islam in the seventh century A.D., as a major world religion and syncretic culture, was to have a profound effect on many of the Indian
Ocean cultures. The establishment of a great Islamic empire which stretched
from the Mediterrean to the Indus valley gave impetus to an intellectual and
commercial renaissance which was to have repercussions from the North Sea
to the Pacific.
In the centuries following the establishment of the Islamic empire centred
upon Mecca and Baghdad, Arab and Iranian merchants and generals of the empire carried Islam by land and sea to many parts of the Indian Ocean littoral. The
core Islamic civilization which emerged had varied origins. The Hellenized lands
of Syria, Palestine and Mesopotamia and the ancient culture of Iran combined
with the more austere culture of Arabia to form a new dynamic cultural system
which was rapidly exported eastwards and westwards to mingle with more ancient non-Islamic cultures.
Muslim generals swept through Afghanistan to begin the centuries-long conquest of the Indian sub-continent. Between the eighth and thirteenth centuries
Muslims became masters of northern India from the Khyber Pass to the Bay of
Bengal, before turning their attention southwards. Elsewhere Islam spread
along the maritime trade routes and established itself in the pre-Islamic Arab
and Iranian trading settlements along the coast of East Africa, the Indian subcontinent and Sri Lanka.
Arab and Iranian trading settlements on the coast of East Africa evolved, after
centuries of obscurity, into wealthy Afro-Asian Muslim city-states on the export
of gold, timber, ivory and slaves. Islamic culture merged with that of the indigenous peoples to form the Swahili culture and language of much of the East
African coast. In southern India, on the Malabar coast and the ports of Tamil
Nadu, colonies of Muslims were in evidence by the eighth century A.D. based
on the centuries-old activity of Arab and Iranian traders in the highly profitable
trade of textiles, timber, gemstones, horses and spices. A similar evolution occurred in the ports of Sri Lanka, whilst in the Laccadive and Maldive islands
Islam replaced Buddhism.
Commerce and conquest facilitated the diffusion of Islam in the Indian Ocean
region. But the impetus given to maritime trade by the establishment of the
Islamic empire had a ripple-effect. The upsurge in commercial activity in the
western Indian Ocean encouraged non-Islamic mercantile groups in India and
Sri Lanka to more intense activity. From South Asia Hindu and Buddhist merchants continued to press eastwards to Southeast Asia, the Malay World and
China, and reinforced the impact of South Asian cultures upon local cultures.
In the Indian sub-continent two major processes of cultural exchange were
taking place. In the north Islamic influences were absorbed into the Indian cultural spectrum, whilst in Southern India and Sri Lanka Hindu and Buddhist cultural systems were, through the medium of trade, constantly impinging upon
the cultures of Southeast Asia and the Malay World. There was, however, a qualitative difference in the two processes. To an extent the spread of Islam in
northern India was a result of conquest; there was considerable intermingling
between aspects of Islamic and Hindu culture but generally the two developed
along parallel lines defined by religious affiliation. Islamic culture in India developed forms which marked it as different from Islamic culture elsewhere, but at
the same time it remained a different cultural system from that of the Hindus of
India.
The process of Hindu and Buddhist cultural diffusion out of southern India
and Sri Lanka was markedly different. It began with the spread of Buddhism
10
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from India to Sri Lanka several centuries B.C. and was compounded by the dispersion eastwards of Buddhism and Hinduism from both areas in later centuries. The agents of this cultural dispersion were not soldiers or colonists but
merchants and priests. Unlike Islam in the Indian sub-continent Buddhism and
Hinduism became integral parts of the cultural life of all the inhabitants of these
regions and were absorbed into the mainstream of indigenous cultures. Both
Buddhism and Hinduism were transformed by the adopting peoples and integrated to form regional cultures reminiscent of, but not the same as, the cultures of South Asia. In fairness it should be noted that the spread of Islam in the
Indian sub-continent was not always the result of conquest nor did it always
lead to the development of two distinct and parallel cultures. Elite Muslim
groups in northern India practised a distinctly Indian Muslim culture but
amongst the Muslim masses in the north and the isolated Muslim communities
in the south the dividing line betwecn popular Muslim and Hindu culture was
often vague and ill-defined: only in the mosque and the temple was the division
clear.
In the western Indian Ocean maritime and land based states rose in East
Africa, the Middle East and the Indian sub-continent based on the interchange
of Islamic culture with non-Islamic cultures. In the eastern Indian Ocean states
developed in Southeast Asia and the Malay World based on the blending of
South Asian cultures with indigenous cultures. This should not, however, indicate a simple bifurcation of cultures in the Indian Ocean region based on Islamic
and Hindu-Buddhist values. The core regional civilizations absorbed and adapted aspects of Islam, Hinduism or Buddhism according to local requirements
and the nature of pre-existing cultures. Thus the extent of cultural interchange
varied enormously. Islamic influence was dominant throughout the Middle East
but remained largely a coastal and ocean-oriented culture in East Africa, whilst
it co-existed with Hindu culture in the Indian sub-continent. In the Malay World
and Southeast Asia Hinduism, Buddhism, and Animism fused to an extent that
it is difficult to separate them in the area of popular culture.
In the four or five centuries after its establishment in Arabia Islam had had a
tremendous impact upon many cultural zones in the Indian Ocean region. But
the processes involved in its expansion prompted cultural interchange between
non-Islamic cultures; most notably in the eastern Indian Ocean but also in the
African interior where the pull of Indian Ocean trade was a factor in continuing
cultural evolution not related in form to the culture of Islam.
Islam was not confined to the lands of the western Indian Ocean and, within a
few centuries of its existence, Arab trading settlements were noted as far afield
as Sumatra and southern China. But unlike Arab and Muslim settlements in the
western Indian Ocean they were exotic outposts and the exception rather than
the rule.

Islam in the Eastern Indian Ocean
By the fourteenth century A.D. there is clear evidence that Islamic influences
were beginning to make a significant impact on the Malay World. The period
was marked by an increase in the volume and value of maritime trade in the Indian Ocean and between the Indian Ocean and the Mediterranean via the
Middle East. Muslim traders out of East Africa, the Middle East and the Indian
sub-continent were the major beneficiaries of this growth in international trade
and increasingly they came to dominate the major sea-routes eastwards from
India to the Malay World whose spices were in great demand in India, the
Middle East and Europe.
WESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1984
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The increasing Muslim share of the trade of the eastern Indian Ocean was
due to several factors not all related to a rise in consumer demand. Within the Indian sub-continent Muslim power was rapidly increasing particularly in areas
which produced India's greatest export item: cotton cloth. The whole of northern and much of central India was under Muslim rule. In the southern reaches of
the peninsula the great medieval Hindu trading kingdoms had stagnated; Hindu
traders had turned much of their expertise away from foreign trade and were
replaced by local and foreign Muslim groups. In Sri Lanka central authority had
collapsed and the island was divided into rival politie's with the conduct of foreign trade in the hands of Musilm merchants.
By the fourteenth century there was a political and maritime commercial
vacuum in southern India. The political vacuum was partially filled by the last
great Hindu empire, Vijayanagar, which was able to resist Muslim pressure
from the north until the late sixteenth century, but the commercial vacuum permitted Muslims to take a greater share in the westward and eastwards trade of
southern India and Sri Lanka.
Muslim merchants -- from the Middle East and South Asia -- sailed eastwards
in increasing numbers and Muslim settlements began to grow in Sumatra and
Java. Initially such settlements were exotic bodies attached by commercial interest to the great maritime trading empires of the Malay World, but by the fifteenth century they were beginning to take on a distinct identity of their own and
developed into independent states. Sometimes these states were led by Arab or
Indian Muslim expatriates, but more often they were ruled by indigenous converts to Islam such as in Malacca where the Hindu-Buddhist Malay dynasty converted to Islam in the fifteenth century.
Islam was rapidly undergoing a change of role in the Malay World. For many
centuries it remained the religion of a few foreign traders in the Malay World,
but by the fourteenth century the number of these traders was increasing. At the
same time the increasing importance of ports in the Malay economy appears to
have contributed to change in the balance of power in the area. The old HinduBuddhist cultural and political system of the region was unable to respond to
new economic pressures. For many Malay traders Islam was an alternative to an
old belief system unable to cope with changing economic and power relationships. But the adoption of the new religion was accomplished within the framework of the old cultural system and, while temples and gods may have been
abandoned for mosques and Allah, much of the old combination of Animist,
Hindu and Buddhist cultures was integrated into the newly evolving Islamic culture of the Malay World.
The spread of Islam throughout the Malay World was uneven and piecemeal.
It was not a process involving external aggression but was facilitated by a combination of economic and social changes. Islam flowed along the trade routes of
the region, hopscotching from one major area of maritime trade and economic
activity to another, leaving isolated and diminishing enclaves of the old cultures
in remote corners of the region. All of this underlines the nexus between trade
and the spread of Islam, but the exceptions to this rule prove that one must approach such an explanation with caution.
In Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia Muslim traders were increasingly important
throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, yet their impact upon cultures of these areas was minimal. At the risk of oversimplification it can be
argued that the indigenous peoples of these areas had no need of Islam. It
offered no economic advantages to them as it did to the commerciallyorientated Malay states. The cultures of Sri Lanka and Southeast Asia were predominantly based on agriculture and only marginally dependent upon maritime
trade. Despite political misfortunes Buddhism flourished in Sri Lanka, whilst in
12
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Southeast Asia the Thais and Burmese established dynamic states. In comparison the states of the Malay World were in a process of political and religious distrade and hence they were more receptive to the influence of foreign traders.
Qualifications must always be made about the impact of Islam upon East
Africa. The external observer is influenced by the presence of a string of wealthy
Muslim city-states along the coast and their distinctive Afro-Islamic culture. In
reality these states represented little more than a veneer of Islamic culture along
the coast. Barely a few kilometres inland the Islamic Swahili culture vanished to
be replaced by the va{iegated cultures of the Bantu peoples; only to the north of
the Horn of Africa did Islam penetrate inland to any marked degree. Southwards, too, the impact of Islam was limited, fading down the Mozambique coast
and with minimal impact on the Afro-Malay pastoral and agricultural peoples of
Madagascar.

Europe and the Indian Ocean
Mediterranean Europe had long been in contact with the Indian Ocean region. Classical Egypt, Greece, Rome and later Byzantium, then Medieval and Renaissance Europe had maintained links with the Indian Ocean. At times these
were direct, but more often indirect via the trading peoples of the Middle East.
By the fifteenth century direct contacts between Europe and the Indian Ocean
were non-existent. Through the barrier of Muslim lands separating the two regions goods, myths and rumours of fabulous wealth cntered Europe and
eventually tempted European rulers and merchants to find their own direct
route to the fabled land of Prester John, Cathay and the Indies.
When the Portuguese appeared in the Indian Ocean in the last decade of the
fifteenth century they thought it was a Muslim lake. Muslim craft dominated the
sealanes and ports from Sofala on the Mozambique coast to the fabled spice
islands of Ternate and Tidore in the eastern reaches of the Indonesian archipelago. Wherever they went the Portuguese met Islam in a variety of guises:
Swahili, Arabic, Iranian, Indian, Malay, mcrchants, peddlers, princes, .sailors,
craftsmen and peasants.
In the attempt to achieve maritime supremacy in the Indian Ocean the Portuguese disrupted the old patterns of cultural interchange. By reducing the role
of the Muslim traders they eliminated some of the major agents of cultural diffusion. But the Portuguese attempt to monopolise oceanic trade failed; Muslim
traders retreated but many survived and on the littoral the Portuguese had only
a limited control. Their empire evolved around control of major ports such as
Sofala and Mombasa in East Africa, Hormuz and Muscat in the Middle East, Diu
and Goa in India, Colombo and Jaffna in Sri Lanka, and Malacca in the Malay
World.
Whilst the Portuguese limited maritime trade as a means of cultural interchange their weakness on land prevented them from inhibiting cultural interchange along the littoral. Only in East Africa, where many Muslim enclaves
were dependent upon maritime links with the Middle East for cultural sustenance, did the Portuguese grossly alter the processes of cultural evolution - but
even here the disruption was uneven and far from total.
In the Malay World Islam continued to spread for the simple reason that the
Portuguese were physically incapable of enforcing their monopoly. They soon
found that in many places (and not only in the Malay World) they desperately
needed Muslim collaboration to trade profitably and successfully. At the same
time in the Middle East and the Indian sub-continent mighty Islamic empires
were established which paralleled and checkmated the rise of Portuguese
WESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1984
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power. None of these empires were sufficiently strong at sea to destroy the Portuguese but on the land the Ottomans, the Saffavids in Iran and the Moghuls in
India were more than a match for any European interloper.
These new empires ushered in new eras of cultural interchange and
produced vital composite cultures. The Ottomans were the Turkish heirs to the
medieval Arab Caliphate. The Saffavids confirmed the distinctive glories of
Iranian civilization based on a mixture of pre-Islamic, Arabic, Mongol and Turkish influences. In India the Moghuls, from Central Asia, ushered in a magnificent
intermingling of Iranian and Indian cultures.
Elsewhere in the Indian Ocean cultural dynamism was far from dead. In Sri
Lanka adversity prompted the flowering of Kandyan Buddhist culture, and in
Southeast Asia the Thais and Burmese merged a variety of cultural and ethnic
groups into distinct nation states. In the Malay World strong states in the Indonesian archipelago evolved flourishing cultures: palimpsests of Muslim,
Buddhist, Hindu and Animist traditions.
Whatever the failure of the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean they nevertheless
began a new process of cultural exchange. They added elements of their own
culture and religion to the areas they impinged upon, but this was not their
greatest legacy. Their greatest legacy was that they joined Europe and the Indian Ocean region in a new economic nexus which, in time, led to more farreaching processes of cultural interchange.
By discovering a route to the Indian Ocean via the Cape of Good Hope the Portuguese outflanked the Muslim East and pioneered the way for other European
merchants and adventurers. The Middle East was eliminated as the great exchange centre between Europe and the Indian Ocean region. For the first time
the peoples of the region were placed in direct and continuous contact with
European civilization.
The extent and depth of cultural exchange and interaction between Europe
and the Indian Ocean region varied enormously. The Portuguese left a marked
legacy only in Sri Lanka, Goa and parts of the Malay World, elsewhere they disrupted the old processes of cultural exchange. The old core areas of civilization
remained largely intact, but some traditional linkages between core areas were
destroyed and others were weakened.
During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries European power and control mounted in the Indian Ocean. Commercial interest prompted territorial acquisition, as did the extension into the region of European power rivalry and
conflict. Control of the littoral lands began to pass to Europeans as the indigenous empires began to decline, and European settlers slowly filtered into the
region. The Portuguese left a remnant of European settlement in Sri Lanka,
India, the Malay World and along the Mozambique coast. The Dutch and then
the French, who followed their European rivals into the Indian Ocean in the late
seventeenth century, increased the pace of European settlement: the Dutch in
Southern Africa, Sri Lanka and the Indonesian archipelago, the French in
islands such as Mauritius, La Reunion and the Seychelles. French and Dutch
merchants and planters began to develop creole cultures of the indigenous
peoples who formed the basis of these first major European colonial societies in
the Indian Ocean region.
Both the French and the Dutch were responsible for a new maritime migration of indigenous peoples in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Mirroring the activities of the Arab slavers the French provided their islands in the Indian Ocean with a slave labour force drawn mostly from Africa. The Dutch were
not so directly involved in the African slave trade but transported troublesome
Malays and Malay artisans and their soldiers to their colonies in Sri Lanka and
Capetown. Under the French, too, the process of Indian settlement began on the
14
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islands of Mauritius and La Reunion. Whatever their origins or conditions, slave
or freeman, these immigrants carried their cultures with them to lay the basis
for several flourishing creole cultures.
During the nineteenth century Britain emerged as the dominant power in the
Indian Ocean region, and acquired a huge territorial empire.
The nineteenth century was also a century of a different type of folk movement in the Indian Ocean region. As European colonies developed various types
of labour intensive economies there was a chronic shortage of labour in some
areas. Emerging plantation and mining economies in Malaya and the Dutch
East Indies led to massive Indian and Chinese settlement. Plantation economies
in the Natal and the French and British islands of the Ocean led to a large migration of Indian labour to these areas. In East Africa, the Middle East and Sri Lanka
other types of economic activity prompted by European colonialism attracted
yet more settlers from the Indian sub-continent.
These expatriate communities in some instances remained exotic in their
new homes, but some, such as the Chinese in Singapore and the Indians in
Mauritius, came to form the dominant cultural group. But whatever their degree
of integration with their new homes their links with their old homes invariably
weakened and, as with the European settlers, they have had to adapt their cultural heritage to suit local conditions.
The old core civilizations were not destroyed by· European intrusion, but all
had different experiences as a result of this confrontation. The creation of a multiplicity of colonial states with boundaries often at odds with ethnic, cultural and
linguistic boundaries fragmented the old core areas ostensibly discounting
their basic cultural unity. Also the wave of European settlement into specific
areas of the Indian Ocean region in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries created new zones predominantly European in cultural orientation which were minimally integrated with any of the indigenous cultures of the region.
Because European settlement, particularly in southern Africa and Western
Australia, is such a recent, and to an extent traumatic event, it is viewed as an exotic and disruptive occurrence. Yet placed in a larger historical perspective
European settlement has its precedents in a long series of folk movements into
the Indian Ocean region stretching back thousands of years. Many of these earlier folk movements disrupted pre-existing societies, but all were eventually to
contribute to the spectrum of cultures in the region.
Admittedly, modern communications and world politics have reinforced and
maintained the cultural linkages of the European settlers with their original cultures. But migration and the unique demands of strange climates, different topographies and new economic activities have changed the imported European
cultures. European settlers have had to adapt their heritage to local conditions,
and this process has led to the creation of new cultural areas in the Indian Ocean
region.
In southern Africa and Australia the indigenous cultures w.:re discounted by
the early European settlers and frequently savagely disrupted. But in recent
years there has been a revival of indigenous cultures in areas of European settlement which, if it has not led to cultural integration, has \cd to the development
of parallel cultural systems and a questioning amongst European settler groups
of their own cultural heritage.

Conclusion
The great core cultures of the Indian Ocean region -- which emerged in six
distinct areas millennia ago -- still form the basis of cultural differentiation and
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exchange in the region. They are still the core areas of a range of societies which
despite their variety exhibit common cultural features which differentiate them
from contiguous groups. Over the past millennia there has been a continuing
process of cultural interchange between the core areas so that there are similar
threads running through the many cultures of the Indian Ocean region. Nevertheless each core area has moulded imported ideas, forms and peoples to its own
needs, reinforcing its distinctive regional identity and the cultural variety and
vitality of the Indian Ocean region.
The process of cultural exchange and fusion continues. The experience of
European colonialism and the legacy of national states based on Europeanimposed political divisions has curtailed some cultural diffusion. But modern
communications and the multiplication of media facilities, combined with the
political and economic exigencies of the Indian Ocean region, have encouraged
new patterns of cultural exchange based on the old core areas and the cultures
of the European inhabitants of the region.
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FRANK BROEZE

Indian Seafarers in Modern Times

India has a seafaring tradition that stretches back as far as 3000 B.C. Coastal
agricultural and fishing communities for millennia have supplied seamen for
the vessels of port city rulers and merchants. The empire of the Cholas that
founds its zenith during the tenth and eleventh centuries AD was based on the
experience and capabilities of its sailors. Although Arabs and later Europeans
made serious inroads in the seaborne commerce and shipping of India, a significant part of her established maritime industries remained. Indeed, there is
much evidence to suggest that, while European shipping monopolised the intercontinental trade routes to and from the Indian Ocean, within the region a
positive, albeit at time uneasy, interrelationship existed that allowed indigenous shipping to serve coastal and regional traffic.
If the Moghuls showed little interest in maritime matters, this was amply
compensated by the activity displayed in India's coastal zones. In Gujarat religious beliefs and customs that have survived until the present day demonstrate that that region possesses an unbroken tradition of seafaring since very
early days. The rituals involved stem largely from elements of popular culture,
and a surprising similarity exists between the Muslim and Hindu forms of worship. In Kutch and parts of Saurashtra these practices also involve a composite
Hindu-Muslim deity-saint who is known as Darya Lalor Darya Pir. Said to have
been born in the eleventh century Darya Lal was to conciliate Hindu and Muslim
communities. His cult and its survival indicate also that, contrary to the beliefs
of earliest historians, Hindu seafaring was little, if at all, hampered by religious
precepts that invoked sanctions against travelling overseas. The widespread
worship of Varuna, often also known as Ratnagara or Jalanath, Lord of the Seas,
strongly supports this view.
From the 1760s onwards, and with a strong acceleration from 1784, a new
complexion came over seaborne Indian commerce. The so-called 'country
trade' grew rapidly with the expansion of traffic on eastern routes, such as those
from Bengal to Southeast Asia (Penang was founded in 1786, Singapore in
1819), the Phillippines. Canton and Australia, and also between Bombay and
China. Although soon dominated by British firms, Parsees took a large share of
the Bombay trades both to the eastward and in the Western Indian Ocean. Significantly, while the masters and officers of the larger 'country' vessels were almost exclusively European, they relied overwhelmingly on Indian crews.
'Lascars*, as Indian scamen wcre until recently generally called. became a well:I.: The teTm 'Iasc~r' is now regarded as derogatory and is not In use any morc. It stems from the Persian
word 'Iashkar' that was used to indicate the civilian followers of Portuguese and British armies in India.
From there it crossed both sideways to the merchant fleet. and across the Indian Ocean to East Africa
where 'askari' became the Swahili word for a private soldier.
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Varuna, Hindu God of the Seas.
Replica statue of the sandstone
image in the 11th century Raja
Rani temple at Bhubaneshwar, Orissa; offered by the Indian National Shipowners' Association it
stands in the headquarters of the
International Maritime Organisation
at
London's
Albert
Embankment. (This photo appeared in Fairplay of 4.8.1983).

A typical example of Victorian prejuOlce. The Eastindiaman Marlborough in 1853
made a record run from Melbourne to the Channel. A passenger recounted: "The ship
had an entire Lascar crew (the first Lascars who had ever been round Cape Horn); and
there is little doubt that, had the crew been European, the voyage would have been accomplished in a week less time." Significantly, and quite contrary to custom, the accompanying illustration, "The Marlborough passing an Iceberg off Cape Horn"
showed no crew members (London Illustrated News, 15 October 1853).

known presence in the ports of the region. Occasionally they remained behind
through desertion or accident, or by being abandoned by their master. Thus the
wrecking of several sailing ships during the first winter of the new colony of
Western Australia (1829/30) resulted in Indian seamen being stranded at
Fremantle. One of them, Hookham Chan, became a respected furniture maker
and in 1888 was the oldest man to vote in a crucial Perth by-election.
Employment in the intercontinental trades developed from the 1850s, but especially after the introduction of steam navigation and the opening of the Suez
Canal. The Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Company had started to employ Indian seamen on it~ Indian Ocean fleet virtually from the beginning of its
operations in the 1840s, and was presently followed by most of its rivals, such
as the Clan Line or Harrison's. They supplemented the demand for Indian sailors from regional shipowners, foremost the British Indian Steam Navigation
Company, and the companies serving other continents from India, such as the
Nourse Line, which carried coolies and rice to the West Indies and in 1904 changed to steam.
By 1914 over fifty thousand Indians served on British ships, and another few
thousand were employed with other European firms, such as the German
Steamship Company 'Hansa'. The foremost reason for the employment of this
large number of Indian sailors was the cheapness of their labour. Indian deckhands in 1904 earned Rs. 16-22 ($1.4s-$1.14s.) per month, Indian fireman Rs. 20
($1.11s.), against wages of $5.lOs. for their British counterparts. Their lower individual wages (which had not risen since the beginning of the nineteenth century), and the further economics resulting from the inferior and often inadequate
food and lesser accommodation space required for them, more than compensated for the higher manning rates of Indian compared to European crews. It
was good business to employ Indian seamen, especially as they were renowned
for their docility and British sailors showed little inclination to serve in tropical
waters.
The latter factor was part of a complex of images and prejudices against Indian sailors that caused the geographical areas of employment of Indian and
British seamen to be largely separate. Its origins lay in the period of the French
Wars (1793-1815), when entire Indian crews were engaged for London-bound
Eastindiamen and private trading ships. These crews were drawn from traditional maritime communities on the west coast to the North and South of
Bombay (especially Gujarat and Malabar) and around Calcutta (East Bengal,
with an emphasis on Chittagong, Noakhali and Sylhet), and recruited according
to traditional methods in groups led by serangs who also received all wages.
The acceptance of this system of indirect recruitment, already embedded in
Asian society characterised by chronic underemployment and reinforced by the
problems of communication between the largely illiterate 'lascars' and their
British officers and masters, meant that sailors remained dependent on the serangs for their employment and wages, and crew sizes were determined by local
rather than British standards.
Although the qualities of Asian sailors in the navigation of the Indian Ocean
were well recognised, their larger crew sizes easily convinced the British that Indians were physically inferior to their European colleagues. Moreover, when
they made their way to Britain, the conditions on board - especially the appalling lack of adequate food, health care and warm clothing- were so bad that
many became diseased or died. Although a surgeon's report in 1802 specifically
indicted British shipowners and masters for their callous negligence, the result
was not an improvement in the treatment of the Indians, but rather the conclusion that they were weak and not suitable for work in cold climates. This opinion
was repeated over and over again during the nineteenth century, and matched
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the equally erroneous belief that white sailors could not stand working conditions in the tropics.
Perhaps the most amazing aspect of this prejudice was that the introduction of
steam shipping made no impact on it, although its root lay in the conditions
of sail. Whatever justification there might have been for opinions based on the
perhaps smaller physique of Indian seamen when related to the hard work required on the intercontinental sailing ship, this disappeared when steam did
away with the requirement of skill and strength for deckhands. Moreover, it largely increased the number of stewards on passenger ships, and in the engineroom created the entirely new job categories of firemen and trimmers -- the true
proletarians of the sea. It was exactly in these categories that British workers
were unwilling to be employed 'in the hot engine-room with the tropical sun
beating on the steel deck overhead' (as the stereotype put it) and Indian recruits
had to be found. These new strong men came partly from Bengal, but foremost
from the land-locked Punjab, Peshawar and the North West Frontier province.
Indeed, without the muscles and stamina of these people the British merchant
fleet in the Indian Ocean would have ground to a complete standstill. Yet, by
1914 prejudice was as strong as ever.
For those who wanted to see, however, the performance of Indian sailors in
the first and second world wars should have dispelled all opinion about weakness, cowardice, or unsuitability for cold climates. As ordinary shipping patterns were disrupted and vessels taken up for transport duties outside their ordinary channels, Indians saw service all over the globe, and throughout served
with courage and valour.
Wartime needs greatly inflated the number of Indian seamen, but afterwards
only a small proportion of all registered men actually held jobs. The 1920s and
1930s were characterised by chronic unemployment, and at Independence for
250,000 to 300,000 sailors only some 65,000 positions were available. By then
the existence of 600 Indian officers testified to the gradual Indianisation of the
upper ranks of the merchant service that, despite British opposition, had taken
off since the establishment of the training ship Dufferin (1927). India's first modern shipping company, Scindia Steam Navigation Co. of Bombay (1919). had
played a major role in this process.
Partition caused major disruptions, as a majority of all seamen at that time
hailed from Pakistan. The number of Indian sailors dropped sharply, to 63,207 in
1958, and 36,123 in 1981, but unemployment remained at the high level of c. 40
per cent. The decline of British companies, especially those recruiting at Calcutta, was not matched by rising opportunities on other foreign fleets. Moreover, the growth of the Indian fleet (from 200,000 grt in 1948 to over 6 million grt
nowadays) has remained too modest to creat large-scale employment. Protectionist policies of other maritime nations, the growing competition from seamen from other Asian countries (Phillippines, Korea, Singapore and Pakistan)
and rapid technological change further reduce the demand for Indian sailors. In
contrast, the rise of the Indian fleet has been a great boon for officers. Enjoying
high standards of training, they also found large-scale employment elsewhere
(although also that is now declining); in 1981 their number amounted to c.
10,000 against 5,000 a decade earlier.
Training facilities form the backbone of the professional competency of Indian seamen. The Rajendra has succeeded the Dufferin at Bombay for the presea training of cadets, while the Lal Bahadur Shastri Nautical and Engineering
College, Bombay, and the Directorate of Marine Engineering Training (at
Bombay and Calcutta) conduct post-sea instruction to deck officers and engineers; some of the latter, radio officers and pursers, receive their training in
general institutions. The needs of ratings were completely neglected until Inde20
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Coastal steamers loading in the Hooghly,
Calcutta, during the
1880s (taken from G.
Moorhouse, Calcutta).

King George V inspecting
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Indian
crew of the hospital
ship Plassy (P & 0), 24
June 1917.

The Indian Mercantile
Marine Training Ship
Duffcrin, 1927.

pendence, after which in quick succession (1950-55) three training ships were
established by the state governments of West Bengal (at Calcutta), Andhra
Pradesh (Visakhapatnam) and Gujarat (Navlakhi). These ships found general
approval and attracted candidates from outside, but recent changes in shipboard technology and organisations have put into question the suitability of
their courses. Seamen can study and qualify for officer rank, and this avenue of
professional and social mobility has not remained negligible.
The wages paid to all Indian seamen put them far ahead of their fellow workers on land, and also their colleagues who man the large number of small sailing craft still plying on the coast. While still far below Australian or European
standards, they have continuously been pushed upwards as a consequence of
the acceptance of the principle of comparative wage justice, strong union organisation and representation in an industrial framework of collective
bargaining, and a high level of professional efficiency. A rating's average basic
monthly pay rose from Rs. 18-30 in 1939 to Rs. 151-178 in 1960, Rs. 355 in 1970,
and stands now at well over Rs. 700. With overtime rates, bonuses and other
extras, this has placed all Indian ratings over the Rs. 15,000 income tax bar. Officers' and masters' salaries have not risen as dramatically, but are considerable:
according to the 1981 pay scales a Third Officer earns Rs. 1,690-1,855, a master
Rs. 3,510-6,040 per month, exclusive of allowances.
Basic conditions of work relating to the length of the working week (now 44
hours against 63 in 1957), overtime payments, paid holidays, etc., have become
enshrined in the 1958 Merchant Shipping Act. The favourable climate of the
1950s also facilitated the adoption of successive regulations and agreements
that, collectively, constitute a remarkable, even if not entirely complete, set of
social welfare policy. The establishment of the National Welfare. Board (1958)
was a landmark of great significance, while the contributory Provident Fund,
coupled with a non-contributory Gratuity Scheme, form the beginnings of a
comprehensive pension scheme. Free medical care (although not yet for dependants) and accident compensation schemes have been instituted. A major
concern still is the provision of suitable housing for the sailors during their stay
in port. Not until 1931 was the first Indian Sailors' Home opened in Bombay. A
hostel followed in 1949, but Calcutta gained its 'Nabik Griha' only in 1954. Yet,
many seamen still have to find shelter in clubs, Jathis, or other unsatisfactory
abodes; a problem whose solution with the lengthening periods of unemployment becomes increasingly urgent.
The most important advance of the 1950s was the abolition of the pernicious
system of indirect recruitment. Several official investigations between the wars
had had little effect, and through the widespread unemployment, illiteracy and
lack of industrial organisation of the sailors, bribery and extortion had remained
rampant. Also the introduction of an open muster system in 1941 was futile.
Only the adoption of the Seamen's Employment Scheme (1954) immediately
and effectively stamped out those practices and established direct and personal
recruitment on the basis of a roster system. Strongly pressed by the resolutions
of the First Asian Maritime Conference of the International Labor Office (ILO) of
1953 the Government of India had acted decisively, and in doing so foreadowed the introduction of the comprehensive Merchant Shipping Act of 1958.
The chronic oversupply of seamen, fuelled by the continued graduation of
new ratings from the three training schools, has not only prevented the adoption of the principle of continuous employment, but also put increasingly strong
pressure on. the roster system, as idle waiting periods are lengthening. dramatically. In 1981 an Expert Committee on Unemployment amongst Indian Seamen
was set up under the chairmanship of Admiral S. M. Nanda, but it is doubtful
whether any substantial remedies can be proposed.
22
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Trade unions for seamen came into existence only in 1919. Their early struggles in many ways reflected, and indeed were an integral part of, the general
course of trade unionism in India. The establishment of the International Labor
Office in 1919, and the active interest displayed by leaders such as N. M. Joshi
(who was also the president of the first officers' union in 1939), M. Daud, D.
Desai or Aftab Ali, provided continuous drive, and in 1946 the All-India Seafarers' Federation united some 66,000 ratings and 600 officers. The latter have
been since 1944 organised in the Maritime Union of India which is still the one
national union embracing masters, officers, engineers, radio operators, etc. The
AISF quickly disintegrated after Independence, but in its stead the National
Union of Seafarers of India, covering both Bombay and Calcutta, became the largest single organisation. As was the case with the MUI for the officers, the NUS I
was recognised by the Indian National Shipowners' Association as the representative body for all ratings at all negotiations and collective bargaining between employers and employees.
In 1964 the two branches of the NUSI split (Calcutta changing its name to National Union of Seamen of India), but both maintained their local supremacy and
they often co-operate closely on the national scene. Minor unions occasionally
compete, but without as yet greatly affecting their status. Especially in hardpressed Calcutta this struggle displays political overtones, with the rival For~
ward Seamen's Union being backed by the West Bengal CPI (M) party and government.
The majority of the seafarers' organisations have traditionally been socialist
and reformist, and both the MUI and the NUSI's are active internationally in the
ILO and the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF). They have made
strong representations to the Maritime Sessions of the former, its two Asian
Maritime Conferences (1953 and 1965) and its Joint Maritime Commission.
Often the recommendations of the ILO outpace conditions in India, e.g. respecting continuous employment and, in agreement with the ITF, an international
minimum wage for seamen. The first claim is supported by all Indian unions,
but the latter is more controversial, as Indians generally accept wages below the
IOL-ITF minimum, and foresee further retrenchments, if that standard should be
enforced.
The dilemma of the Indian seamen's unions is a vivid example of the complex problems of dualism that lie at the heart of the debates on the North-South
relationship. In comparison with their western colleagues, Indian sailors earn a
pittance, but at the same time they are so much better off than their fellow nationals toiling ashore that some regard them as an aristocracy of labour. But,
from whatever angle one looks at their position, they have largely contributed to
make India, once again, a maritime nation, and thus to enable her to resume one
of her most ancient traditions. In the mixed economy of socialist-capitalist India
this can be seen symbolised in the leading role played by the state-owned Shipping Corporation of India, but perhaps even more so by the adoption of the
image of the ancient Hindu god Jalanath, Lord of the Seas, by Scindia as a corporate emblem.
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LLOYD FERNANDO

Re-Defining the Self in South-East Asia

However much we try to penetrate "the sense of the contemporary" it will be
through the English language writer's sense. That is the first limitation on our
discussion. Only those of us who have a command of another South East Asian
language will be able to break past that limitation.
"Contemporary" so far as it is used in discussions on literature must mean a
period of about fifty years. Anything less would mislead us into just being
trendy. We would not be able to see how a fashion stands in the context of larger
movements. We could lose perspective.
Apologies may be in order for the clumsy title of this paper. Any other title I
would have chosen would have been similarly clumsy. A few alternative titles
are mentioned here because they may serve to illustrate what I have in mind.
"Free Fall": William Golding, I know, used this term for a different purpose in
his novel. This title helps me to convey what I mean by "re-defining". Imagine
that the writer is in an aeroplane which we can call his world, and he has jumped
out, or been pushed or forced out. He leaves behind a one-dimensional world of
language, religion and culture, and he falls free. Then he remembers to press
the button or pull the cord, and his parachute flutters open, the parachute is the
English language. He is not a trained parachutist. He cannot choose where he
will land. He tugs at the language as best he can. He will probably tug according
to the terrain over which he is and according to the winds that blow.
"The Burden of the Past": The classic title for critics is always "The Sense of
the Past". Consider the creature who has ·run about scot-free in the fields. It is
chased and finally caught, held down and branded. Then it is free again. The
scar heals, but it has permanently transformed his mien, his visage. Everyone
knows and recognises the brand. The man who put the brand on you in the first
place, has a certain look on his face when he sees you.
"Logics of Culture": The best illustration is still the horrific dilemma presented in Conrad's Heart of Darkness. I have touched on this before and will only
summarise it here. Kurtz's dilemma was to reconcile the practice of cannibalism
at the heart of one culture (which he had embraced, for his own dark reasons)
with its taboo at the heart of his own. Kurtz was caught in this quintessential
clash, and was destroyed. Totally opposite logics of culture met and exacted
their tomof the man who thought he had found a way to eliminate one. The question then is not Which is right? but Are they both right? Or are they both equally
worthless? As Patrick White said in one of his novels, "The whole business is
either a mystery or else meaningless, and of the two the meaningless is more
difficult to bear".
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"Placating the Furies of the Present": George Steiner uses tltis apt phrase in
one of his essays. We live in a world of torture, continuing genocide, hostages.
A world of highly sophisticated science and technology. A world in which few
cultures to-day exist in a pure state. Counter-cultures are treated as of equal
value. The resurgence of the last of the world's great civilisations, which the
world would have cheerfully ignored if their economies had not been threatened, is now with us, everywhere. It is. also a world in which the longestablished hierarchy between knowledge and ignorance, where in the old days
we would have said the person who knows more knows more and there are no
two ways about it, is no longer self-evident. We are suddenly caught in our
tracks and we think the ignorant member of the tribe in the jungle might know
more. There is an inarticulate fear that this may be so. So what we have essentially is a fashion of non-evaluative studies of writers and their craft.
We have found that reason and the liberal imagination, by which we and
many others in universities elsewhere have guided ourselves, lack the capacity
to prevent massacre. What is worse, says George Steiner, "the libraries, museums, theatres, universities, can prosper next to undiluted savagery." This
refers to much that has happened in most parts of the world including my own,
and your own, even after the holocaust. Now in such a context, sensibility, intelligence, scruple in learning, these carry forward in a neutral zone. But there is a
nagging fear: is it a neutral zone, or is it a void? One is reminded of the protagonist in Arthur Koestler's Darkness at Noon. Having successfully held out
against his inquisitors, he defeats himself when he comes up against the question: What if "they" are right? Here I am, thinking I'm the one holding up the
lamp of civilisation -- What if "they" are right, and I am wrong? This is the final
turn of the screw, the conscience of the liberal imagination turning upon itself to
deal its own death-blow.
These are things which must make the writer, whether he is in South East
Asia or Australia, feel that the old vocabulary is exhausted. We must look for
-components and meeting places in a new and divided literacy. We simply lack
sufficient knowledge. I contemplate such a background when I think of figures
in literature and real life, of whom I will mention four. One of them is Brierly, a
very minor character in Conrad's Lord Jim. He is a sea captain and he appears in
a short episode. He cuts a dapper figure, dressed neatly in his uniform. His ship
is somewhere in South East Asian waters. He carries out his duties with perfect
aplomb. Surrounded by confusion, he is imperturbable. He is the one man in
command of his situation, where all the rest is a melee. One day Brierly deliberately steps out of his ship and plunges to his death in the sea. Conrad gives
us no explanation of this event. It seems that in the end Brierly's powerful effort
to maintain equanimity and achieve success in life suddenly snapped under the
unrelenting demand of his strange environment that he respond to it. The writer
who ignores the furies of the present must be careful that his strength too, if it
can be called that, does not snap in, the same way.
That was a character in fiction. Here is a character from real life, a good poet, the
Sri Lankan Lakhdas Wickrama Sinha. In 1965 he published a slim volume of
poems entitled Lustre. Here is one of his poems for flavour:
Turn Me Over
In the end it is a lawman looking down on me
Encircled on the ground by the feet of a crowd;
And I am trying to say that the four holes on my chest
Do not matter, but please I cannot bear
The sight of this crowd peering over each other on me
And muttering, and the lawman with a small notebook.
26
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So please turn me over on my face
I would taste the dust before I die;
And see the colour of it on my eyes so close,
Hear the shuffling sound of dust
Without seeing the feet of those that make it,
And see so close how my blood-flecked saliva is taken in,
As the earth will take me in -And know that you see with amazed pleasure
Four rich red flowers open on my back.
This talented poet has two pages of Notes at the back of his book, and I would
like to quote Note One:
Two-thirds of the poems I wrote between August and October 1965 are in
this book; the section "Lustre" marks a phase of Sinhala sensibility -- I go
on to the exploration of my person and deadly position: I have come to
realise that I am using the language of the most despicable and loathesome people on earth; I have no wish to extend its life and range, enrich its
tonality. To write in English is a form of cultural treason. I have had for the
future to think of a way of circumventing this treason; I propose to do this
by making my writing entirely immoralist and destructive .... "
Lakhdas is not and never has been alone. His outburst is that of one who has
been stopped violently short in his tracks by some event in his life, some blinding realisation. Others may not have expressed themselves so vehemently, but
they too have been similarly stopped short. Most have picked up again after an
interval of silence. I like to think Lakhdas, before he died, did too.
As I have tried to indicate by the various titles I had in mind, language is only
one of the hazards. An event or an instinct can trip you with suddenness in such
a way that you know, firstly, that you do not comprehend it wholly, and secondly, that things, ever after, will never be the same. I believe some such impetus
was behind two sonnets by the English poet, Geoffrey Hill, subtitled "For the
Jews of Europe." Hill attempts no more than a record of a formal statement of
grief in fourteen densely packed lines in each sonnet. The brevity moves, where
to have written at length about something so enormous as the holocaust would
have been almost an impertinence.
A similar poetic approach is to be found in a peom by the MalaysianAustralian poet, Ee Tiang Hong. In "Requiem" he writes about a time when
there were communal clashes in Kuala Lumpur. It was an episode which shook
the fabric of our society and heralded change. Its full significance is difficult to
grasp to this day.
Requiem
Date from this day onwards
Whatever you will,
Use the momentous day
As it suits you, but with reverence,
As befits the great divide.
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Tell your chidren to remember
The lesson of May 13,
Or tell them to forget
The friends and relatives who died,
It makes no difference,
Sun and moon will rise tomorrow
Sun and moon will set
For all our sorrow.

It is not the cultural irrelevance of the language in a context where its position
has been drastically downgraded that one is trying to underline. That problem is
obvious enough. And that is not the ground of Lakhdas's objection either, so far
as I can see. The problem is other, and two-fold. First, it is like finding that one's
image, cast by an accident of history on a certain language mirror, has been
spirited away by someone who has what I have called that certain look on his
face. The writer is vexed at the loss of his privacy and he cries, fiercely, "You
don't know me, you cannot know me, whatever has happened between us."

Second, to compound this disaster, the writer finds himself not free but imprisoned in a linguistic net of old values and codes of grammar. If he accepts his
situation without re-scrutiny, he asks only for condescension from his readers
and renewed enslavement. That net, those grammatical and symbolic codes,
have little to do with colonialism, now long since past. But they are grossly inadequate for dealing with what I have labelled the furies of the present. And your
furies are not all necessarily mine. The vocabulary is exhausted. It preserves
and provides for a given universe whose designated codes cannot accommodate what is happening in the closing years of the twentieth century.
I suggest it is the writer who first becomes aware of this insufficiency of our
knowlege, and of the need to explore through his works the capacity of the psyche to transcend this old universe of discourse. Two writers, an Australian and a
Malaysian may serve to illustrate what has been said so far: Patrick White and
Wong Phui Nam.
The stature of Patrick White stems from the intensity of the re-education
which his characters undergo. The foundation of his action in Voss is "the good
scent of rich, recent, greenish dung" (p.259), "the blowfly on its bed of offal"
and "the lovely colours of putrescence" (p.388). Mr. Bonner's study is ornamented with "rich, red tooled leather" (p.19), engraved silver, gazetteers and almanacs. As Voss's expedition begins, "pale scars (show) in the sides of the hairy
trees" (p.124). As he and his party continue, they enter "a valley sculptured in
red rock and quartz" (p.195), the birds are "flashes of saffron, bursts of crimson" (p.195). After a heavy rainstorm there are "the thousand pricking sounds
of moist earth, the sound of cud in the swollen cheeks of cattle" (p.259). White's
powers of graphic representation show an impressive range, whether he is simply describing sherry in a glass where "the trembling liquid subside(s) into a
steady jewel" (p.12), or the scene of the slaughtered horses where "the glistening, greenish caverns of their bellies were open" after the aborigines were
through with them (p.392).
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The style underlines a key emphasis in the novel which is that of showing its
protagonists as absorbing the fullest impact of their real, concrete environment,
learning it all over again (or for the first time) item by item in a way that "the
huddlers" on the fringe of the Australian continent do not. But Voss has the vision to realise that a firm grasp of the concrete, however harrowing its torments
may be upon the body, is but a step towards deeper understanding. By his expedition he actually embraces the concreteness of his surrounds yet he categorises the concreteness as inessential, and his aim is "to discard the inessential and to attempt the infinite" (p.35). Voss has a benign contempt for
people who do not have any inkling of this spiritual dimension of life. This includes the young black, Jackie, whom he sees as his footstool and who will ultimately be his executioner.
Only with Laura does he find a level of response to environment equal to his
own. The capacity seems to be some kind of additional human faculty able to annihilate distance and sometimes, vaguely, time. Voss overcomes the physical
distances of his country, but only reaches the threshold of the distance within
himself which he must traverse if he is to communicate with the aborigines.
That is why he fails almost completely to understand his encounter with them
and ends up, as one of his companies predicted, a sacrifice to his incomplete
knowledge. One recalls the episode in which Voss walks up to the black in the
middle of the Australian bush and offers his hand in friendship, as if by a mere
handshake the gap between them could be bridged. With unconscious irony the
black scrutinised the outstretched hand and then, losing interest, drops it as if it
were a bag of flour.
The scene of Voss's death has a peculiarly sacrificial air about it:
All moved quickly towards the twig shelter, an ominious humpy in that
light. Jackie went in, crowded upon by several members of his adoptive
tribe still doubtful of his honesty. But the spirits of the place were kind to
Jackie: they held him up by the armpits as he knelt at the side of Mr. Voss.
He could just see that the pale eyes of the white man were looking,
whether at him or through him, he did not attempt to discover but quickly
stabbed with his knife and his breath between the windpipe and the muscular part of the throat.
His audience was hissing.
The boy was stabbing, and sawing, and cutting, and breaking, with all
of his increasing, but confused manhood, above all, breaking. He must
break the terrible magic that bound him remorselessly, endlessly, to the
white men.
When Jackie had got the head off, he ran outside followed by the
witnesses, and flung the thing at the feet of the elders, who had been clever enough to see to it that they should not do the deed themselves.
The boy stood for a moment beneath the morning star, the whole air
was trembling on his skin. As for the head-thing, it knocked against a few
stones, and lay like any melon. How much was left of the man it no longer
represented? His dreams fled into the air, his blood ran out upon the dry
earth, which drank it up immediately. Whether dreams breed, or the earth
responds to a pint of blood, the instant of death does not tell. (p.394).
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Presumably on account of such scenes, White has been accused of being masochistic, but that is to miss the point. Voss's death, while gruesome, is a dramatically appropriate admission of both the longing for and the failure to acquire
the knowledge needed to penetrate the logic of another culture.
In Malaysia there is no writer in English of the stature of White. But Wong
Phui Nam is a Malaysian poet who has similarly used death to symbolise a form
of sacrificial transmutation. In Wong's "Poem for a Birthday", some event has
occurred (or a process has commenced) which has made the protagonist realise
that for him things will never thereafter be the same again. He is in a limbo with
only scraps of the past for solace -- the torn fur of a childhood toy, remembered
street corners. He is oppressed by a sense of being ill-equipped to face whatever
it is towards which we are moving. This feeling of inadequacy, this guilt complex is imaged in the Job-like figure tending his sores. Yet even while waiting
submissively for the unknown transmutation, there is underlying anguish for
the personality which will die:
Poem for a Birthday
To be most myself is to be
this darkness that pervades the land;
to be, in this foul weather, a climbing up
the turning wooden back-stairs
to a rainless sleep; and in the morning,
in the small hours of the soul,
the cold that comes, making large
the doorways - the body in its spell
is a scatter of small stones beneath the porch.
This then is a country where one cannot wish
to be. The spirit not given its features
festers in the flesh. Incites the year
to come upon it like the tiger. The city's parks
old street corners and the public buildings
bear the stench, the torn fur
of trivial remembrances. Thus in the flesh
am I hunted out, creature of my days;
vocal, perhaps to seem some kind of Job
Tending my sores to an emptiness,
the hoarse throat my psaltery to make such sounds
as may breed some hint for the soul's endurance.
Who would be comforters, do not begin to dress
or even touch these scabs their peeling leaves
a spreading terrain
where all conclusions, all arguments are broken down
to miles of running serrations, the soft mud-flats.
Wong's poems are rarely easy to grasp at a single reading. The difficulty stems
from the creative tension between the self that he is and the self that he feels he
will or ought to become. To opt for the former is to choose a Job-like wasting
away. To opt for the latter is to choose certain death and dissolution of the old,
but also an unascertainable future. In one of his major sequences, "Candles for
a Local Osiris", there is a guardedly joyful anticipation of this death that is to
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come, but whether the death will be an epiphany in anticipation of the unknown
future, or a disaster, the poet does not know.
I have cited in this talk examples of writers dealing with the trap of a onedimensional world of discourse. Their protagonists literally or metaphorically
die in colliding with the outer barriers of that universe. Perhaps here is where
Patrick White's illuminates, as they are called, have something to offer us. They
have a faculty that is not quite the mysticism which Raja Rao's characters are
absorbed in. They have a power to project towards others by some means
which is beyond the normal faculties of reason and emotion, although less than
the conventionally understood faculty developed by mystics. By some sort of
superhuman effort, not entirely of their own volition, they are able forcibly to
traverse the voids separating human beings and cultures. Voss did just that
from the Australian outback to the fringes where Laura was.
A word in conclusion about official formulations and programmes may be
apropos here, since they too are a form of one-dimensional discourse. It is right
that the many fundamental economic and cultural matters embraced by such
formulation of human affairs acceptable to all has yet to be produced by man.
No person, no group, can claim that they have given us a formulation for the
whole of life or, if they do make such a claim, that they can implement it in a
manner that answers to the human needs of all. It is that incompleteness to
which the writer with a genuine sense of the contemporary must unwaveringly
address himself.
NOTES

Thanks are due to the Department of English, University of Western Australia, for inVIting me to attend the Seminar, "The Writer's Sense of the Contemporary", at which this talk
was originally presented in 1982. I request the reader's indulgence for its colloquial style.
References to texts are as follows: Patrick White, Voss (Penguin edition 1957); Lakhdas
Wickrama Sinha, Lustre (Ariya: Kandy, 1965); Ee Tiang Hong, Myths for a Wilderness
(Heinemann Educational Books, Singapore. 1976); Wong Phui Nam's "Poem for a Birthday" first appeared in Tenggara, 1967, No.1, "Candles for a Local Osiris" in a University of
Singapore magazine about 1959 which I have not been able to trace; George Steiner, In
Bluebeard's Castle (Faber, 1971).
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KAMALADAS

In recent years readers outside India have become increasingly aware of the
poetry of Kamala Das, who has been described by one anthologist as "showing
the way to the women poets of India." But it is not only Indians who hear a new
and unique voice in her poems. An American critic has written how "the poems
and their themes of love, sexuality, mortality, sickness, loneliness, courage,
bravado, intensify and modify one another. They glitter with an imagery and a
diction of enormous range and yet perfect correspondence." Two papers by
Australian critics have been given on her work at international conferences this
year.
Many of the features we associate with American and European women's
writing over the last two decades are there in Das as well, yet there is no question of "influence". Her sensibility remains true to its own origins - Hindu and
Malayalam (in which she also writes fiction), and her setting is always firmly
and particularly her own. She is one of the most "modern" and unsettling personalities in contemporary Indian writing.
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KAMALADAS

An Introduction

I don't know politics but I know the names
Of those in power, and can repeat them like
Days of week, or names of months, beginning with
Nehru. I am Indian, very brown, born in
Malabar, I speak three languages, write in
Two, dream in one. Don't write in English, they said,
English is not your mother-tongue. Why not leave
Me alone, critics, friends, visiting cousins,
Everyone of you? Why not let me speak in
Any language I like? The language I speak
Becomes mine, its distortions, its queernesses
All mine, mine alone. It is half English, half
Indian, funny perhaps, but it is honest,
It is human as I am human, don't
You see? It voices my joys, my longings, my
Hopes, and it is useful to me as cawing
Is to crows or roaring to the lions, it
Is human speech, the speech of the mind that is
Here and not there, a mind that sees and hears and
Is aware. Not the deaf, blind speech
Of trees in storm or of monsoon clouds or of rain or the
Incoherent mutterings of the blazing
Funeral pyre. I was child, and later they
Told me I grew, for I became tall, my limbs
Swelled and one or two places sprouted hair. When
I asked for love, not knowing what else to ask
for, he drew a youth of sixteen into the
Bedroom and closed the door. He did not beat me
But my sad woman-body felt so beaten.
The weight of my breasts and womb crushed me. I shrank
Pitifully. Then ... I wore a shirt and my
Brother's trousers, cut my hair short and ignored
My womanliness. Dress in sarees, be girl,
Be wife, they said. Be embroiderer, be cook,
Be a quarreller with servants. Fit in. Oh,
Belong, cried the categorizers, Don't sit
On walls or peep in through our lace-draped windows.
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Be Amy, or be Kamala. Or, better
Still, be Madhavikutty. It is time to
Choose a name, a role. Don't play pretending games.
Don't play at schizophrenia or be a
Nympho. Don't cry embarassingly loud when
Jilted in love ... I met a man, loved him. Call
.
Him not by any name, he is every man
Who wants a woman, just as I am every
Woman who seeks love. In him ... the hungry haste
Of rivers, in me ... the oceans' tireless
Waiting. Who are you, I ask each and everyone,
The answer is, it is I. Anywhere and
Everywhere, I see the one who calls himself
I; in this world, he is tightly packed like the
Sword in its sheath. It is I who drink lonely
Drinks at twelve, midnight, in hotels of strange towns,
It is I who laugh, it is I who make love
And then, feel shame, it is I who lie dying
With a rattle in my throat. I am sinner,
I am saint. I am the beloved and the
Betrayed. I have no joys which are not yours, no
Aches which are not yours. I too call myself I.

The Old Playhouse
You planned to tame a swallow, to hold her
In the long summer of your love so that she would forget
Not the raw seasons alone, and the homes left behind, but
Also her nature, the urge to fly, and the endless
Pathways of the sky. It was not to gather knowledge
Of yet another man that I came to you but to learn
What I was, and by learning, to learn to grow, but every
Lesson you gave was about yourself. You were pleased
With my body's response, its weather, its usual shallow
Convulsions. You dribbled spittle into my mouth, you poured
Yourself into every nook and cranny, you embalmed
My poor lust with your bitter-sweet juices. You called me wife,
I was taught to break saccharine into your tea and
To offer at the right moment the vitamins. Cowering
Beneath your monstrous ego I ate the magic loaf and
Became a dwarf. I lost my will and reason, to all your
Questions I mumbled incoherent replies. The summer
Begins to pall. I remember the ruder breezes
Of the fall and the smoke from burning leaves. Your room is
Always lit by artificial lights, your windows always
Shut. Even the air-conditioner helps so little,
All pervasive is the male scent of your breath. The cut flowers
In the vases have begun to smell of human sweat. There is
No more singing, no more dance, my mind is an old
Playhouse with all its lights put out. The strong man's technique is
Always the same, he serves his love in lethal doses,
For, love is Narcissus at the water's edge, haunted
By its own lonely face, and yet it must seek at last
An end, a pure total freedom, it must will the mirrors
To shatter and the kind night to erase the water.
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EE TIANG HONG

The Excursion
It was all well though! out,

the terms seemed reasonable,
everyone agreed,
and no effort would be spared
to ensure everything worked
according to plan.
And who would cavil
at the minor ambiguities,
a certain amount of trust, surely,
there must be in such matters,
and who knows
what pleasant surprise . . .
They made good progress,
in no time at all were leaving
the national cliches
of city, kampung, rubber estate,
and making their way uphill close undergrowth, overhanging ferns,
tall, trailing creepers, the odour
of damp and decay, the squeaks
of an erratic jungle stream ...
It wasn't a broken axle

or a flat tyre jolted them,
or the sheer, enclosing jungle these after all, they'd expected,
accepted as a fact of life.
But the repeated changing of the rules
upset - the new conditions
of membership for the remainder
of the trip, the broadening sanctions,
the restricted privileges and the organizers nagging:
Too much, these trouble-makers,
objecting, now they'd come so far,
and how could they possibly
go back on their word? Didn't they
read the agreement carefully?
Or had they misunderstood
the original intent?
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Aftermath

All's over, and the shouting,
victor, vanquished recognise,
repair to their separate stations
to score their booty, tell their grief.
Boundaries are corrected, re-defined,
and within their careful limits
will other problems be resolved
further, once and for all.
All is quiet on the face
of the sea, the lie of the land:
relief, horizon, sullen detail
here and there fall into place,
a new configuration descending garrison, jungle, equilibrium.
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HELEN WATSON-WILLIAMS

An Antique Land
Salman Rushdie's Shame*

When Iskander Harappa, future Prime Minister of Pakistan, drove friends out
of Karachi to stay with his wife Rani, on his country estate, Mohenjo, he took
with him "an ample supply of whisky, film startlets, sons of textile magnates,
European diplomats, soda siphons and wives"; the narrator in Salman
Rushdie's Shame comments, "And, for one day, nothing bad happened at all".l
Such a laconic statement may serve as a point of entry into this extraordinarily rich imaginative novel which, at first encounter, offers a bewildering variety
of intention, incident, and tone but of which the basis is always violence.
(Shame was runner up for the 1983 Booker Prize which Salman Rushdie won in
1981 with his phenomenally successful novel, Midnight's Children, set in midtwentieth century India). In this novel the setting is predominantly Pakistan, "or
not quite", as Rushdie writes. "There are two countries, real and fictional, occupying the same space, or almost the same space. My story, my fictional country exists, like myself, at a slight angle to reality. I have found this off-centring to
be necessary, but its value is, of course, open to debate." (p.29)
Such an explanation allows for some of the diverse elements in this richly
textured work. He claims at one point to have chosen an historical period as his
subject and defends his right to write about contemporary Pakistan, after thc execution of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto (p.27), after the Russian invasion of Afghanistan
(p.29) (i.e., early 1980) despite his own absence from the country: "Can only the
dead speak?" (p.28) the narrating voice asks. But it is the "slight angle to reality", "the off-centring" stance which is characteristic of this novel in many
ways. In his claim to be drawing on contemporary history he takes care to set
the power-struggle plot in the future, the fourteenth century, "Hegiran calendar" (pp.13, 177) thus running into the next millennium A.D. The references
to the execution of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto during Zia's rule in 1979 suggest the period of writing but they confuse the historical basis of the imaginative world·. For
the lifelong struggle between the fictional Iskander Harappa and his relative by
marriage and enemy, Raza Hyder, concludes in a fashion contradicted by historical fact. Iskander's imprisonment and death can readily be identified with
Bhutto's fate but Raza Hyder's death, cut to pieces by stiletto blades in a long
prepared revenge for murder, cannot be applied to Zia who rules Pakistan
today. Nevertheless the basic struggle for dominance and power between
Bhutto and Zia shapes the fictional plot, as Rushdie describes their relationship2; the occasional confusion between historical event and fiction, uncer-

* Salman Rushdie. Shame. Jonathan Cape, London tWO.
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tainty of period or outcome, becomes one aspect of Rushdie's way of welding
his multitudinous material together.
So too is his manner of approaching the realistic details of life in Pakistan
today. Where the minute account of the young boy's childhood in Bombay
made one of the many pleasures of Midnight's Children, 3 topographically as
clearly established as the inner experiences, Rushdie adopts the rhetorical device of an extended occupatio to include the many and various abuses or misdoings in Karachi today, whether they be motivated by corruption, repressive
ignorance and censorship, or the violence of "genocide in Baluchistan" or the
"extra hangings that were ordered purely to legitimize the execution of Mr
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto" (pp. 69-70). Since he denies any realistic intention, partly on
account of extreme censorship ("All that effort for nothing! Realism can break a
writer's heart" (p.70)), the rhetorical figure serves him well.
For, as he goes on, "I am only telling a sort of modern fairy tale so that's all
right; nobody need get upset, or take anything I say too seriously. No drastic action need to be taken either.
What a relief!"
Nevertheless, the whole tale is rooted in real life, however transformed by
fantasy. In an account of the imaginative origin of the novel Rushdie describes
the murder of a Pakistani girl in the East End of London by her loving father who
considers his honour to be diminished by her relationship with a white boy, an
action approved by his sorrowing compatriots but understood with difficulty by
others whose basic values are not the same. Title, character and theme alike originate in a news item:
My Zufiya Zinobia grew out of the corpse of that murdered girl,
although she will not (have no fear) be slaughtered by Raza Hyder (her fictional father). Wanting to write about shame, I was at first haunted by the
imagined spectre of that dead body, its throat slit like a halal chicken, lying
in a London night across a zebra crossing, slumped across black and
white, while above her a Belisha beacon blinked, orange, not-orange, orange. I thought of the crime as having been committed right there, publicIy, ritually ...
(p.116)
"Other phantoms (connect) shame anp violence", he continues and
they too are drawn from press and television: an assaulted girl in an underground train, a self-ignited boy burning to death, rioting young people
on summer T.V. screens (p.l17): all elements drawn from contemporary
news items to fuel the imagination.
But the confidential narrator reminds himself as he draws to a close,
Well, well, I mustn't forget I'm only telling a fairy-story. My dictator will
be toppled by goblin ish , faery means. 'Makes it pretty easy for you', is the
obvious criticism; and I agree, I agree. But add, even if it does sound a little
peevish: 'You try and get rid of a dictator some time'. (p.2S7)
Rushdie's "modern fairy tale" is soundly structured around the story of two
families, one producing Iskander Harappa and the other Raza Hyder, both to become President and ruler of the newly formed Pakistan and both linked by intermarriage. As Rushdie comments just over halfway through his tale: "Once
upon a time there were two families, their destinies inseparable even by death. I
had thought, before I began, that what I had on my hands was an almost excessively masculine tale, a saga of sexual rivalry, ambition, power, patronage,
betrayal, death, revenge." (p.173)
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That central design is confirmed by the genealogical trees that preface the
tale which also indicate the origin of the character the author insists is his
"peripheral hero" (pp.30, 40, 106, 213), his "sidelined hero" (p.71), Omar
Khayyam Shakil, whose story of birth and death in Quetta near the border of
Pakistan frames the narrative and whose marriage to Sufiya Zinobia Hyder involves him in the central plot and carries the work's principal subject and theme.
Omar Khayyam Shakil may seem at first acquaintance a surprising hero. As
he says, "Other persons have been the principal actors in my life-story. Hyder
and Harappa, my leading men ... I watched from the wings, not knowing how to
act." (p.283)
Yet his birth and adolescence precede the story of "The Duellists" as Section
II is entitled (p.57) and he outlives both protagonists in their savage deaths until
he too dissipates as a "figure of dreams, a phantom with one arm lifted in a gesture of farewell." (p. 286)
His story holds the elements of fantasy which inform this "modern fairy-tale"
throughout. His birth is mysterious, as is his younger half-brother Babar's
later. His mothers, Chunni, Munni, and Bunny Shakil, form an indistinguishable
trio of sisters, his father is unknown, his childhood isolated in the vast family
house "Nishapur," until with early manhood he leaves his multiple mothers as
Babar later does. Omar Khayyam sets out for medical studies in Karachi, Babar
to join the guerrillas fighting in the Impossible Mountains against the military regime (p.131) until Raza Hyder as Governor himself shoots the boy down (p.132).
As a child Omar Khayyam Shakil imagined himself a "jungle-boy" (p.3!) inhabiting that "thing-infested jungle which was "Nishapur" (his) walled-in world
place, his mother-country" (p.31), in which the ten-year old child explores antiquity and glimpses freedom through an outer wall shattered by tree-roots
though it is never to be found again (p.31); as an old man returning to
"Nishapur" seeking shelter and death he awaits the arrival of his wife, Sufiya,
transformed from Beauty into the "Beast of shame", "on all fours, naked, coated in mud and blood and shit, with twigs sticking to her back and beetles in her
hair" (p.286). When she twists the head from his shoulders he becomes the last
victim of her uncounted murders which include 218 decapitated turkeys (p.138),
a wounded and permanently deformed half-strangled brother-in-law (pp.1701), four nameless and headless youths (p.2!6) and countless legends of the predations of the white panther, closing in on countryside and city alike. But the
panther is never caught or killed and the stories die away (p.263) just as the
Shakil sisters simply vanish after their barbarous revenge for Babar's death has
cut Raza Hyder to pieces: "Women as formidable as the three sisters Shakil
never do less than they intend" (p.285)
The most remarkable examples of fantasy are the events for which no natural
explanation is offered or acccptable, such as Naveed ('Good News') Hyder's proliferating children who arrive as twins, triplets, quartet, in litters of five, six at a
time and always on the same birthday; "in the year of Iskander Harappa's fall
the number rose to twenty-seven children in all and by that time everyone had
lost count of how-many-boys-how-many-girls" (p.207). When she hangs herself
neither her father Raza nor her husband Talvar, had they been concerned with
her, should have been surprised; for the terrible prospect of seventy-seven
children by her thirtieth birthday lay ahead; "the worst was still to come" (p.226)
But the fantastic element is equally although less surrealistically present in
the wedding which leads to this phenonenal "annual flood of children" (p.226).
For Good News Hyder, engaged to marry Haroun Harappa, Iskander Harappa's
nephew, Little Mir Harappa's son, thus about to tie family connections more
tightly, refuses Haroun at the last moment, spends the night with Talvar Ulhaq,
Captain of police, dashing player of polo and the "most successful stud in the
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city" (p.163), and attends her wedding in which erratum slips inform the guests
of the last-minute change of bridegroom: '''Owing to circumstances beyond our
control' read the little white chitties of humiliation, 'the part of husband will be
taken by Police Capt. Talvar Ulhaq'" (p.169). Nor was this unexpected change of
actor the end of the unforeseen in "that day of strangenesses" for, on account of
a coup d'etat replacing the government with one in which Iskander and his Popular Front expect to rise, a coup which brings the people out into the streets in
destructive celebration (p.169), the wedding guests arrive in their "oldest, most
tattered clothes" as a precautionary measure. So the "oiled hennaed bejewelled Good News surveys the motley crowd and whispers to her newly acquired groom, '''It's like being married in a palace full of beggars'" (p.169).
When her elder sister, Sufiya Zinobia, finally attacks that groom, attempts to
wrench his head off his shoulders and sinks her teeth in his neck until only force
can separate them the guests are stupefied into silence by "this last expression
of the impossible fantasy of the day" (p.171). Such an account of "fantasy"
suggests something of the range of fantastic incidents running through this
book. While Sufiya Zenobia's unprovoked attack on the groom hitherto unknown to her belongs more to the surreal or symbolic world within the tale,
neither the humiliating replacement of one groom by another nor the incongruity of dressing of bride and the guests protectively camouflaging themselves
in times of civic disorder is particularly startling: exaggeration perhaps, extraordinary, no.
The coincidence of political coup, domestic catastrophe overwhelming the
Hyders to be followed by the quiet wedding of their elder daughter, Sufiya
Zinobia, to Omar Khayyam Shakil, the "peripheral hero", linking him more
closely to the central political struggle for power, also indicates one outstanding
way in which the multiple incidents are skilfully welded together. Not only does
it mark a turning point in the story of the two families with the humiliation of
Raza Hyder, and the rise to power of Isky Harappa. But there is the perpetration
of what he later considers his fatal error in promoting Raza to General in command of the Army (as he says, "From now on Raza has no option but to be my
man" (p.I72». It is also the first awakening of the undeniable Beast in Sufiya
Zinobia, ("the incarnation of her family's shame and also, once again, its chief
cause" (p.171) which will bring about the downfall of her father and the annihilation of her husband, Omar Khayyam. At the same time it marks geographical relocation, from Karachi to "Islamabad (you might say) out of Rawalpindi's rib"
(p.200) and entry into the final phase of the story. Rushdie himself marks this
turning point by summarizing the characters whose lives are woven together so
skilfully to lead to their final resolution:
And along with Iskander, Rani, Arjumand, Haroun, Raza, Bilquis,
Dawood, Naveed, Talvar, Shahbanou, Sufiya Zenobia and Omar
Khayyam, our story now moves north, to the new capital and the ancient
mountains of its climactic phase. (pp.I72-3).
Such a catalogue suggests the richness and complexity of the "fairy-tale" we
follow. The means of controlling such multiple incidents are many: constant foreshadowing, such as the intrusion of the death of Omar Khayyam and his wife,
Sufiya Zinobia, into an account of his childhood ("a plague on this disobedient
Time! I command this death scene back into the wings at once: shazam!" the
narrator exclaims (p.23)(4); or recall e), as when Iskander remembers his reason
for promoting Raza ("Some men are so great that they can be unmade only by
themselves (pp.180-1); verbal echoes; authorial comment to heighten tension
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("0, the hush, the muteness, like a cloud that obscured the horizon! Even the
owls forebore to screech. ") (p.109)
When Raza Hyder and his wife strike a bargain in allowing the marriage of his
brain-damaged daughter to Shakil, thirty-one years her senior, after Good
News' wedding, he recognizes a "kind of symmetry" (p.161) which is noteworthy throughout. Both the marriages of Isky and Rani, Raza and Bilquis bring
disappointment since neither produces a son; both husbands rise to power in
turn; both banish their wives to the country although the women develop differently:

Both women had husbands who retreated from them into the enigmatic palaces of their destinies, but while Bilquis sank into eccentricity,
not to say craziness, Rani had subsided into a sanity which made her a
powerful, and later on a dangerous, human being (p.152)
Such antithetical development of which there are many examples 6 is but a
variation on the symmetry of incident which shapes the novel. For the story
which begins with the boy Omar Khayyam's concept of himself as a wolfchild
(p.30) ends with the appearance of his wife Sufiya Zinobia as the four-footed
beast which destroys him. (p.286). Again, Raza Hyder, who engineered the
death of his wife's lover Sindbad, cut to pieces and stuffed behind loudspeakers
in his own cinema (p.103), is ultimately cut to pieces himself in the specially
built dumb-waiter which served the trio of octogenarian sisters in "Nishapur".
For them, as Munni Shakil says, "revenge is sweet" (p.282) since Raza personally shot down their second son Babar and must have known what he was doing
(pp.132-3). The connection is made explicit when Raza, in his last moment, recalls the image of Sindbad Mengal (p.282).
And the supreme horror comes with the death of Little Mir Harappa, Isky's
cousin, whose country property of Daro adjoins Isky's Mohenjo. Here Rani
Harappa during her banishment had earlier watched helplessly while Little Mir,
jealous of Isky's success with a woman he wanted, looted, damaged and largely
destroyed her home (pp.96-8). Informed of this outrage, "Iskander Harappa
says just three words. 'Life is long'" (p.98), three words which run like a refrain
through the whole story; and he bides his time for action. 7
This is demonstrated in the narrative device of the eighteen fine shawls embroidered by Rani which depict the events of her husband's years of power and
with which she hopes to shake their daughter's adoration of her father. They figure the licentiousness of his youth; his humiliation of others; his spying; his torturing; his imprisoning; his encouraging of drink and drug in the Army to keep it
weak; his manipulation of election results; his assumption of absolute power
represented allegorically as Iskander and the "Death of Democracy" wherein he
throttles to death a young girl modelled on Sufiya Zinobia; the suicide of his former mistress, Pinkie; the massacre of participants in the separatist movement
of the west country, (this shawl is drawn in "scarlet, nothing but scarlet . . . not
enough scarlet thread on earth to show the blood"). And to complete it all, her
"supreme masterpiece", her eighteenth shawl in which, in the dawn light of
Daro and its stirring people, there is a heavy body
swinging in the breeze, a single death after the carnage of the seventeenth
shawl, Little Mir Harappa dangling by the neck under the eaves of his family home, dead in the first months of the Chairman's reign ... Yes, she had
delineated his body with an accuracy that stopped the heart, leaving out
nothing, not the disembowelling, not the tear in the armpit through which
Mir's own heart had been removed, not the torn-out tongue, nothing, and
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mark sewn in black above his head 'It looks as if,' the fellow said, 'his body
has been looted, like a house'. (p.195)
The simile of a looted house points up the connection between Little Mir's violation of Iskander's home Mohenjo and his own fate. Iskander "who had once
murmured patiently: 'Life is long'" (pp. 227, 98), is now Chairman of The Popular Front and capable of initiating action through his nephew Haroun. And the
latter, when offered the opportunity of damaging the reputation of his hated
father Mir, echoes the same phrase, 'life is long.' (p.151).8 Again, when Omar
Khayyam Shakil learns of his brother's death in Raza Hyder's personally signed
letter and later receives the body with eighteen bullet holes and Babar's selfrevealing notebooks he, in his turn, murmurs "Babar, life is long." (p.133).
Although we are told after the discovery of Sindbad Mengal's body in his cinema, "Life is not always long" (p.103), the repetition of the affirmative phrase
not only announces the gruesome death of Mir Harappa, brought about by two
men who hated him, his cousin and son, but the repetition of phrase throws
light on Omar Khayyam Shakil's undisclosed motives which may underlie the
so-called "love story" between the fifty-year-old successful physician and the
nineteen-year-old girl with a mental age of about six and a half, Sufiya Zinobia
Hyder. For the day after news of Babar's death Shakil returns to work; "and the
day after that he began to fall in love" (p.133)9
However that may be, and the narrator ostensibly denies such manoeuvres,
"I simply cannot bring myself to see our hero as a brooding, biding-his-time
menace out of a revenge tragedy" (p.233), the plot is woven of many threads of
retribution, of revenge for earlier wrongs or even for unhappiness brought
about by no human being but by fate. For as Raza's wife, Bilquis, develops,
neither wife nor husband ever outlives the bitter disappointment of their stillborn son ("for did not the umbilical noose that stifled her son find its echo, or
twin, in another and more terrible rope?" (p.68»: their story is accompanied not
only by the shooting of Babar, the boy in the window who arouses Raza's envy,
but the many hangings of "tribals" in the west authorised by Raza (p.119), and
the apparent but posthumous hanging of Iskander, as Rani declares, supreme
"evidence of (Hyder's) shame". (pp.186-8)
The elements of Jacobean revenge tragedy are certainly present in this dark
world of today though the revenges are multiple. Hatred governs the motives of
men and women alike whether it be transpired in the men by desire for power or
desire for women, or in the women themselves by jealousy or resentment; the
central struggle for power between Isky and Raza is fuelled by sexual lust as
they compete for Pinky; Little Mir's looting of Mohenjo repays Isky's success
with Mir's whore; Raza takes savage vengeance for Bilquis' adultery; Arjumand
Harapa hates all Hyders because Good News Hyder rejects the Haroun Harappa
she herself loves and this hate is transferred to all men when she has the young
Captain Ijazz who had kept her in house arrest "imprisoned and tortured slowly
to death" (p.190), white-haired at twenty-four years old. The women's revenge
may be more circumscribed (indeed social evaluation of their role is implied in
my first quotation) but it operates effectively: Bilquis finds brief comfort in adultery, Rani records the horrors of Isky's rule in exquisitely embroidered shawls
and locks them carefully away for posterity; and the women of the country two
years later begin "marching against God" (p.249) until Raza obliterates their leader. His own fate lies ahead.
Passion grounded in hatred exploding into violence: this is the immediate
thematic impact of this multitudinous world of today: the savage incidents quoted here suggest some of the many variations on the common pattern. But
Rushdie's analysis goes deeper to define the origin of such motivation as the
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alternation of shame and shamelessness in a people nurtured on "a diet of
honour and shame", in which "men will sacrifice their dearest love on the implacable altars of their price" (p.115): the girl murdered by her Pakistani father in
London provided an actual example of suspected shame through dishonour
erupting in bloody slaughter.
Between shame and shamelessness lies the axis upon which we turn;
meteorological conditions at both these poles are of the most extreme, ferocious type. Shamelessness, shame: the roots of violence. (pp.115-6)
And this axis governs the entire narrative, providing examples of causes of
shame-shamelessness or the degree of shame felt by the actors. These may
range from adultery or the engendering of daughters instead of sons to perjury,
treachery or the rule of terror perpetrated by both principal protagonists as they
work through their retributive destinies.
This axis again explains the central position of this so-called "love story" of Sufiya Zinobia Hyder, and Omar Khayyam Shakil. For, as Rushdie writes "This is
a novel about Sufiya Zinobia . . . Or perhaps it would be more accurate, if also
more opaque, to say that Sufiya Zinobia is about this novel" (p.59); by which I
understand that the fictional brain-damaged girl, the Beauty who becomes
Beast, illustrates the novel's thematic core.
Be that as it may, the character whose slow-learning conditon may itself be
due to her mother's resentment of her female sex ("hate can turn a miraclegone-wrong into a basket case" (p.1l6», whose own mother names her
"Shame" (p.1l9), becomes at once eml10diment and source of the Hyder family's shame. (P .171)
But when Sufiya Zinobia breaks out of her drugged sleep and stories of headless victims of motiveless murder all over the country begin to ring the two capital cities wherein her father and her husband huddle, she brings about Raza's
fall from power and the flight of both men to "Nishapur". And at this point she
represents far more than the family shame of Raza Hyder:
She was not caught, nor killed, nor seen again in that part of the country
. . . (She was) the collective fantasy of a stifled people, a dream born of
their rage ... (p.263)
And Sufiya Zinobia, as the incarnation, whether human or bestial, of shame, personal or public, rounds off the story of Omar Khayyam finally sheltering in his
family home of "Nishapur". By leading Raza and Bilquis Hyder to the triplyplanned murder of Raza he brings about the long-awaited revenge for the death
of Babar. By awaiting the arrival of Beauty-become-Beast eagerly, "like a
bridegroom on his wedding night, as she climbed towards him, roaring, like a
fire driven by the wind" (p.286) he finally welcomes the shame he has denied all
his life. A lifelong career of debauchery and confident shamelessness during his
sycophantic association with Iskander has masked for Omar Khayyam the crime
of his adolescent rape of Farah the Parsee under his hypnotic power, the first
only of many abuses of power and causes of shame.
Because he ultimately and willingly accepts the shame accumulated but not
acknowledged during his long life he deserves to be called the hero of this story,
peripheral to the struggle for power as he may have been. Besides, his story
begins and ends in "Nishapur" that "dejected palace . . . (of his mothers')
haughty pride" (P.284). When the people of the country finally enter the open
doors of the Shakil mansion they tear to pieces what was for him at once home,
prison, "his walled-in wild place, his mother country" (p.31)
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The land has its own spell; it is "older than time" (p.81), its "ancient mountains" dominate the new capital of a new country as the newcomers dominate
the old inhabitants; and the sense of historical antiquity comes through in many
ways.
The young Omar Khayyam exploring "Nishapur" discovers "painted
neolithic pottery in the Kotdiji style" or "bronze implements of utterly fabulous
age"; or in abandoned parts of "that colossal palace" he finds brick drainage
systems that had been out of date for centuries" (p.31). As a child he is
"something new in that infertile and time-eroded labyrinth" (p.30). And it is to
that symbolic "mother-country" that he returns to expiate his crime of shamelessness in his final apotheosis.
Yet known history of the ancient land is evoked throughout the tale: in the
names of the multiple characters, their properties, their incidents. The Indus valley civilization of the third and second millennia B.C., dominant for some four
hundred years, is referred to in the "brick drainage systems" that survived the
destruction of cities; those cities provide the names of the pivotal family of Harappa and of their adjoining and remote properties, Mohenjo and Daro. Alexander's invasion of India is recalled by the President and Prime Minister's first
name Iskander and by the heroic attitude he adopts in the widely shown poster
announcing 'A NEW MAN FOR A NEW CENTURY" (p.177). The establishment of
the Muslim faith by the founder of the Ghaznawid dynasty, Mahmud, who led
Islam Turks into Peshawar, crossed the Indus in 1005 A.D. and took Lahore in
1010, is alluded to in the fate of Bilquis Hyder's father, Mahmoud. When his cinema, including his bipartisan films and himself, is blown up in Delhi shortly before partition, his untimely death represents in one wild incident all the miseries
so soon to follow in August 1947. As for "Nishapur", first and final location of
the action, it refers to the defeat of Mahmud's dynastic heir, Masud, when other
Turks ambushed the Ghaznawids and pushed their warlike path into Persia in
1055, the eleventh century which produced Omar Khayyam, the poet.
When the younger Shakil brother, Babar, joins his separatist guerilla companions who call him "the emperor," the historical connection is made explicit:
in memory of that other Babar whose throne was usurped, who took to
the hills with a ragged army and who at last founded that renowned dynasty of monarchs whose family name is still used as an honorific title bestowed on film tycoons. Babar, the Mogul of the Impossible Mountains. (p.131)
That connection is but the latest of many allusions which "summon up remembrance of things past", whether they be the creation of so much beauty by
the Mogul dynasty or the sufferings brought by the rising and movement of warlike rreoples or the self-destruction of one of the earliest of the world's civilizations. a Such a perspective adds another dimension to the story of savagery
which forms the plot of Shame, that novel whose intention Rushdie describes
as being a way to reach "something close to reality" . . . (if) "the entire plot was a
tragedy and the entire manner a f'lrce". II
Certainly the experiences that engender shame are not confined to Pakistan.
As Rushdie writes, "My view is that I am not writing only about Pakistan" (p.29)
and he quotes a murderous suggestion for the elimination of Zia made by "a
quiet civil lady who had been making pacifying noises" at a diplomatic dinner:
"Shame, dear reader, is not the exclusive property of the East" (p.29 recalled
p.241). The dark places of the earth may be anywhere, as Conrad so well knew. 12
Certainly too the highly personal, confidential sometimes flippant tone adopted by the narrator here for his tragic matter carries the complexity and the savagery along with it like a flood, controlled in many ways as we have seen. But
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the fundamental feeling for the country of Pakistan comes through chiefly in
two ways: in the sense of continuity given by the incorporation of history in the
personae of today; and by the intensity of grief that is expressed for the people
and the land led by men subject to human error: when Iskander, misjudging the
integrity and loyalty of Raza Hyder, puts him in control of the army he destroys
not only himself but his country:
This single error proved to be the undoing of the ablest statesman who
ever ruled that country which has been so tragically misfortunate, so accursed, in its heads of state. (p.181)
Farce is lost in lamentation for the land; the country known today as Pakistan is
the tragic protagonist of Shame.
NOTES
1.

Salman Rushdie, Shame, (London: Jonathan Cape 1983) p.107. All page references
within the text refer to this edition unless otherwise specified.
2. See The Weekend Australian, March 24-5 1984, p.4., Sandra McGrath, "The censor's
trick turns lies into truth." "As Rushdie said, the novel clearly deals with the relationship between a general and a civilian politician. Shame takes from General Zia and the
ex-prime minister, Mr Bhutto, certain aspects of their lives and characters. General
Zia, Rushdie said, was chosen by Mr Bhutto because he was the most incompetent,
weak, and least intelligent "yes" man in the army. It was strong irony that it was
Zia who executed his mentor."
3. Salman Rushdie (London: Jonathan Cape, 1981)
4. See also pp.24-5, 110, 178, 187, etc.
5. See also pp. 172, 181.
6. Arjumand's sterility as against Good News' disastrous fertility; the posthumous spirits, Isky and Maulana Dawood, who pursue President-General Raza Hyder with contradictory advice (pp.246 ff); Isky as incarnation of the people's love (p.184), and
Sufiya as "a family's shame made flesh" (p.139) whose illness makes her "a saint
who suffers in our stead" (p.141).
7.
Recalled when Iskander is brought to trial for the murder of Mir Harappa (p.227).
8.
Evidence shows later that he committed the murder instigated by the Chairman, Iskander (p.227).
9. Who starts the staking brawl? Who leads the Hyders back to 'Nishapur'? Who understands the vengeful trio's intention?
10. See also Rani Harappa's resumption of her maiden name, Jumayan; or Farah the Parsee's father Zoroaster, the customers officer who volunteered to be sent to the Irani
frontier to his daughter's disgust (p.48); or Pinkie, so desired by both Isky and
Raza, as wife of Marshal Aurangzeb; Harun etc. and doubtless others.
11. Sandra McGrath reporting Salman Rushdie in The Weekend Australian, March 24-25
1094, p.4.
12. Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness, edited by Robert Kimbrough, revised N.Y. A Norton Critical Edition, 1971, 1963, p.79. Marlow, having recounted one terrible example of the darkness of the human heart, conceives it as universal: "the tranquil
waterway (the Thames) leading to the utter most ends of the earth ... seemed to
lead into the heart of an immense darkness."
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JOAN LONDON

Travelling

There were four of them who had arrived in Luang Prabang that day, and now
hung around the entrance of the Royal Air Lao office in light rain, waiting for a
man called Ted Akhito. As far as they could make out (here Ruth for once had
made the enquiries, her matric French promoted by Galen), this Ted was a
Japanese English teacher who rented rooms to travellers on this building's second floor. Probably C.I.A. Who wasn't? An introverted, sleuthing silence fell
among them, not helped by the rain.
Travellers were scarce in Laos that year, and they seemed to be sticking
together, linked by a sort of professional pride. On the traveller's scale of values,
Laos had an off-beat, quietly dangcrous chic. Vietnam had lost its glamour even
for the foolhardy, but in thosc days, Laos, with war flickering through its jungles
so you had to town-hop in a battcrcd DC3, and sleep in the curfew to the distant
sound of planes and even gunfire, still had that nice edge of controllable adventure.
In Ban-Houei-Sai, the little border town on the Laotian side of the Mekong,
shopkeepers had refused to serve them, and the one eafe that would give them a
meal had been full of armed soldiers and beefy American men in laundered
mufti. "The plaee is crawling with C.I.A.", Galen wrote to a friend baek in Australia (he liked to write on-the-spot aecounts in cafes), "it's probably only a matter
of time before the borders are closed". There was that Shangri-la savour of a
soon-to-be-Iost frontier.
But last night in Ban-Houei-Sai, while Ruth was dousing herself in a mandi
bath, an unseen watcher had laughed at her from behind the window bars.
There were peeping Toms everywhere, as Galen had said, but there' was
something about the sureness and scorn of that laugh, its pause, its continuation, as she had clutched a sarong about her pink body and fled down the curfew-darkened corridors of the hotel, that she related to war. She wasn't sure that
they had any right to be in this country at all.
It was nearly dark when Ted Akhito arrived, under a dripping umbrella. They
followed him up a staircase that opened, loft-like, into a large rectangular room
with shuttered windows at either end. It was bare except for the rows of bamboo
mats along the walls.
"Five hundred kip a night", said Ted Akhito, looking at his watch. He was
young, as young as they were, dressed in Westernised tropical whites. There
was no question of bargaining about the price.
"I must go now, I have a class. I'll be back later to check things out. Curfew is
at ten o'clock." He spoke excellent English without an accent, except he said
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'class' like an American. What was he doing in Luang Prabang? Yes, almost certainly C.I.A.
Mats were already being claimed while he was talking.
"Here?" said Ruth to Galen. There were two mats together near the staircase.
That tiny panic, like schooldays, when the gym teacher would say "Find
yourself a spot" and you'd jostle and circle to be at the back, near a friend. Galen
shrugged. She took the mat that would be furthest from Bob, the Englishman,
who as usual was hovering to see what Galen would do.
The Canadian was already striding up and down the room, looking out the
windows.
"Wonder where you can get a meal in this town", he said.
"Wouldn't mind a cup of tea", said Bob. He was always ready to attach himself to a superior energy.
Galen was flicking through his Student's Guide to South-East Asia. "Got the
name of a cafe here somewhere", he said. There was a general movement to the
stairs.
"Hold on", Bob was muttering, arm-deep in his rucksack. "I've lost my mac".
Ruth hurried to join Galen, who with Canada was already at the bottom of the
stairs.
Luang Prabang's wet empty streets did not seem under seige. The Student's
Guide was pre-war, but the Melody Cafe still existed by the river, a dimly-lit
little cave scattered with a handful of their own kind. A hang-out. Like the German Dairy in Chieng-Mai, or the Thai Song Greet in Bangkok. Made you realise
that the trail had been well and truly blazed before you. Look at the menu. Along
with all the usual rice and noodles, you could get roles and jam for breakfast,
boiled eggs, stek fry, bananas milkshek. They wouldn't be quite the real thing of
course, they were hybrid dishes cooked up for nostalgic Western palates.
''I'm gonna have me a steak", Canada announced soon after they had settled
themselves around a table.
"Steak!" said Bob, looking at the menu. "That's eight hundred kip. It's a ripoff. "
Canada slapped the table lightly.
"This is a rip-off, that's a rip-off, oh you're having steak, I haven't had steak
since I left home." He addressed the table in general. He was never personal. He
went on. "Why are travellers so god-damned mean? Like it's immoral to spend
money or something. They haggle over anything to save five lousy cents. Me, if I
want steak, I'll have steak."
"All very well if you've got the money", said Bob, still staring at the menu.
Ruth tried to catch Galen's eye. A taboo had been broken. They had been so
conscientious about adopting the right ethos. If you let them rip you off they
didn't respect you, and you were spoiling it for those who came after you. The
less you spent, the more you roughed it, the better traveller you were. For some
it was not just economical, it was spiritual. Working off some of that bad
European karma, vaguely evening up the score. "We lived just like the villagers". After India, there were some travellers who never used eating utensils, or
a handkerchief, or a sit-down toilet again.
Canada was untroubled by the niceties of the sub-culture. He didn't look like
the typical traveller either. Western males in Asia seemed to become feminized.
Like Galen or Bob, or the travellers at the other tables, theIr muscles became
wasted from dysentery, their bodies were lost within their own over-sized
clothes. Their hair grew, they adopted bangles or earrings or headscarves, their
gestures were smaller, guarding their own space. Canada's denim shorts were
tight around well-built thighs. He wore a heavy leather belt around his hips. He
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was square-featured and tanned like an old-time football star. The exchange of
names didn't interest him. He called everyone 'Hey', they called him Canada.
The cafe-owner's wife stood before them, smiling. Young, very upright and
finely attentive though a child was hovering by her thigh. A grandmother held a
baby, and an older child played around the kitchen door. They smiled at her as
they gave their orders. Except Bob. He was deliberating over the omelette or the
fried eggs.
"Excuse me, excuse me", he called out after her as she had turned towards
the kitchen. Again she stood before them.
"Look, do you mind, I'll have the boiled eggs instead, two soft boiled eggs,
two minutes each, understand? Two minutes". He held up two fingers and tapped his watch. She nodded.
"Thank you so very much", said Bob. He treated her to one of his weary
smiles.
Ruth kept her head turned away as Bob subsided, satisfied, on the bench next
to her. When they had first met Bob, in the German Dairy, a week and a country
ago, she had not been sure whether in these transactions he wasn't trying to
produce a comedy turn. He looked as if he was going to be funny, with all those
schoolboy freckles and his hair barbered ruthlessly above his ears. He drank milkshakes for his health, he told them, by way of introduction, and his smile
seemed benignly goofy under his milk-speckled moustache. Hepatitis, caught
in India. Infinitely travel-worn, like all those emerging from the great subcontinent.
Like her, he couldn't seem to get the hang of foreign currency. "This .. can't ..
be .. right", he had said to the German Dairy's proprietor "I .. will .. not .. pay ..
so .. much". He spoke in pained, deliberate tones, shaking his head slowly for
emphasis. Galen had stepped in, and sorted it out for him. But he'd still felt
aggrieved as he walked back with them to their hotel. Ruth's old hope, half forgotten in the serious business of travelling, of finding a fellow clown, died. He
wasn't trying to be funny. It was a form of tantrum they were to see every time
he had to part with his money.
"Nice place", Ruth said to Galen, across the table. Galen didn't answer. He
and Canada were picking their way through an abandoned Laotian newspaper,
testing out their French.
"I thought you guys were supposed to be bilingual", Galen was saying,
laughing.
Their waitress brought them a pot of tea. Galen and Canada looked up,
paused, motors idling over, purring. Homage for her swift fine fingers setting
out the cups, the economy of flesh of her oval face.
"They take their time", Bob muttered. "I'm starving". He reached a white
freckled arm across her to pour himself a cup of tea.
Ruth's legs felt heavy as she crossed them. For a moment she thought of saying to Bob "Do you ever feel like you're an inferior physical species?" Like her,
Bob was noticeably of Anglo-Saxon stock. Fair skin inclined to flush up in the
heat. Blue eyes often sweat-stung. Beige teeth. Innocent knobbly white feet
sprawling across thongs. But this was way beyond acceptable perimeters. Too
personal. The sort of comment she used to make over wine at her own table,
safe in that acknowledged femininity that she seemed to have left back in the
West.
Was that what she meant? She felt she'd lost a whole persona somewhere along
the trail. Become a mere trudging mate whom nobody seemed to hear. It
wasn't just that mascara streaked down your face in the humidity and long hair
was out of the question, you just tucked it back as best you could. She hated to
catch sight of herself in shop mirrors. A large girl with a bare earnest face. SexWESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1984
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less as a mIssIOnary. And fat. Getting fatter. There were no shadows, no roles,
no corners to hide in anywhere. Just the fact of yourself coming to meet you border after border.
"The women in these parts are supposed to be the most beautiful in the
world", Canada said to Galen. His steak had arrived. He was feeling convivial.
"Good grub heh?" he said.
"I wish 1 knew", said Bob. His eggs had not appeared.
"It pays to order what they know", Canada said, "if you're hungry". His eyes
glittered at Bob above his busy jaw.
Ruth finished first. Galen worked slowly through his rice, his chopsticks moving in a ruminative way like the fingers of women crouched on doorsteps,
searching through their children's hair. Galen had applied himself to the art of
chopsticks as he did to everything, with the natural expectation of success.
Ruth preferred to use a fork. The way you could scoop and order and round
up with your aggressive Western prong. And the fork gave her more contact
with the food somehow. Sometimes she felt that the closest relationship she
had these days was with the plate of food in front of her.
"Ah here we are", Bob was saying, clearing his spot on the table. The eggs
had arrived, lolling in a soup bowl. "Not quite the usual presentation", he had to
add, but cheerfully enough, holding one down and tapping around its crown. He
smoothed his moustache back, his spoon dived and was dropped clattering
onto the table.
"Bloody concrete", he said, reddening under his freckles. The eggs were
both hard-boiled.
"He's infantile, it's embarrassing. It's so . . coloniaJ". Ruth nudged Galen
aside on the walk back to the hotel to share her anger with him in the dark. Bob
had stood up in the cafe, waving his eggs at their waitress, calling out "Look
here". They had left him personally supervising the timing of two more eggs in
the kitchen.
"Well", said Galen. "So what?" He kept walking fast to catch up with Canada.
"I'm fed up with him", said Ruth. "We've had him hanging round us since
Chieng Mai".
"Oh God", said Galen. "Chaos in Laos."
"Oh very clever".
"Honestly", said Galen, "when are you just going to shut up and enjoy
yourself like everybody else?"
"Don't lecture me", cried Ruth. She wheeled off and sat on the steps of a
building they were passing.
''I'm going on", said Galen. She saw him meet up with Canada at the next corner and, both hunched over with hands in pockets, disappear into the shadows
of the long avenue.
Ruth didn't sit there for long. The flap of a single pair of thongs was fast approaching. Like her, Bob had no sense of direction, and hated walking alone in
the dark.
Back fit Ted Akhito's, there was an hour left to them before curfew, but it was
not inviting. A naked bulb hanging in the middle of the dormitory cast a subdued, yellowish light. Canada and Galen were making rapid male preparations
for sleep. There was a flash of Galen's long hopping white legs, before he was
magically prone, sheathed and flattened. It would have been indecent to watch
Canada as he thrashed and muttered his way into his sleeping-bag and turned
his face to the wall.
Galen re-surfaced. He lay half out of his bag, trying to read Anna Karenin; he
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maintained that he could not fall asleep without a dose of the printed word, but
in this light he had to run his fingers under the lines like a ritual of prayer. Perhaps it was a gesture of waiting for Ruth. At home she always fell asleep to
Galen's lamp and the soft turning of pages. She would have leaned across him,
and said "Where are you up to?" Anna Karenin was her book: she had read it for
four whole days in the hold of an Indonesian cargo boat. She had been carried
along by the book as much as by the boat, the story had unfolded to the rise and
drop of the seas. Nineteenth century Russia would always be associated with
the dazed hustle of their arrival in Djakarta.
Bob came panting up the stairs.
"There's not a soul to be seen out there" he said. "Do you think it's a sort of
pre-battle hush?" He spoke loudly, as if he were rejoining a party.
"The light!" growled Canada from his corner. "D'ya need that light?"
"All right, all right", said Bob, "it isn't curfew yet". He lingered at the end of
Galen's mat, ready to conspire. But Ruth had turned to unpack, and Galen was
closing his book.
"Christ I'm tired", said Bob. He flapped across the room to the door. They heard
a hiss, "Where's the ruddy switch?" and the light went out.
Ruth was left crouching by her pack, unresolved. Galen was still. She had intended to unpack, shake out her hair, write in her diary, all without reference to
Galen, but within his range of observation: it would have been a wordless interaction that brought them to the conclusion of this day, and the battle between
them that each day's travelling seemed to bring. Then one of them might have
been ready to make a sign, that across these strange deprivations, their unity
survived.
Darkness had pre-empted her. She was now a mere night scuffler. She
moved like a thief, each sound was a betrayal. Unlayer her pack. Possessions as
familiar as her hands. Book, sarong, diary, toilet bag. The layers descended in relevance. Right at the bottom, occasionally disturbed by the hands of customs
officers, was a woollen sweater still smelling of home, and the photos of her
family.
On the other side of Galen, Bob was crackling out his sleeping-bag. It was
covered in a crisp papery plastic. For lightness. They had heard a lot about that
bag. How it had been specially made for walking tours in Wales. Double thickness down, much too hot for Asia, with complicated aerations, all zipcontrolled. Rolled up to the size of a giant green salami. A room-mate, French,
had tried to rip it off in Calcutta.
Zip, crackle, deep sighs from Bob, more zips, more sighs. A final crackle. Enough to make the back of your skull crawl, Bob's horny feet manipulating plastic.
Galen had yawned, was turning over. Now to inch her way into her sleepingbag, lay back her head. The big windows let in a grey translucence that had settled over the room. The night outside was silent. You'd hardly know there was a
war on, she would write to her parents when they were safely out of Laos. She
wrote them hasty air-letters of cool-minded reportage, casual feats of endurance. My goodness, they would write back, you have to be young!
Beside her, Galen had started moving, in a series of subtle, strait-jacketed
shrugs. Ruth listened, and understood. He was taking off his passport pouch
and money belt, and kicking them to his feet. "Trust nobody", they had been
told. She shut her eyes. For yet another night, they were to lie side by side like
brother and sister, chaste, curt, burdened with old knowledge of each other.
Galen, her husband for nearly half a year, had become a traveller, a different person to her. But he remained after all, like her, a well-warned child of the bourgeoisie. She turned over then, ready for sleep.
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"Look after her", Galen's father had said. Of course he hadn't had a tea-towel
over one shoulder, down on the wharf, he was wearing his suit as he did whenever he left the farm, but that was how she saw him. Waving them off with a
floury hand.
Every time Galen had taken her home, Norman would make scones. Rubbed
butter into flour with trembling old brown hands. Cut the dough with an upturned sherry glass, up and down, swift as a process worker. "Open the oven
door for me darling", he would say to Galen. Out the kitchen window, just beyond the chook sheds, you could see the bare brick walls of suburban houses.
The poultry farm was in an outer suburb now. There had been nothing but bush
and market gardens when Norman bought the place, and flatness, a convex landscape after England, Galen said. He'd been twelve. His mother died that year.
He always called his home 'the farm'.
It took him an hour by bus to get to uni. He was always late for morning lectures. When she first knew him, he used to disappear mysteriously from pubs or
parties. Slipping off to catch the last bus home. He got a lot of work done that
way, he said. He never talked about his father, or about leaving home.
Meeting Norman that first time, she'd been a bit breathy and overdone. She
used to think she had to keep Galen entertained. She'd admired the scones,
admired Norman's history book collection, pranced around the sheds and admired the chooks. Smoked like a chimney, dropping ash in her tea, but you
couldn't do anything wrong in Norman's kitchen. As they were leaving (they
were going to a party in Ruth's mother's Mini, Galen at the wheel), Norman had
said then "Look after her Galen". Galen never answered.
In the humidity, Galen's face was very sallow. The acne scars across his jaw
seemed to darken, reminders of an old battle. Now that he was so thin, he
looked more like his father. Like this, from the side, his head bowed over the letter he was writing on his knee. She watched a tear of sweat escape his headband
and linger in the hollow of his cheek. She could never imagine Galen with his
mother. He seemed to spring straight from the mother and father both in Norman ..
"Looks like rain", Bob said.
They were sitting in the courtyard of a monastery, half-way up the hill overlooking the town. It didn't look like they would get much further. They were
sated, even by the rich smells that hung in the humidity, of dung and damp undergrowth, and rotting overripe fruit. Even Canada, having paced the circumference of the courtyard, was sitting down now, smoking, over by the gate.
That morning their pace had quickened with the promise and strangeness of
a new place. Luang Prabang, after a night's sleep, was a beautiful country town.
There were red blossoming trees along roads that still gleamed from last night's
rain. High above the town, a golden dome shone from a hilltop, like a fairy talc
turret. Townspeople had smiled at them, curiously. They had shared cigarettes
and sign-language with a group of soft-faced, schoolboy monks. This was how
they liked to be received, as a species of scruffy pilgrim.
"Stomach's feeling strange", said Bob. "Think I'm ·in for another attack of the
runs" .
Galen wrote on, rapidly. "I am sitting on the steps of a tenth century drinkingfountain", she read at the top of his page, "in thirty-five degree humidity". Facts
she hadn't been aware of.
A bell had rung and the monks had disappeared. The sky that hung before
them over the town, was now a luminous grey. Palm trees in the courtyard had
started to rustle and wave. Nobody else seemed to be around.
Canada stubbed out his cigarette and started back down the hill.
"Coming?" said Bob to Galen.
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The four of them moved towards the town like an awkward beast whose legs
wished to go different ways. Canada was off-hand, accompanying them this
morning as if there was nothing better to do. He walked ahead, restlessly peering into door-ways of the ochre-coloured buildings, disappearing up alleys,
looking for action. His presence made Ruth uneasy.
She was used to travelling at Galen's pace, in Galen's way. He always had an
air of elation about him, discovering new territory. He loved to plan their route,
and fit together the puzzle of map and reality. His,passport pouch swung out and
back to its bay within his hollow ribcage. The tails of the black and white scarf he
wore as a headband flew out behind him. Travelling was a feast of the eye, he
said. Was there such a state as pure vision?
While she trailed, glimpsing the backdrop through a web of thoughts. Like
watching ants as a child, guessing at purpose and connection in a teeming other
world. Distanced by the huge eye of the self. The overblown Alice, locked out
from the garden, left to swim in her own tears.
Sometimes she found herself silently in step with Bob. He always seemed to
be holding his words in check, until he caught up with Galen. Bumping together,
they didn't even bother to say sorry.
"Ouch", said Galen suddenly. She had walked into him and trodden on one
of his thongs. He held it up by one dangling tentacle.
"Sorry", Ruth said. Galen was very attached to those thongs. His Bangkok
thongs. He called them art objects. The crinkled rubber was printed with a series
of red and green music notes, gay inconsequential crochets and quavers, worn
away now to the hills and valleys of his feet.
"Damn", he said. His eyes, looking at her, were as dark as the black checks in
his scarf. "Why can't you keep up with me", he said.
The rain didn't matter. Running in the rain had been one of her specialities in
the old days. Theatrical liberation like moonlight swims and talking for a whole
evening in her 'Juliet of the Spirits' voice. Funny, you couldn't see the rain falling. Just the puddles widening, dimpling, somehow connected with the descent of the huge grey sky.
Already the aisles through the market stalls were running miniature rivers,
gorges, lakes. She had to hitch up her skirt, pry up each footstep, her shoulderbag slapping against her hip. Not such a short cut back to the hotel after all.
Galen in bare feet would be nearly at the Melody by now. Untrammeled.
Most of the stalls were empty, the mats rolled up where this morning's produce had been laid out. Just a few women under one of the big umbrellas, smoking and laughing. Probably at her, the only person out in the rain. Eyes down,
picking her way home as fast as she could. Focus on that emptiness three paces
ahead. Do not look at me. Alone, it was always like this. She carried her invisible
purdah with her wherever she went.
"Hey", Canada said, appearing at the top of the stairs and turning back to the
others. "D'ya hear about the two German guys? They hired themselves a boat
and went downriver. Haven't been seen since".
"Pathet Lao got 'em spose", called out Bob. "anyone know for sure?
"Ask Ted Akhito", said Galen, on his way into the dormitory. The others
laughed.
Ruth looked up from the mat that defined her territory. It was late afternoon,
them they seemed to come a little closer to the action of the place.
Surprisingly they came and stood around her mat. Galen crouched down beside her. Bob started moving his hands together and apart in a little concertina
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movement that she had come to recognize. He was shuffling an imaginary pack
of cards.
"We've decided to play bridge", he told her.
"I don't play", Ruth said.
The three of them were damp and breathless, seemed to be sharing a joke.
Boys returning from the pub. Galen put a hand on her shoulder. He was still barefoot.
"Bob's going to teach you. Bob's going to be your partner".
"You know I hate playing cards", Ruth said to him. She sat very still under his
hand.
Bob and Canada were already settling themselves around a spare mat under
the window.
"Come on", Galen said to her. "We'll be nice to you. Promise".
Bob was dealing.
"You sort them into suits", he said. "Descending order of value. Ace, King,
Queen, Jack - 4,3,2,1." He was frowning, busy, spitty-sharp. Bob came into his
own when he played cards.
The faces on the cards were stern and mediaeval, glimpses from nurseryland. The cards spilled from her hands like an over-sized mouthful. Bob went on,
about contracts, tricks, trumps.
"What?" she said to Galen.
"Just listen and play", said Galen, not looking up from his own cards. "You'll
pick it up". That's what he had always done.
On the other side of her, Canada lazily pulled cards in and out of the fan in his
hand. He lay on his side, one heavy thigh lapping the other. His eyes had never
flickered once in her direction.
The moment loomed when she must bid. Why had she let herself be drawn
into this arena? Listen. Keep up. Play.
"Nine clubs", she offered, hopefully.
Bob flung down his cards.
"You haven't been listening, have you? You don't understand."
"I don't know", said Ruth. She couldn't help the slow smile spreading across
her face. Unmasking Bob. "I can't seem to see the point of the game". She heard
Galen begin to laugh.
"Hey", said Canada to Galen. "How long have you been travelling with this
chick?"
Galen couldn't stop laughing. He rolled onto his back and up again, his headband fell across his eyes.
"Oh boy", he said. He put a hand on Ruth's knee. "This is for life", he said.
"Mais au est Ted Akhito?" Ruth asked the clerk in the Air Lao office again.
"Ca ne fait rien Madame, vous pouvez payer ici", came the same reply.
Ruth turned back to the others. "It's no good. We'll just have to give him the
hotel money and hope for the best".
"Ask for a receipt", said Galen.
"Bloody irresponsible", said Bob, counting out his notes. "I think we have
every right not to pay". But they had already decided that it would be too risky
just to leave the town without somehow paying the mysterious Ted Akhito,
whom they had never seen since that first night. He probably had friends in high
places.
"Hurry up", said Canada. Outside, the Air Lao cattle truck that ferried passengers between the airport and the town had started up its engine. As before,
they were to be its only passengers.
Ruth was the first to sling hcr bag into the back of the truck. The others hois54
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ted themselves up while she climbed over the boards at the side and swung in.
The truck lurched off. They held on to the cabin, standing up.
"All right?" Galen asked Ruth. She nodded.
After their long walk to the Golden Dome, Ruth and Galen had told the others
that they would be leaving Luang Prabang the next day. Bob said it was funny,
but he'd been thinking of leaving too. Canada just seemed to be with them as
they were buying their tickets. You could get used to a place very quickly, they
said, it was always a relief to be moving on.
From the truck they could see behind their street now, to paddy-fields spreading under water, islanded with palm-trees and bamboo huts, dotted with
bending, slow-moving figures. The truck was speeding up. Now, in their final
glimpse of the town, they could grasp its strictly civic plan, its streets and
squares set out under the golden Dome, the steaming river that curved around it
and disappeared into alien hills. Like the two Germans, who had never been
found. A flock of camouflage-splattered helicopters rose like smoke in the
distance. In those hills and jungles there would be the sort of scenes you sec in
newsreels at home.
"Hey!" Canada was pointing across a square. There, surely, hurrying out of a
building, was the neat white figure of Ted Akhito.
"Well I like that", Bob said. But they were all smiling. They had rightly been
judged not to be security risks. They were too lazy. Too cautious. You'd hardly
know there was a war on. If you played by the rules.
The town was behind them now, shadowed by its own hills.

PETER BIBBY

A Chinese Wisdom
Lie by the fire that takes the place
of a day's departed warmth; upwind
a smaller flame, an asterix of twigs,
our footnote a scented scrawl, Sandalwood
for soles to wear a compensating fragrance.
Many camps, many small illuminations
in a clear night sky, and all too much
to contain are loving moments we forget
but you will remember Sandalwood,
the farewell smoke sweet in your face.
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DON GENTLE

An ancient back patio,
Sunken slabs of cement,
Tilted at crazy angles,
Catches the early morning sun.
The garden runs riot.
Even the garden furniture,
Under the weight of weeds,
Subsides into the ground.
A heavy post and rail barrier,
Runs its length around;
Too solid and permanent
For the throwaway society.
Its paint is chipped and cracked,
Like the once white .wall,
Lurking beneath the brim of the eaves
You bask in the sun, naked,
Save for a straw boater,
Pulled down over your face.
Such a picture of the human form,
Should raise me to the heights of lyricism.
But I have the shakes.
Nothing looks good,
When you have the shakes.
I move to a small table;
Dark laquered cane.
One bottle of scotch, two glasses;
Altar and sacrament.
I do reverence before it.
You pull the boater from your face,
And accept the proffered glass.
In mirror reflection we drink,
To wild minds and lives,
And the rails in our heads,
Too solid for today,
Lurking beneath our brims.
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CAROLYN BELL

Karen

You can see Brewsters' tin-roofed asbestos house as you cross the railway line.
It stands between a sun-baked vacant block and Jarvis' Sand, Soil and Gravel
yard. You can see the clothes flapping on the wire strung between the two
weathered wooden poles and the stack of brown Hannans bottles from the
street. You can't see the rabbit cage. That's around the back. Near the watertank.
The girl stomps across the dusty front yard, head bent, mouth quivering. The
tops of her legs rub together. Rolls of skin shake and crease beneath the emerald-green shift. She fingers the material where it slits, showing the puffy knees
and the dimpled thighs.
Mr. Brewster sits at the table smoking and reading the newspaper. He's still in
his overalls which are smudged with grease. Mrs. Brewster will frown when she
sees him, but he won't notice.
- Didn't get the job. The girl.
- I didn't think you would. The father.
She sits at the table picking at the red-checked, plastic table cloth. There's greyish fur sticking to her thick fingers.
Mrs. Brewster comes into the kitchen with mop and bucket; Pine-O-Cleen water.
- Well? How'd you get on?
- Didn't get it.
- Harry said you could have it. What'd you do wrong?
- Don't know.
She picks strands of fur from her fingers and brushes them onto the table cloth.
Mary Brewster moves lizard-like about the room. She sloshes water on the
faded lino, mopping and then squeezing out the dirty water. She finds a
squashed sultana on the floor and prises it with a clean pink fingernail. Carefully
she lifts up the brown sticky mess and then rubs at the stain.
The girl watches the mother. She rubs the emerald-green between her thumb
and forefinger and closes her eyes.
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- Well, you'll have to go back to school. Mr Brewster.
- No.
-You lazy bitch!
- What about Uncle Wally's garage? The lizard.
- A petrol station's no bloody place for a girl.
She presses her finger on the bread crumbs left on somebody's plate. They
stick. She raises the finger to her mouth and licks each crumb.
It's dusk. They can hardly see each other in the room. She switches on the light.
The father blows out a match and draws on a cigarette.
- You can see the headmaster next Monday.
- Why?
- Because I said.
- Can't.
- Whatdya mean Can't?
- Start at Patroni's Drapery on Monday.
Both Brewsters look up, then away.
- Well?
No Reply.
She walks down the .dark passage to the back yard. She squats on the hard, red
ground and peers through the wire walls. She picks up the rabbit by the loose
folds of skin around the shoulders and places her other hand under its rump to
take the weight. She holds it against her face. Feels the heart beating against her
hand. Then wrings its neck.
She goes back along the passage towards the light. Picks up the dishes, walks to
the sink. Stands with one big hip thrust to the side.
They are watching. Watching the way she bulges in the small, silent room.
The water runs over her hands. She holds them still in the warm suds. Closes
her eyes. They can't see her face. Karen smiles.
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JANE MESSER

A Bit of a Jew

When we were younger we listened to his stories. The lunch table was laid with
salamis and my sister would pick the fat out. There was liver-sausage and polish
pickles floating in pickle water which eventually collected the scum of dirty
forks. There was fruit at the lunch table, piled in earthenware bowls, for my
mother did not allow plastic on the table. There were glass bowls, earthenware
serving dishes, silver and china. Perhaps the collection was chipped, perhaps
there were fine cracks coloured with a thin pale brown, and the crockeries were
mismatched, yet it was not plastic. Sometimes my sister and I ate quickly, without thought for the food, on other days we haggled over the last slice.
He told my sister and I stories of deprivation, the life of a war Jew. My father, he
tells stories well. He is able to make a great horror of horrors, but with a dispassionate voice so that we would nod and say, yes father. He did not turn us off
our food. We ate and listened placidly, and this was a source of peace for my
mother, for she fed us, giving us her love through her labour. And if she sat silently at these lunches as my father spoke, she did at the least watch us eat her
food. Her silent, chopped, simmered, fondled contribution to our wellbeing. My
sister and I listened and ate to my parents' makings of our mental and physical
life, played upon us in duet.
My father spent the war years in a refugee boarding school in a bright green
grass part of England. Tante Berte lives there still, so many years now, at the age
of ninety two. He has told us that children hung themselves to death from the
knotted chestnut trees, one a young boy of nine who understood ropes and
trees. The food at this place was not good. He tells us that there was not much
more than thistle soup, mangel and wurzel and American dried eggs. Once
when he really did not want to eat the food and was compelled to eat the food,
he vomited it out. This was not a planned act as the teachers insisted, but completely involuntary. My father was then compelled to eat the vomit, it being the
only source of nutrition until the next day. My mother took care with the food
that we children ate.
My sister is plump, I am not. She was not fat when we lived together with my
parents. She was small and dark eyed and thin and fast, living with my parents
who were not rich but comfortable. I blame her fatness on her trip to Israel. She
lived on a kibbutz which grew avocadoes, near the border where there were
many soldiers, where to sit on a bus next to a soldier with a gun sleeping on his
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knees was a common experience. My sister does not like me to blame her obesity on the avocadoes. She defends the kibbutz, though she does not deny that
she is fat. Where does your fat come from then, I ask her. It did not come from
the kibbutz, she says, it was the natural progression of time.
Time has passed and I think of my father's stories and that my parents are old
and that I am becoming that way myself. As, I peel the mangoes with my fingers
whose skin is loosening, with nails buffed smooth with years of time, I look at
the ripe, not over-ripe yellow mangoes and remember the stories of deprivation'
told.
My mother is not a Jew, but she did feed us matzos, fish and wine. As young
girls we collected Barmitzvah hats. Caps embroidered with gold thread laced
through with purple and red and green, and some were too small for our heads,
sitting in rakish angle on our heads, while others hung loose to our ears. We
learnt that boys come in all sizes. Once I chased my sister Rosa into the garden,
we in our hats and Japanese kimonos that someone had given the daughters of
their friend. We played death in the afternoon. I tied rope around Rosa's neck
and knotted it to the clothes-line telling her to hang and die. She fell, complaining that the rope was too long and how could she die with such a long rope. She·
pulled the rope tight and then whimpered and lay in the grass, the flowers of the
kimono, red and orange, splashing against the earth. She lay and lay, and lay so
still that I began to wonder. So quiet that I cried Rosa, Rosa, and shook her limp
flesh, looking closely at her mouth for that smile that was not there at all. Rosa,
Rosa I cried and then spat in her face hard so as to disgust her. The spit lay just
under her eye, until her hand reached up and wiped it away and she jumped up
and chased me and spat, playing life through the afternoon until dinner-time
took us away from the garden.
My mother was once a country girl, a gentile, and during the bad times she ate
kangaroo and possum meat, a thing that not many people know, thistles too,
and dripping. She played with the earth and flowers, walking a mile along a
sunny track for water. She fed us well in a European way to quell the insistent
memories of her poverty, she fed us well with peace for the games she had
played. Now, she is not a Jew and so we are not Jew. This is something Rosa
and I argue about. Rosa says she is Jew, but I am not so sure, and only agree to
being Jew-ish, bits of Jew. I listened so carefully at the lunch time to the story of
his mother escaping with a gold coin sewn into every diamond of her travelling
quilt. I listened well to my mother feeding us to quell the insistent memories of
her mother dying and wasting, gone away with cancer and a lack of good food.
My mother learnt young to feed her father and sister, she learnt to be mother, so
that she was able to feed us well.
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TIMOTHY DOYLE

The Soldier's Case

He said nothing, made no statement. He said nothing, and if he had spoken' in
defence or explanation his words would have been as wasted as moments wasted in khaki. He said nothing.
The bishop
foundation flung
board, tin-plate,
pany; two, toys,
The soldiers said

lay dead, discarded; the castle conquered, its magnetic
with it far from the pieces that made up the game. And the
tessellated, rusting at the edges, kept other quiet soldiers comtoy soldiers, a legionnaire from Rome, a musketeer. Discarded.
nothing. The three soldiers were silent.

He was a private, so the envelope told us, a private in a transport company.
He didn't like it, the army. We supposed he didn't, anyway; that's what we decided as we rifled his belongings, what was left of them, what the bush hadn't
taken.
He said nothing, wasn't there to say. Absent from the enquiry into his absence. No appearance before the tribunal; not present to answer the charge, so
we tried him in his absence. He offered no defence except his absence.
The evidence was damning. And begged for acquittal. A pocket-watch,
broken; cheap after-shave, cheap enough to stink out brothels and expensive
enough, expansive enough, to conquer sweaty khaki dreams. A can-opener,
army issue; an arrowhead memory of a comic childhood battle and a white bowtie like the ties that officers wear, when dressed to impress.
Two cases against the absent military man. Two cases. Cheap cases with
broken latches and twisted hinges and spattered with the fallen leaves of winter.
Discarded, deserted. Two cases thrown into the bush, perhaps thrown from a
passing car. He had made no attempt to hide his distaste, disguise his disgust.
"On the evidence before us we find that the defendant chose the wrong
career and decided to throw a little bit of his life away."
Two flash-cubes, used; one photograph, torn; one plastic cameo brooch, forgotten; one women's army beret emblem, forgotten. Evidence.
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Three socks - two red, one blue, all holey; one list - income, rent, debts, balance, not much left. One pair of zip-sided boots lacking the required spit-polish
army sheen. One over-night bag - no handle, full of water. Two broken beer bottles. One two-tone high heel shoe. Left foot.
No soldier, two toys but no soldier.
"We the tribunal find that the defendant in this enquiry made a definite
choice on this very spot and in his absence we consider that there is no alternative but to pick over the remnants of his life and take and use whatever we need."
So said the Court Martial.
The soldier said nothing. We went home, carrying the spoils of war. The bush
told us everything, gave us some things. We walked home.
The soldier deserted all that he had owned, all that we knew he owned. He
made the right decision, desertion.
"The accused is charged that on one day that winter he did discard his personal effects in a manner that is likely to be construed as rather intriguing and
extremely interesting."
He did not plead to the charge. The tribunal adjourned and went home, carrying all the exhibits considered useful.
The soldier said nothing, offered no comment, no defence; and if he had, his
mutterings would have been as wasted as the pair of discarded, unused but still
rolled condoms that sat on the earth by the track through the bush, staring like
eyes at passersby, and looking like the release valves on some kid's blow up toy
just waiting to deflate the earth. Prophylactic grenade pins.
The soldier said nothing.
"This tribunal, in its wisdom, has decided that in the absence of the defendant, it can record no conviction, but for the record and in the interests of future
justice, must state: ... "
The soldier said nothing. The court adjourned, taking his effects for safekeeping, and deserted that desertion scene.
" ... the fortunes of war I tell you plain, are a wooden leg and a golden chain,
one broken watch, two chess pieces, half a bottle of brothel water, one
arrowhead, two toy soldiers and the other one who ran away."
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JOHN HEYWOOD

Links
Every separation is a link
- Simone Weil

Only the love of the dead is pure . . .
- for an old miner

(i)
there are days when the world
buckles under the sun, trees blacken
to thin wisps, spinifex fires,
and white cockatoos, strangled
in telegraph wire, hang
dry and upside down.
(ii)
i think only of thirst,
the drifting sand does not
lend itself to description,
the sketchy border trees
offer little protection
from the sun as we negotiate
the edge and fine line
between sand and vegetation.
(iii)
i have always lived by the sea,
or travelling underground, have always
been concerned with water, the flooding
of mines, rain in dark forests,
the level of the tide.
(iv)
to see a waterbird, maybe a crane,
fly deep into the desert, comes as no
surprise - we note its arrival and follow
its disappearance, discuss it over a beer,
and think nothing more of it.
(v)
and nights, contracting with cool winds,
when the sand becomes an astrolabe to the stars,
where in the reflection of the crystal spheres
we wander without direction, searching out
water flowers ...
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ELLY McDONALD

Heroes

Somebody's hero. i'm told
she's a painter. she likes colour
spontaneous and daring
passionate and abandoned
(forsaken and bereft, so many
times over)
immature, insecure: the
(definite article: the real
thing - the genuine model?)
full cliche
(a role model, cult-figure)
a rebel
an iconoclast? some hero.
portraits of the famous
Men. too many. in secret
too furtive. feverish; she's smart
she's witty, she's dependent. she
frames them
exhibits them
(perceptive? how definitive!
acclaimed: forever looking. to capture
the real thing. for ever
the real, always
above 'all else - too few
models are genuine)
mixing them in oils, she cuts
them into collage - this
season's graven images presents them for display, gilt-edged
for review
then
she sells them.
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FIONA KIDMAN

from a postcard

you say that you are both very happy
and very unhappy
as you gaze at spires and temples
and behave like a tourist;
it is more than distance that separates
the heart, the sharp decline
of time suggests that deliverance
is past. there is pleasure
here in buds shattering before the spring
advance, the turning and banking
of earth, for the new season's garden. but
the winds blow fierce here
and the flowering is an annual affair.
i know better than you
that this little indian
summer will pass; we will have
as ever, the ritual uprooting
for the autumn fires.
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JEAN LANG

Hunger in Question

At the top of the home paddock
a generous shaking
of salt
sure death
to the safe anchorage of trees
exposes roots
to sun rain wind dry
seasons in succession without fear
of quick death to itself
year upon year
creeping closer
up the head
of the homestead gully.
The old man knows
who raped the earth
for productivity
'If it moves shoot it
if it doesn't root it
out more acreage to feed
a hungry world.'
Your seed
salt of the earth passing
the salt in turn
meanwhile the hungry ground
salts up beyond the memory of trees.
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GERARD WINDSOR

In the House of the Dead

"There was nothing more anyone could do," she tells me in the hallway. "Least
of all you or I."
That's a presumption, J think. She knows damn all about me and any potential J have for 'doing more'. Superficial woman, J conclude. She has to meet
someone, it's a crisis, yet she prepares her formulae, and trots them out, with no
thought of first feeling out this stranger.
Yet there is delicacy enough in the way she indicates an Australian connection. Two prints from Gould's Birds hang framed on either side of the front door.
J wonder if they had been a present from Arthur. J suspect not. Neither his income nor his inclination had ever run to that extreme of expenditure. And it
would not show much tact towards the second husband to leave gifts displayed
so prominently. No, it was probably her own acquisition after the divorce.
Bought with her own plentiful resources. For her own reasons. The two Goulds
are not flashy birds. J don't immediately recognise them, and it is not the moment for close inspection and lingering over zoological Latin. Their appearance
would not, J imagine, have distracted the husband. 1 associate him with money
in some form, and possibly for that reason, and possibly because after Arthur
any woman would be looking for an uncomplicated rest, J also think of him as
the English booby. He would have found a few discreet birds tasteful enough,
and accepted her word that they were an investment. So she's kept some kind of
faith with Arthur.
I'd refused to go with him. It was the shock he needed, J had decided. 1 made it
clear that unless he did something about himself, it was all over. If he wanted a
nurse he could pay for one. J had not signed on for that. If he came back in the
same state 1 would not be there. Brutually cliched but J had no option.
The outcome was less straightforward. It first took the shape of an international phone call. She said who she was, and then launched into a preamble
in that sprightly English upper class way that is considered suitable for all occasions, even the quite lugubrious. Which this one rather was. "I don't quite know
the ins and outs of your marriage," she said, "but I'm sure you would want to be
told". So J was told. Arthur had cancer. The prognosis was totally bleak. It was a
matter of weeks rather than months.
"Where is he?" 1 asked.
"I thought it best if 1 took him home," she answered.
"Well, J don't know the ins and outs of your divorce, but that really seems
very good of you."
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There was a pause, more protracted than usual at the other end of the line. If 1
had found her loud brightness a little odd, she seemed to have reciprocated by
having doubts about any touch of levity. It was not that I was unaffected by the
news. Far from it. I was at the start of a confusion that could only get worse. And,
in this instance, I was intrigued, saddened, 'and yes, even amused by this reappearance of the Lady Melanie at the centre of Arthur's life. 1 could never get
over the pretty-pretty stageyness of the woman's name. "I presume you met her
in Quality Street," I had once remarked to him. Here she was, stepping forward
to attend on Arthur at no doubt his most sordid. In the best traditions of Miss
Nightingale, I supposed.
"Of course I'll come straight away," I assured her.
"We gave him the spare room," she explains to me over tea. She imagines
some gesture of bewildered gratitude on my part and says, "No, it was the least
we could do".
"Your husband was certainly very understanding."
"Oh, Bobbo wouldn't mind. He never notices a thing. I could pick my nose at
the dinner table and he's say, "what a jolly nice little something you've got for
us, Melanie." She laughs more loudly than is necessary between just two
people.
"Keep your voice down," I think. "Arthur's in the house. Somewhere. He
doesn't want to be embarrassed by your choice of men."
"Just as well really," she continues without lowering her voice, "that he went
off so easily. Before you arrived. Things would have been so complicated otherwise. What could you have said to him really? No time to talk about your marriage when he was in that state. But you couldn't very well ignore it, could you?"
I shrug. "We had developed an understanding."
"Oh," says Melanie. ''I'd thought things were more or less at an end."
Whatever about her hospitality, I think, she's not moving in on my marital intimacies. I feel a distinct block against any gush of sisterly sympathy. "No, far
from it," I say. "We'd come to an understanding."
Melanie crosses her legs and tucks them hard back against the sofa. "How
lucky you were. We never could, that was our trouble."
"But he was glad to come here."
"Well of course."
She seems to be missing not just the nuances of what I say. And, interesting
as the prospect is, I haven't really come to make her acquaintance. "When are
they coming to ... when will he be leaving here?" I ask.
"Not till Monday. It's frightful isn't it? But, you know, London nowadays ...
that appalling fellow Livingstone in the Council, and all his creatures everywhere. You can't even die and be' buried in dignity now."
"1 should go up and see him," I say.
For once she picks up the suggestion in my words, and rises reluctantly herself. "It has been so nice talking to you." Then she pauses, and a vision of slight
awkwardness quite clearly passes before her eyes. "Actually," and she half
laughs, "he's not up, he's down. We couldn't really leave him in the guest bedroom. Not . . . oh well, you know. Things do become awkward. Visitors, and
people blundering in, and so forth. It's that fellow Livingstone's fault of course."
She precedes me out of her drawing room, opens a door discreetly set into
the panelling under the stairs, and stands back. "The cellar is the most sensible
part of the house. I've left the light on. I know you'd like to be alone."
The only appropriate man I know in London bounces down the stairs, just
ahead of the voice of Melanie offering instructions and invitations. An academic
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and a priest, and at least an acquaintance of Arthur, he is in England on sabbatical. I don't know him well myself. I still address him as Father. He, if anyone, is
the man for this particular need. So I call him.
A priest, on professional business, should not arrive feet first. Least of all if
the legs are stubby and unsure. But he does. So it becomes a matter largely of
etiquette. I stand up. A Bentwood chair has been placed at Arthur's elbow, and I
imagine that the correct way for me to keep vigil is to sit there. It has crossed my
mind that the Lady Melanie, having put it there, knows it is the correct way. I am
willing to accept her instinct as to comme if [aut. I stand up out of deference to a
priest. Does his entry take precedence over the focal importance of the dead? I
call the priest Father Jim, a gesture that balances professional acknowledgment
with grateful friendliness. He kisses me. It's on the cheek, but it's a kiss. He
stands back, giving his glasses a slight shake by the frame, the picture of concern. What next? I can't talk to him about the death, not least because I hadn't
been there. And I haven't summoned him because I feel like conversation. I
make a slight gesture of my hand towards Arthur. The priest should do with the
dead what he has to. That is all I have called him for. He should attend upon
Arthur according to his lights, as an accompaniment and relief to my own vigil.
His profesion, I take it, is to gauge the requirements of the moment and to introduce whatever grace he can into even the most inauspicious and graceless of
occasions. Normally, and as one less wise, I would have expected some Latin recitative and some douches of Holy Water. But from an academic, and presumably a modern, I am not sure.
I sit down again. The priest shows little interest in Arthur's face. He blesses
himself, and I even feel a shiver that the gesture is done in the old superstitious
way to ward off evil, rather than to mark the opening of a ritual.
"We'll kneel down," he says, "and say the Lord's Prayer."
We kneel and he prays. Arthur lies just about eye level. It makes me feel he is
disdainful.
"We'll pray silently now," says the priest. "Let us remember Arthur, and let
us recall the ... stimulation and ... enjoyment he gave to so many people." He
pauses, obviously thinking hard, but not, I think, quite hard enough. "Let us
thank God, the Loving Father of all men, for the presence of Arthur amongst us,
and let us commend him in all his lawful frailty to that same loving and allmerciful Father." The Priest is silent and his eyes are closed but his hands move
ceaselessly from a prayerful clasp to an optician's twitch at his glasses. The gesture distracts me. He makes it portentous. It is an adjustment to the purposeful
cascade of molecules through his brain. I stare at this mechanism for prayer.
The remembrance and commendation of Arthur require two minutes. Then, on
cue, I stand again, rubbing the grit and the white bloodlessness from my unprotected knees. The priest keeps his head bowed, and I imagine we are to go
through the same routine in a number of different poses. I prefer to be seated
and informal while I remember Arthur. But I also prefer to do so in the company
of the living when the alternative is a weekend of solitude.
The priest does a little act of pulling himself out of a trance. He does it well just the discreetest suggestion of vestments being shrugged off, and the
wrench at having to tear himself away from the company of God. But I am ready
for his company now, and for whatever initiatives he might suggest for keeping
our unchosen vigil.
Then he turns to me, clapping his hands together very. softly, and at once I
can see the gears changing. "I should know this," he says, "but what is the
name of Lady Melanic's husband? What form of address does he prefer?"
I glance at Arthur. His own sense of decorum had never been unerring, but
this confusion would have been totally foreign to him. I must half expect him to
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rear up in indignation. I certainly feel apologetic towards him. "Freddie," I tell
the priest, anxious to hurdle this embarrassment quickly and cleanly. "She is an
Honourable entirely in her own right. Her father was or is the something of
something. Freddie's nobody. As it were."
"All I need to know," says the priest. "You're too good." He takes half a pace
back, and once more twitches at his glasses. "You're a marvellous woman. So
wonderfully resourceful." He thinks about kissing me again, but instead he
says, "I'll be offering Mass for you both in the morning," and up the ladder he
goes. The voices break out like bubbles as he reaches the top.
I sit and try to recall the presence amongst us of God's servant, Arthur. But as
a preliminary, only one thought comes. Freddie is not the man's name. I have no
idea what it is.
He had me to come home to. That was the trouble. By late afternoon he could
be helpless. He didn't need any evening hours to write himself off. Home he
would blunder, and I was there to clean him up. The task didn't even call for extended hours. My life wasn't disarranged by him. I believe he actually thought
like that. Shock, and reliance solely on his own resources - that was the only way
I could see, if he was to pull himself out of it. I suppose I got the first shock, but it
was savage enough to have an elastic effect. One of his colleagues told me. A
story out of the archaic epic about Chris Brennan fouling his room at Sydney University, but this version had suitable modern touches. He was vomiting the contents of his morning and lunch time drinking, and any bits of food he hadn't
been able to avoid, into the drawers of his filing cabinet. After that he'd decide,
not unreasonably, that he was sick. He'd close the drawer, and go home.
I sit here, at Arthur's elbow, periodically glancing at the face, and wondering
what I can do, but my imagination is pinioned by that disgusting filing cabinet.
Perhaps it should have been a sign to me at the time when it was a daily event,
but the gross realism of the gesture overbore its symbolic value.
Arthur's life had not been without achievement. His professional life that is.
Though the signs look bad I wouldn't presume to speak for the rest of it. He· was
an authority in his field, he was asked to speak, he'd had his notable publications, some students had looked on him as a real mentor. But he'd ended up
vomiting into his filing cabinet. A soundly contemporary gesture. An up-date of
Aquinas, after his vision of heaven, saying of his vast theological opus, "It is as
straw". Except that Arthur never had a vision of heaven. Not even, if I may be facetious, in my arms. And my arms have been disengaged, for a long time now,
long before the filing cabinet started to get the thumbs-down. I am sure Arthur
would not have received any other entrees to paradise. It is much more likely
he'd been having visions of hell. Moving into an eschatological phase at any
rate.
Come on, I tell myself, this dispassionate, ironical tone is not appropriate. A
turmoil of emotion is what's called for. The pure essence of voices - male, Australian and ingratiating; female, English and braying - are filtered down to me.
That's why you have been left here, in tactful and discreet solitude. You didn't
accompany him on his dying. Your proferring of support, and your grief have
been telescoped into these few hours. Lord alone knows what zany shapes they
might take. Your emotions will be tearing you apart.
I steal a glance at Arthur, uneasy that even in his blotto state he'll catch me
out in my tearlessness. He looks dignified. Most men with any facial bones do
look dignified in death. Hidalgos everyone of them. Naught in life became him
like the leaving it. But he appears not to notice anything. Or he doesn't mind my
dispassion. He looks noble, there's no doubt of it, and he's giving nothing away.
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I wonder what's going on behind the death mask. Does he want me to be
here? Does he perhaps mind my being here? I feel a sudden emotional leak. We
hadn't written, we hadn't been in touch at all after he'd left home. I'd seen him
out the door, bowed by my threat. I'd watched him shamble off, a pilgrim determined on his miracle. But perhaps I'd got it wrong. Or perhaps he'd had a conversion alright, but it hadn't been towards me. After all he hadn't asked me to
come over.
I stand and bend over Arthur's face. The capillaries have all drained. The
alcohol is no longer disfiguring him. The long-entrenched flush has gone. He is
pale and in control. No longer the soiled and sordid late-afternoon figure. The
nose and the lips rear at me in pride. I lean over further, and at first tentatively,
and then merely gently I prise open the jaws and sniff. Arthur's breath is not
sour. I can never remember it so.
Above us I hear the high-pitched scrape and tinkle of heavy silverware on fine
china, and all the sounds that issue from the cavities of human beings. They are
more unrestrained, they are coarser all the time. Tunelessly chairs scrape and
are knocked, shoes shuffle and click about in nervous betrayal.
"Quiet," I ask them, but in a voice I hardly hear myself.
"It's disgusting isn't it," I say to Arthur. "No. That's entirely the wrong word.
Pathetic perhaps. But only we can see it. All the untidiness and artificiality of the
strings and levers that make the puppets work. The chemical kitchen as people
spark together. All the wastage and irrelevance of action in the push towards an
instant of compatability or, more rarely, joy. "We see it from the ideal vantage
point, Arthur. Very few get to stand here." I lean over and kiss him on the forehead, a laughing, playful nuzzle.
The braying and the ingratiating are losing their identities as the volume increases. The poise goes out of individual voices and they merge. On the floorboards the shuffling, the tapping, the squeaking become less tentative. Feet
beat time rapidly, they move into a gallop, they falter, and chairs jar pnd scrape,
and the feet sprint on again, and silverware echoes no longer against just the
chinaware, but against the crystal and the thick wood of the table.
"Come on, Arthur," I call to him. "We have more to jangle about than any fortuitous collocation of mummers."
My voice grows bolder. I step back from the catafalque and swing the Bentwood chair away. I kick off my shoes so that they spin up on the floorboards
above us. "Come on, Arthur." I repeat. "The occasion calls for nothing less than
a Rhumba. Come down, Arthur. Arthur, come down." My heels arch and fall,
and above me my shoes clatter rhythmically across the floorboards. Arthur is
swept up, he is carried away. He tells me he was desperate to be beside me
again, that my ultimatum was all he needed, that I could not have done more for
him. He shouts this at me, almost hysterically, above the thudding of the dance
band. I pull him close and whisper that the cruelty of it tore me apart, that I have
never wanted him more than I do now.
All the irrelevant cacophony fades. The band, the dance floor exist solely for
us. But we don't need them. I turn out the lights, I lead Arthur across the room.
Into the soft, expansive bed I pull him down beside me. "Kiss me," I tell him. I let
my lips open towards him, and in the sweet odour of reconciliation I swoon.
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FIONA KIDMAN

The Green Book
(for Sharon)

I carry a bound green book
with blank pages to record
things that matter.
I press wild flowers
from river banks, they bubble
the smooth paper. Today
it is light in the garden
and the warmth on my skin
that I note with such care,
and the tomatoes ripening
at last on the autumn
vine, and orange
cactus dahlias, a premature
cap of snow on the Rimutakas.
The solemn core
is warmed; only
dreams memories
sensation hold. Face lifted,
a temptation
to eye the sun.
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DENNIS HASKELL

Bringing the C20 to Bay
The People's Otherworld *

For many years Les Murray has been Australia's most important, and most
controversial, poet. The publication of The People's Otherworld, now winner of
The Australian Literature Society's gold medal for 1984, should intensify that
situation. Murray has been controversial for both his opinions and his poems,
and The People's Otherworld makes opinions and poems more inextricably related than ever. Murray's poems frequently repeat the claims made in his
essays; for him this is natural: his poetic stance is the unfashionable one of bard
for the human tribe, especially the Australian segment of that tribe. In this essay
I want to explore the spiritual vision which underlies all his writing, and which
The People's Otherworld makes especially prominent.
In our century there are good reasons for a bardic stance becoming unfashionable; our intellectual climate is that of an uncertain age, skeptical of any
particular moral and philosophical claims, and inclined to believe that absolute
moral and philosophical truths are unknowable. In such a climate it takes special skills and special qualities of personality to write monologues which set
down any philosophy other than the individuality of philosophy. Poetry in our
time has successively retreated into the embroidery of image-making for its
own sake, an increasing involvement with the poet's personal life and, more
recently, a concern exclusively with technique. The controversy surrounding
Murray derives from his refusal to accept such retreats or such a climate, and
from founding his refusal on traditional beliefs in human continuity and in
Roman Catholicism. Murray has said that "it is ... in the power of poetry to ...
bring old truths, including the supreme ones, back to vivid life,"! and this is
what his poems attempt. The People's Otherworld presents criticisms of the
"brute-force effects of our century" (p.12)2 and of its "starving-spirit" (p.14),
made from the standpoint of Murray's positives: the "aspiration of community,,3 and the attempt "to construct a bridge between the ordinary and the
spiritual realms. ,,4 Murray sets "a world of understanding" against "a world of
interest" (p.59). Murray's bardic stance works because his "understanding"
combines an effervescent fascination with earthly and spiritual details with an
awesome grasp of language and poetic techniques.
The People's Otherworld, then, is an extremely ambitious book, in content
and in technique. The speaking voice is recognisably that of Murray's earlier
work, but there is here a movement towards more consciously religious poems
*Angus & Robertson, 1983, $9.95.
A briefer, and substantially different version of this article was first broadcast on the A.B.C.'s "Books
and Writing" programme on 9 Nov, 1983.
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and towards more explicit statements of theme. Despite the bardic stance the
book contains five personal poems, a surprise since Murray's work has always
been outward looking. But "personal" does not mean intimate. In "Self-Portrait
from a Photograph" Murray presents almost a third person view of his own
face. What he finds there is a face "alert to language". Murray's delight in the details of language, as well as in the details of the world at large, has never been
more apparent than in "The Mouthless Image of God in the Hunter-Colo Mountains" and "Bent Water in the Tasmanian Highlands". "Beilt Water ... " evokes
the headlong rush, bucking and surging of water in almost all its possible
movements. It is an overwhelming poem whose densely packed images and analogies reflect Murray's sense of plenitude in the world around him. For Murray,
only poetry can express this richness, for it is poetry which manifests the plenitude intrinsic to language, a plenitude not found in "speech on the level" (p.56).
This phrase, "speech on the level," comes from "The Mouthless Image . . . ,"
which places human speech in the context of a spreading dog music, pigs' "boffboff!" and the varied menagerie 'speech' of other animals. The book includes a
couple of brilliant evocative exercises, in Murray's punning address to the bed
("Homage to the Launching Place") and his address to the shower ("Shower").
But evocation in Murray's work, brilliant as it so often is, is never conducted for
its own sake; in evoking that world outside himself Murray is interpreting it - discovering its meaning in relation to the universe as a whole. When Murray
evokes, for example, a "crazy field of dried mud" (p.2), it is to place the field in
the context of human history and of a deeply religious sense of the scheme of
things. That there is such a scheme Murray has no doubt, and if such a belief
makes this world at times puzzling, the solution to that puzzle is the people's
otherworld. The face in Murray's portrait is "half-turned to another world - that
is poorer than this one, but contains it" (p.44). All Murray's delineations in The
People's Otherworld - whether of mud fields, Jacobite ladies or of Sydney's
Gladesville Bridge - are, directly or indirectly, pointers to the spiritual awareness that opens into the "otherworld". Those dog barks in "The Mouthless
Image . . . " constitute part of "the detail - God set you to elaborate by the dictionary-full." Murray's poem, "Second Essay on Interest: The Emu," ends with
interpretative, sententious lines, that are drawn from descriptions of the emu,
but they are lines equally applicable to Murray himself. The lines recommend
the steady extents of God's common immortality
whose image is daylight detail, aggregate, in process yet plumb
to the everywhere focus of one devoid of boredom.
Murray has always insisted on the poet's (and every human'S) need to "respect
the otherness of things,"S but his ability to reinterpret almost any of those
"things" suggests that he is indeed "devoid of boredom." His prolific output seven books of new poetry in eighteen years - is testament to his liveliness of
mind. Murray's poems "aggregate" "daylight detail"; the analogies and imagistic deductions drawn from that detail, leading from mud fields to religious
concepts, are "steady extents" which reflect "God's common immortality".
Murray's stance is that of an "everywhere focus" which can contain paradoxes,
and which combines a deep spirituality with a delight in earthliness, and in earthiness. "The people's otherworld" is this world, seen truly, as intrinsically related to a spiritual world, containing a spiritual dimension that we and God bring
to it.
Murray's is an extraordinarily ambitious poetry, out of sympathy with this
century, trying to express a spirituality which is never seen glibly or doctrinally.
After all the dog barking of "The Mouthless Image of God in the Hunter-Colo
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Mountains", that spirituality is perceived in the human species' most
"distinctive cry", a sharp contrast to the playful "boff-boff!" and "prr-mao" of
the animals. This is "Iaughter-and-weeping"; importantly it is a hyphenated
term, all one word:
the crying depth of life is too great not to laugh
but laugh or cry singly aren't it: only mingled are they spirit
to wobble and sing us as a summer dawn sings a magpic.
For spirit is the round earth bringing our flat earths to bay.
That spirituality, that "laughter-and-weeping" , Murray elsewhere names
"sprawl" (p.28), the "interest" of "First Essay on Interest", and, most importantly, "equanimity" (p.24). "Sprawl" is "life-enhancing" (p.17) and "is the rococo
of being your own still centre" (p.28). This points to a state of inner resourcefulness which can dispense with finding one's own identity in a context of economic or social competitiveness or in the intellectual codification of belief into
ideology. With a with that places Murray's seriousness, "Sprawl is the quality of the man who cut down his Rolls-Royce - into a farm utility truck ... " From this
anecdotal, and very Australian beginning to the poem, 'The Quality of Sprawl,"
Murray moves to defining sprawl as "roughly Christian". That it is a "still centre" emphasises its equivalence with the "equanimity" which "human order
has at heart".
Sprawl leans on things. It is loose-limbed in its mind.
Reprimanded and dismissed
it listens with a grin and one boot up on the rail
of possibility.
Here an abstract quality, "sprawl." really a state of being, is given physical,
external world characteristics. Such imaginativeness appears everywhere in
Murray's work - for example, in the syllable and vowel dot and dash of Bill
Tueket's story in "Morse"; when Murray describes snow in Edinburgh as "a cassata broadcast on the lower city" (p.63); or when Sydney humidity represents
"our annual visit to the latitudes - of rice, kerosene and resignation" (p.SO).
Altogether, the gamut of Murray's techniques and effects involves a good deal
of "sprawl." His tone ranges from the flashing, wild evocation of "Bent Water in
the Tasmanian Highlands" to the subdued note of the poems concerning the
death of his mother. Behind many of the poems, and underlying Murray'S religious belief, is the fact of death. That portrait face is absorbed "in the absolute which is either God or Death" (p.44). The foundation of Murray's belief in God
is, I think, justice. "Justice," at the end of the elegies for his mother, "is the
people's otherworld." It will not be achieved fully in this world, where our lives
are "provisional" (p.32) and whose peace "is no peace" (p.19). Ultimately, justice, because of death, is one of the "equities" which "Time cannot hold" (p.36).
Starved of such a spiritual awareness, lack of fulfilment drives us into
"causes" (p.l) and modernity's strange anger" (p.16). Spiritual ignorance is a
prime cause of this anger. Another is historical ignorance. Murray's huge vocabulary, and the enormous range of reference in his poems, are fed by his very
strong historical sense. One of the flat earths which spirit must bring to bay is
the attitude common in the C19-20 that there "were never any others. No centuries before these" (p.IS). Murray is no fan of the age of "canned housing,"
"see-through Office Space" and the "updraft of ideology" (p.14). His concern is
with the state of "equanimity", from which "all holiness speaks" (p.24), a sense
of grace which enables everyone to climb "off the high comparative horse - of
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their identity" (p.24). Murray sees spirituality at the centre of human life, and
that spirituality gives rise to a zest for this world's life. Dr. Johnson declared that
"poetical devotion cannot often please,,6 but for Murray "devotion" is synonymous with "celebration". Murray's poems provide detail, detail, detail of this
world, celebrating its plenitude in language that echoes the world's fulness.
Murray's wedding of an Australian empirical 'tradition with a deeply felt spirituality has provided him with a poetic which seems endlessly resourceful. In an
interesting series of articles Christopher Pollnitz once said that after The Boys
Who Stole the Funeral Murray seemed "at an impasse".7 How wrong that comment now seems; The People's Otherworld could readily be seen as the work towards which Murray's other books have built. The People's Otherworld
provides more exten~ive explanation of the spirituality which has always lain at
the centre of Murray's work and which he himself has only gradually comc to
understand. Murray stands for unfashionable, sometimes for idiosyncratic beliefs. He is a sententious, bardic poet; it's no surprise that two of the poems in
The People's Otherworld are titled "Essays". Murray is also often a difficult
poet, his succinctness making for densely compacted meaning. However, often
a single clue can make a difficult poem suddenly clear - as when one recognises
the relationship between "An Immortal" and the "Mad Max" films; or when one
realises that "Time Travel" compares twentieth century fencing with French
duelling in earlier times. (It's interesting that the twentieth century comes off
well here, as the "more Christian century.")
Peter Porter once described Murray as having a "whiff of genius." The range,
depth and breadth of Murray's poems in The People's Otherworld make the
word "genius" seem entirely applicable. If an admirable Australian wariness of
pretentiousness makes that word sound grandiose, it may be pleasing to realise
that all geniuses have a good sense of humour. Murray presents himself as
"hyper- ventilating up Parnassus", describes an emu as "a huge Beatles haircut" and writes a superb poem, "The Chimes of Niegeschah" (German for "It
Never Happened"), on a state where reside all the ideas and actions that never
gained fulfilment. The poem is characteristically imaginative, funny and compassionately serious. Murray, a very self-aware writer, once claimed that the
"essence" of poetry "is contemplative widsom".8 He is a contemplative poet,
and his humour balances his seriousness; it is a key aspect of wisdom. Given
the controversy that has surrounded Murray's name, it may surprise some to
find Murray claim, "in my writing, my abiding interest is in integrations, in convergences.,,9 But this is the overwhelming impression that The People's
Otherworld provides: Murray attempts to reconcile paradoxes, to establish the
importance of seeing the twentieth century in relation to previous centuries,
and to express the integration of worldly and spiritual life. Murray's sprawlladen lines contain multitudes; his elaborations of earthly objects in The
People's Otherworld are dedicated "to the glory of God". It is almost certain that
from here Murray's poems will go on to further express the concept with which
The People's Otherworld ends: "the dream-plan of equality and justice," "a
motionless traffic - between here and remote Heaven."
NOTES
I. The Peasant Mandarin, University of Queensland Press, 1978, p.187.
2. All quotations involving page references only are drawn from The People's Otherworld.
3. The Peasant Mandarin, p.196.
4. Persistence in Folly, Sirius Books, 1984, p.120.
5. The Peasant Mandarin, p.198.
6. "Life of Waller," Lives of the Poets, ed. G.B. Hill, Oxford, 1905, i, p.291.
7. Southerly, No.2, 1981, p.21O.
8. Persistence in Folly, p.90.
9. Persistence in Folly, p.27.
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DOROTHY JONES

The Goddess, the Artist and the Spinster

Elizabeth Jolley has written of herself:
Perhaps for me, encountering and accepting strange territory
sary part of learning to be a writer. 1

IS

a neces-

In Miss Peabody's Inheritance most of the major characters alsQ find themselves encountering strange territory -- spiritual and emotional as well as geographical -- though only some are able to accept what they find there. The novel
moves between Australia on the one hand and England and Europe on the
other. Although most of the action occurs either in London or Vienna, with these
cities representing the realm of the familiar, the book as a whole focuses upon
Australia which is perceived as an exotic and mysterious region. Jolley has
said: "The landscape of my writing is not to be found clearly on any map" and in
her novel Australia appears more as a country of the mind than the environment
we are familiar with. Late in the book the central character Miss Peabody tells
her employer Mr Bains:
"I'll go to Australia ... I have a friend there. She is a Goddess you know.
Diana. Artemis. Folk Goddess of the Grecians. daughter of Zeus. Diana.
The Lord of Free Nature. She goes' hunting on the mountains with her
maidens. she is sister of Apollo. She is, "Miss Peabody paused, "She is
also the Goddess of the Moon. ,,2
Australia, so very much a man's country, with a social scene which Jolley represents in one or two brief glimpses as raw and uncultivated, seems an unlikely
habitation for the goddess.
One strand in Australian literary tradition, however, has persistently represented the land itself as female. This varies from the romanticism of Harpur's
and Kendall's images of the beautiful woman, associated with mountainous
scenery and abundantly flowing water, who signifies their own personal muse,
to A. D. Hope's more austere vision of "A Woman beyond the change of life, a
breast. Still tender but within the womb is dry.,,3 Henry Handel Richardson perceives the land as a powerful mythic being exacting subtle vengeance on those
who invade and pillage her.
Now she held them captive - without chains; ensorcelled -- without witchcraft; and lying stretched like some primeval monster in the sun, her
breasts freely bared, she watched, with a malignant eye, the efforts made
by these puny mortals to tear their lips away.4
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Generally, however, images of the land as female represent it as passive, evoking a woman who accepts and endures what men do to her. Manning Clark provides a very extreme example as he describes:
. . . the queer relationship between man and earth in Australia: how he
treated her as a harlot, frenziedly raped her for her wealth -- wool, gold,
wheat ... 5
Less melodramatically, Randolph Stow draws upon the myth of Endymion to
describe the lover settling himself in a desired territory.
My love, you are no goddess: the bards were mistaken;
no lily maiden, no huntress in silver glades.
You are lovelier still by far, for you are an island;
a continent of the sky, and all virgin, sleeping.
And I, who plant my shack in your mould-grey gullies,
am come to claim you; my orchard, my garden, of ash.
To annex your still mountains with patriotic ballads,
to establish between your breasts my colonial hearth.
And forgetting all trees; winds, oceans and open grasslands,
and forgetting the day for as long as the night shall last,
to slumber becalmed and lulled in your hollowed hands,
to wither within to your likeness, and lie still.
Let your small dust fall, let it tick on my roof like crickets.
I shall open my heart, knowing nothing can come in. 6
The traditional myth in which Endymion sleeps while Diana watches over him
has been largely reversed, and its more romantic aspects denied: ". . . you are
no goodess: . . . no lily maiden, no huntress in silver glades". As Fay Zwicky
points out, the latter part of the poem expresses "a kind of erotic death wish"
and "moves towards a nihilistic conclusion". 7
The voice has become as undramatic and inhuman as the land it speaks of.
It is both a moment of death and a moment of release, a submission to the
truth of experience and an acceptance of what it is. And what is involves
the recognition of ignorance and impotence. s
In Stow's poem the passivity of the land evokes a corresponding passivity,
amounting even perhaps to a death wish, in the man who seeks to live in harmony with her. Unlike Randolph Stow, Elizabeth Jolley does not identify the
land itself with the goddess, rather, she presents it as the realm of free nature
over which Diana vigorously and dynamically presides. The image of Australia
in Miss Peabody's Inheritance has much in common with that defined by Judith
Wright in Preoccupations in Australian Poetry:
It has been the outer equivalent of an inner reality; first, and persistently,
the reality of exile; second though perhaps we now tend to forget this, the
reality of newness and freedom.9
Jolley deliberately blurs distinctions between inner and outer, so that representations of external reality frequently reflect inward states of being, and a
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harsh terrain and uncertain climate signify how difficult and uncompromisIng
the territory ruled by the goddess can be. But if love is to flourish or creativity to
develop and reach fulfilment, it is necessary to come to terms with free nature.
The image of the goddess Diana becomes, therefore, a focus for the novel's
major themes - the passions which trouble the lives of ordinary people; love in
conflict with desire for power; the relationship between truth and fiction; the importance of a sense of place. As virgin goddess, her prominence in a novel concerned principally with the lives and loves of spinsters is very appropriate,
although as Esther Harding points out a goddess's virginity in the ancient world
signified her independence and autonomy rather than abstention from sexuality.1O Diana is a manifestation of the triple goddess representing simultaneously three phases of the female life cycle, virgin, maternal woman and
crone. As Artemis she is the virgin huntress, as Lucina she is goddess of childbirth and as Hecate she is associated with darkness, vision and the underworld. In
Miss Peabody's Inheritance Elizabeth Jolley draws on all three aspects, relating
them to different characters, and also to the processes of growth, decay and regeneration.
The novel takes seriously the lives and aspirations of a group of people generally dismissed as marginal and unimportant. middle-aged spinsters, and
through them explores some of the essential processes of living, in particular
the relationship between love and power. Elizabeth Jolley shows herself aware
of the ironies implicit in her subject matter when the character Diana Hopewell,
herself a novelist, describes the filming of onc of her own novels.
The story itself is very simple, a bit sordid in places, it's about two utterly
abject women, both post menopausal, who have a brief and unexciting
love affair. . . . The producer is tremendously excited about the whole
thing, expecially the setting which is mainly in a flat boring street in an incredibly dull suburb ....
For the paperback edition I've had to practically rewrite the book and
large chunks of it are devoted to the major wars and to the depression and
to mass production, unemployment, computers, space travel, the nuclear
weapon scene, drugs and, at the end, inflation so you see it's very topical.
(pp.47-8)
While Jolley mocks popular notions of what constitutes interest and topicality
in a work of fiction, it is significant that the boring uneventful lives of the two
women in Diana Hopewell's novel should have generated so much creative activity. In Miss Peabody's Inheritance the lives of the principal characters are related not to events of social and political significance, but to major works of art,
Othello. Goethe's Faust, Wagner's opera The Valkyrie and Dickens' Great Expectations. Society may deem these women trivial and inconsequential, but
from another point of view the events which befall them have the magnitude, intensity and heroic scope of Shakespearean tragedy or Wagnerian opera, even
though at the same time considerable humour is derived from contrasting such
disparate visions of their lives.
Miss Peabody's Inheritance consists of two stories, one contained within the
other. The first is an account of the relationship which develops through an extensive correspondence between Dorothy Peabody, a spinster in her fifties living in London with her elderly mother and working as a stenographer, and the
novelist Diana Hopewell who lives in Australia. The second story, recounted in
the novel Diana is writing and sends in instalments to Miss Peabody, concerns
the Australian headmistress Miss Thorne, her personal secretary and lover Miss
Edgely, her friend Miss Snowdon, matron of the local hospital, and
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Gwendaline Manners, the schoolgirl who accompanies them on their annual
trip to Europe. Although Miss Thorne's story is the chief centre of narrative interest in the novel, the principal imaginative force lies in Jolley's account of the interaction between Miss Peabody and Diana Hopewell. Each story, however, reflects upon the other. Miss Thorne is, in many respects, a parallel figure to Diana
Hopewell and her relationship with Miss Edgely is balanced against the one between the novelist and Miss Peabody, although the balance is somewhat complicated in that the Thorne-Edgely relationship involves a third person, the
schoolgirl Gwendaline Manners.
Both sets of relationships are bound up with the theme of expectations. Miss
Edgely has expectations of her relationship with Miss Thorne, symbolised
principally in her obsession that they should spend long drinking sessions at
the wine houses in Grinzing, just out of Vienna, on their yearly trip abroad, and
Miss Thorne also develops expectations about her brief love affair with Gwendaline. The failure of all these expectations and the ensuing disappointment is
summed up in Miss Thorne's recollection of one of Miss Edgely's prized possessions, an empty perfume bottle with the label "Ashes of Roses". Miss
Peabody's expectations, on the other hand, are greatly exceeded. In the nineteenth century "expectations" could refer to wealth one might expect to inherit,
and at the end of the novel Miss Peabody receives her inheritance - the task of
completing Diana Hopewell's novel with all it implies for her own life in terms of
regeneration and renewal. Elizabeth Jolley links the theme of expectations to
Charles Dickens' Great Expectations which Miss Peabody has read in childhood
and from which she reads to her mother the passage describing Pip's first meeting with Abel Magwitch.
The man, after looking at me for a moment, turned me upside down, and
emptied my pockets. There was nothing in them but a piece of bread.
When the church came to itself - for he was so sudden and strong that he
made it go head over heels before me, and I saw the steeple under my feet when the church came to itself, I say, I was seated on a high tombstone,
trembling, while he ate the bread ravenously. (p.23)
Being turned upside down is an image of what meeting Magwitch does to Pip's
own life, first when he assumes the role of gentleman on the strength of his expectations, and then again when he discovers his benefactor is a despised
criminal. The correspondence with Diana Hopewell turns Miss Peabody's life
topsy-turvey, just as meeting the convict does for Pip in Great Expectations, but
in her case the shake-up is entirely beneficial. As in Dickens' novel, the great expectations received by one character in England originate with another living in
Australia. The final instalment of the novel Miss Peabody receives is prefaced by
the statement:
A great writer, whose name escapes me for the moment, once wrote
something about continuing life at a lower level of expectation, the novelist's writing covered the pages, the words running into each other as if
she had been writing as quickly as possible. Perhaps something of this
will be apparent by the end of the book, she wrote, it interests me very
much that people can and do change their level of expectation. (pp.148-9)
It is important that, for the greater part of Elizabeth Jolley's novel, our image
of Diana Hopewell is conveyed largely through Miss Peabody's perceptions of
her.
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While reading the novelist's first letter Dorothy seemed to see her, Diana,
dismounting from her horse at sunset to open the gates leading to her property. The dry grass would be pink in the light of the setting sun, Dorothy
thought, like in the novel, and perhaps the grass would sing too, monotonously in that lovely place. Cp.S)
Her picture of the farm with its pink light and singing grass is a visionary one.
Similarly the image of Diana Hopewell as a figure on horseback opening the
gates leading to her property symbolises the generosity of the novelist's art
which enables Miss Peabody to enter another world, just as the characteristic
act of dismounting shows a readiness to meet her reader. Diana is a noble figure
in Miss Peabody's imagination and contemplating her becomes a secret luxury
during occasional moments at work and the brief periods spared from tending
her bedridden mother in the evenings.
In Miss Peabody's mind the novelist who is her friend and benefactor is also
the goddess Diana, and the association between artist and goddess is very important in the novel. The book's opening sentence -- "The nights belonged to
the novelist" -- identifies night, time of darkness, dreams and leisure,. with the
realm of fiction. In Greek mythology Artemis is sister to Apollo, god of music
and poetry, and one of the Homeric Hymns describes her relaxing after the hunt
in her brother's house by dancing with the Muses and the Graces.
There she hangs up her curved bow and her arrows, and heads and leads
the dances, gracefully arrayed ... "
In addition to being identified with the moon, Artemis is also, in a more general
sense, a sky goddess. In adopting deities from' the Greek pantheon the Romans
appear to have assimilated their own Italian goddess, Diana, into the powerful
figure of Artemis. According to Patricia Monaghan in her book Women in Myth
and Legend:
Diana was originally queen of the open sky, worshipped only out of doors,
where her domain stretched overhead. Possibly she was ruler of the sun
as well as the moon, for the early Italians had no sun-god and had to adopt
Apollo for that role. Diana's name comes from the word for light . .. 12
As a novelist, Diana Hopewell illumines the lives of her readers. She also
teaches Miss Peabody to look at the sky.
I live on the gentle slope of a narrow valley, she wrote. I live in a ring of
trees, very old trees and tall, taller I suspect than your English trees. In between the bunched foliage of glittering narrow leaves there are spaces of
sky. There is just such a clear space between the trees like a harbour above
the sky directly above my house and my sheds. Cp.S)
Miss Peabody thinks "how wonderful to know the way home by the tree tops
and the paths of sky between the tossing foliage". In her deprived and narrow
life she has never needed anything to navigate by. Daily she walks in her dead
father's footsteps, following the same route to and from work, while the gate
into her garden and the door into her house open onto dust and darkness. But as
the novelist's letters begin transforming her life, she tries to follow a different
path, navigating her way by the London skyline, seeking the sky harbours of the
city. Walking through a large city looking only at the sky proves hazardous, and
people she keeps bumping into think she must be drunk: "Have some more
water with it". Though looking upwards may prove painful and embarrassing,
Miss Peabody's attempts to find the sky harbours indicate the sense of aspiraWESTERLY, No.4, DECEMBER, 1984
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tion she develops through her contact with Diana Hopewe1\.
The novelist's frequent reference to her farm associate her further with the
goddess Diana who presided over pasture as well as the hunt. Mythologically,
as lady of the beasts, Diana governed both animal nature and fertility. 13 The idea
of the novelist caring for her farm in Australia takes hold of Miss Peabody's
mind. In all the dampness and chill of England she tries to imagine a country in
the grip of drought.
It was, after all, February, and though there was plenty of rain and slush

from unsettled snow in England, Diana's farm was suffering from drought.
From earlier letters Miss Peabody knew that Diana was hand feeding
the horses at the fence and that she was trying to keep her fruit trees alive
with frequent small offerings of brackish water carried in paint tins. (p.l4)
The drought is equated with a break in Diana's letters
Peabody feeling bereft.

~hich

leaves Miss

She longed for a letter from Diana. She lay in bed shivering in the long
bleak cold evenings after the bleak cold days. She withered. (p.lS)
Miss Peabody herself breaks the drought by writing to ask for further details
about the most recent episode of Diana's novel and receives a reply by return
post continuing Miss Thorne's story. Although Diana Hopewell does in fact own
a farm, we discover that she has long since ceased to live or work on it by the
time she is writing to Miss Peabody. But the farm which figures so largely in the
imaginations of novelist and reader is an image of literary activity. The novel
Diana is creating must be cared for and nurtured with the same vigilance as a
farm in the harsh, arid conditions of the Australian countryside. Writer and
reader are essential to one another. Miss Peabody's interest in her work sustains the novelist and gives her the spirit to go on writing. "Perhaps it is in writing, the novelist wrote, that the writer remakes himself and his world". The
reader participates in that act of creating the world anew; so we see Miss
Peabody both imagining Diana in her environment and, as a consequence,
transforming her own drab life in suburban London by bringing imagination to
bear on it. The' growth and renewal which rain brings to the farm is an image of
the renewal which occurs in Miss Peabody's life.
Elizabeth Jo1\ey has said of the origins of her fiction:
I explain, when asked, that my stories start with a character and not with a
plot but I know that this distinction is unreal. Perhaps I start with a feeling
for a character and then try to develop this in a number of situations. 14
Similarly Diana Hopewell begins her novel with the character of Miss Thorne:
I have a Headmistress in mind, you know, a tremendously responsible
sort of woman, . . . the name of the Headmistress is Dr Arabella Thorne;
she is known as Miss Thorne. Every afternoon she walks down from the
School House through the warm fragrance of a small pine plantation.
As goddess of the hunt, Artemis was frequently to be found in woodlands and
forests, and groves of trees were held sacred in her honour, so Miss Thorne's regular afternoon walks through the pine plantation identify her also with the goddess. Her name "Arabella" possibly derives from the Latin word "orabilis"
which means"yielding to prayer", 15 and Miss Edgely twice compares her to a
goddess.
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You're a sort of Goddess Ella. You can do or get anything you've got a
mind to do or get. (p.32)
It's all very well for you Ella, you've got everything going for you. You're a
sort of Goddess" You can hunt for whatever you want and take it. (p.137)
But although Miss Thorne may appear goddess-like to her secretary, there is
considerable irony in Diana Hopewell's earlier description of her as
"tremendously responsible", since in many important respects her behaviour is
highly irresponsible. In her own little world Miss Thorne is powerful and enjoys
exercising her power, over the girls in her school, the teachers, Gwendaline and
Miss Edgely. But outside the confines of the school itself that power is
somewhat tenuous, and she must eventually yield in certain very important
areas to the male world which surrounds her private domain and presses in on
it -- a world which is epitomised in the person of Mr Frome, father of Debbie, one
of the girls in her school. Although the male world is presented only peripherally in the novel we are left in no doubt about either its existence or its power,
and Mr Frome is associated with two powerfully patriarchal figures, the God
Wotan (p.155) and the composer Richard Wagner (p.1l2)
Miss Thorne, however, believes herself to be an independent liberated
woman, prepared to lecture her sixth form girls on the topic "Chasing the Orgasm: How, When and Where". Very early in the novel she invites the bemused
Mr Frome, who has just placed his daughter in the school, to attend the annual
bra burning ceremony.
It's not a compulsory event, . . . it's simply for those gels who wish it, and
we only burn old ones you understand, ... Matron checks them, ticks them
orf as being suitable, and for everyone burned, a fresh one is put on the
bill. It works beautifully. They have a system to help out those with all
brand new underwear, you understand, a gel with two old ones ... (pp.2-3)
Miss Thorne, however, has rather missed the point of bra burning which is to
dispense with the garment altogether. Although anxious to extend the minds of
her students and enlarge their cultural horizons -- "She wants her students to
study for pleasure and she wants them to cultivate an incredible hunger for
books" -- she is equally anxious to impose her own taste on them rather than letting them develop tastes of their own. Miss Peabody's response on receiving
Diana Hopewell's letters is to spend increasing amounts of time composing her
replies, with the result that she develops within herself the capacity for literary
composition. On the trip to Europe, however, Miss Thorne not only encourages
Gwendaline to keep a diary to record her impressions of the new places she is
seeing, she also directs her what to write about. She is either unable or unwilling to inspire people to develop creatively on their own.
But Miss Thorne is chiefly condemned for the way she mismanages personal
relationships. Her association with Miss Edgely has left the latter's life narrow,
mean and stultified. The bleakness of this relationship is characterized quite
early in the novel when Miss Thorne, Miss Snowdon and Miss Edgely, while still
in Australia, spend a long week-end in the wheat country. "The night in the
wheat is the blackest kind of night". Outside the motel is only darkness and emptiness. The bush appears an alien and sinister environment and Miss Thorne
and Miss Snowdon, searching for Miss Edgely, who has wandered off and become lost, are deeply intimidated by it, sensing the possibility of a hollow,
horrible world beneath the surface. The dark drought-ridden landscape may be
a symbol of Miss Edgely's situation, or indeed of the relationship between all
three women. Both Miss Thorne's name and her nickmane "Prickles", together
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with Miss Snowdon's nickname "Snow" suggest bleakness and barrenness,
while Miss Edgely's nickname "Edge" indicates her very marginal situation. Elizabeth Jolley ironically uses the wheat country with its associations of growth,
fertility and harvest, to establish a sense of the sterility of the relationships between these women.
Miss Thorne's irresponsbility is revealed mpst clearly in relation to Gwendaline whom she seduces one night in Vienna, abnegating her responsibility as
headmistress in loco parentis. She is not, however, judged on these grounds. Elizabeth Jolley presents the details of the seduction with great care.
The thunder crashes; it is overhead and seems to split the
house. Nothing has split, Miss Thorne's bedroom door is open, that is all.
Someone has opened it. In the next flash of lightning Miss Thorne sees
Gwendaline in her white nightdress standing just inside the doorway.
.
(p.60)
Our attention has already been directed to the fact that, while in Munich, Miss
Thorne and her companions have been to a performance of Wagner's opera The
Valkyrie. The first act of this opera begins with a mighty storm, represented by
the orchestra. The hero Siegmund, seeking shelter, enters the house of the heroine, Sieglinde, who waits for her husband, Hundig, to return. She is moved by
compassion for the stranger, but when Hundig arrives he recognizes Siegmund
is the enemy of his kinsfolk and insists that although the laws of hospitality oblige him to shelter a guest overnight, they must meet in armed conflict the next
day. Angered by his wife's interest in Siegmund, Hundig pulls her into the bedroom and bolts the door. But Sieglinde, who has drugged her husband's wine,
later emerges from the bedroom dressed, according to Wagner's stage direction, in a white garment. 16 As Siegmund and Sieglinde tell one another about
their respective childhoods, the outside door suddenly bursts open. Siegmund
declares that the Spring has entered seeking his sister, Love, and this becomes
an image of the sudden passion arising between him and Sieglinde who, despite their mutual discovery that they are brother and sister separated in early
childhood, embrace ardently and go off into the night together.
Jolley has used a number of details from the opera, telescoped closely
together and somewhat out of order, in the scene between Gwendaline and
Miss Thorne. there is the violent storm, the door opening apparently of its own
accord and Gwendaline appearing in her white nightdress. On the same page
we read of Gwendaline: "In the next lightning flash her hair shines as if with a
light of its own". In Act I of The Valkyrie Siegmund says to Sieglinde:
The Spring's fair moon
Shines on you here,
crowns with glory.
your lovely hair. 7
The Wagnerian echoes are further emphasized as Miss Thorne embraces
Gwendaline:
"Tell me about Wagner," Miss Thorne says to Gwenda,
"Tell me how you feel about Wagner and his music.
Did you like his music? Did you Gwenda?" (p.61)
For all their comic overtones, the Wagnerian references indicate how we are
meant to respond to the love scene between Miss Thorne and Gwendaline.
Wagner's lovers defy all conventional morality: their relationship is not only
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adulterous but incestuous as well. Nevertheless, it is expressed in the most
rapturous and ecstatic music which suggests that the values and commitments
of such a relationship over-ride the restrictions and taboos society may place
upon it. Elizabeth Jolley implies this is equally the case with the relationship between Gwendaline and Miss Thorne, except that Miss Thorne cannot meet responsibly the demand this new passion makes upon her. She insists on trying to
maintain her authority as headmistress and tries to send Gwendaline back to
Australia when the girl's presence proves embarrassing.
Miss Thorne, although associated briefly with the goddess, is her parody
rather than her embodiment. But, through her yearning for Gwendaline, she
may without realising it be seeking the goddess on her own account. The relationship between the girl and her teacher is a blending of the potentially
tragic, the strange and the absurd. After their night together, Gwendaline is described half humorously as a Valkyrie, for, as Jolley acknowledges, Wagner's
portrayal of the Valkyries is comic in its effect.
The full rich voices in the electrifying "Ride of the Valkyries" . . . do
suggest to the unmusical that they, the Valkyries are wearing big warm
fleecy lined knickers for their aerial flight. (p.53)
But the virgin goddesses flying through the air on horseback are a link with the
horsewoman Diana Hopewell who, as a novelist, rides the winged horse of literary inspiration. They are also harbingers of death, and those to whom they
appear are doomed to fall in battle. Gwendaline, who reveals to Miss Thorne's
dismay that her ultimate ambition is a kind husband and four babies, is a commonplace character to be linked to such heroic characters, but her association
with the theme of fertility becomes increasingly important in the novel. When
she becomes lost in Vienna, Miss Thorne discovers her in the local policestation, her white dress stained with blood as if she has been a victim of
violence or violation. But it turns out merely that her period, arriving early, has
caught her unprepared.
Gwenda's flooding, as the girls at Pine Heights would call it, is an indication of her youth and the purpose of her body to which Miss Thorne knows
she has no right. (p.95)
. Gwendaline's name in Welsh means "white circle" and may once have alluded
to an ancient moon goddess. IX Young, fertile and longing for children. she is
also associated with the goddess in her aspect of Lucina.
The mythic element in the novel is further reinforced by the schoolgirl Debbie Frome, a character of demonic energy who appears as catalyst at crucial
moments in Miss Thorne's life. After being caught dancing in the school corridor late at night, she tries to lure her headmistress into bed:
"Are you turned on Miss Thorne? You like this Miss Thorne Huh? . . .
Would you like to touch me now" she sings, dancing up and back, "Would
you like to touch me now." (p.39)
Although Miss Thorne resists, her awareness of how desirable young girls'
bodies can be is greatly heightened. Debbie is also present with her father when
the two of them meet Miss Thorne and her entourage in London. She teaches
Gwendaline to dance and is instrumental in bringing her to her father's attention with the result that Mr Frome declares his intention of marrying her. Debbie
herself appears the embodiment of free nature. Her name Deborah is the
Hebrew word for bee,19 and because in the ancient world bees were believed to
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be parthenogenic they became emblems of vIrginIty associated with a number
of goddesses. 2o Artemis was served by chaste priestesses called Melissae or
bees 21 and it seems as if Debbie is to be seen as handmaid to the goddess.
Losing Gwendaline to Mr Frome greatly diminishes Miss Thorne's expectations and the pain and loss she feels are linked with the deep sorrow of
Wagner's conclusion to his opera The Valkyrie when Wotan, having decreed the
valkyrie Brunhilde should lose her divinity and become mortal, surrounds her
with a magic circle of fire which only a true hero can penetrate. Miss Thorne is
not of heroic mould, and Mr Frome's appropriation of Gwendaline excludes her
as effectively as Wotan's ring of fire. Now she has only Miss Edgely to whom
she is bound beyond any hope of deliverance:
Even if discouraged brutally Miss Edgely would never leave. For one thing
she has simply nowhere in the world where she can go. Facing this, Miss
Thorne knows that, without Edgely she herself has no one. (p.59)
Nevertheless, Miss Thorne remains incorrigible. We have a brief glimpse of her
back in Australia lording it over the girls in her school: "I will not have any gel
sending slices of this excellent meat and gravy through the post to their parents." Despite her pathos she is a richly comic character and although we are
asked to judge her, we also admire her energy and her exuberance.
While Miss Thorne loses hold on what she most desires, Miss Peabody goes
from strength to strength. As a downtrodden middle-aged spinster her life has
amounted to little more than a series of cliches and her initial attempts to break
out of that role still take the form of cliche. She joins her office co-workers in Friday night drinking sessions at the New Light Tavern and takes to tippling
brandy. She models herself on Miss Truscott the office vamp and makes tentative advances to her employer. As she becomes increasingly emboldened, her
behaviour grows more outrageous until one night, quite drunk, she is taken in
charge and gives Mr Bains's name as her next of kin. After he has bailed her out
and taken her home she claims to have lost her key and demands he help her
climb the drain-pipe to enter by the bathroom window.
"Heave Ho!" Miss Peabody cried, her heel caught his forehead, a sharp
cutting blow. The blood flowed. Miss Peabody did not notice. (p.128)
Planting a foot on her employer's face signifies Miss Peabody's final emancipation from her past life, and her decision to visit Australia sets the seal on this. But
renewal and regeneration are rooted in pain and loss. Only through the death of
her mother can Miss Peabody shed cramping patterns of childhood behaviour.
On arriving in Australia, she discovers Diana Hopewell herself has recently died
after years of prolonged suffering from severe arthritis brought on by a fall from
a horse. It is no longer Artemis, but Hecate, goddess of the underworld, Miss
Peabody must now come to terms with.
She finds herself temporarily settling into the novelist's place in Australia -not her farm, though that remains nearby, but a small private hospital where
she spent her final years. Called Flowermead, set in a rose garden with roses
twining round the verandah posts, and run by a matron whose name is Miss
Flourish, the hospital also is a place of growth and fertility. There have been
good early rains, the river is full and there is abundant moisture everywhere.
Rain was falling and drops trembled along the trellis of rose leaves and
large drops gathered on the wet roses and hung, tremulous, before falling. (p.147)
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Miss Peabody's tears are also part of this fertilizing moisture.
Miss Peabody could not stop crying. It was as if all the loneliness of years
welled within her and spilled over in the tears. (p.147)
Miss Peabody's story redeems Miss Thorne's, and just as, in the structure of Jolley's novel, her triumph over Mr Bains compensates for Miss Thorne's defeat by
Mr Frome so the new possibilities opening up in her life counteract the loss Miss
Thorne suffers. Not only has Miss Peabody's own life been renewed, she will
now take over the task of completing the novel left in mid-sentence when Diana
Hopewell died, and through her Miss Thorne's story will now continue, with Jolley hinting at various new directions it could take.
The principal concerns of the novel are gathered together through the character of Diana Hopewell. She is an image both of creative energy and of the restorative power of nature - a power manifest both in the land and in the lives of individual human beings. In addition to the letters through which she has given so
abundantly of herself, Diana also sends Miss Peabody a present of sheepskin
rugs and jars of honey, gifts appropriate to the goddess in her pastoral aspect.
Honey, which represents the sweetness she has imparted to Miss Peabody's
life, also has erotic associations:
Have sent off, Air Freight, two dozen jars of honey from my bees. Sometimes my valley positively drips with honey. You can smell it everywhere.
(p.72)
By making Miss Peabody conscious of her own sexuality, the correspondence
with the novelist increases her awareness of the world around her. Honey, considered a sacred food in the ancient world,22 was also, in legends of bees
filling the mouths of Homer, Sappho, Pindar and Plato with honey, a symbol of
e1oquence,23 and this is a further gift Miss Peabody receives as her friendship
with the novelist awakens the crcative impulse in her own life. With her repeated statement "The nights belonged to the novelist" Elizabeth Jolley associates
Diana Hopewell with imagination and dreaming. It is possible that, through her
surname, Hopewell, Jolley is linking Diana with the Roman goddess Spes
(hope) who appears to derive from a Cretan goddess Elpis, ruler of the underworld and its related kingdom of sleep, whose sacred plant is the poppy.24 In her
Roman version she was also associated with fertility. Erich Neumann includes
in his book The Great Mother a drawing of Spes in which the goddess, holding a
sheaf of wheat and poppy-seed heads, stands alongside a beehive. 25 The farm
Diana cultivates symbolises both her literary activity and the Australian
landscape. But in Miss Peabody's Inheritance the image of Australia as a harsh,
alien land, defeating the hopes and expectations of those who settle there has
been turned around. Drought eventually breaks, and the countryside is periodically renewed, so that death and dryness are perceived as necessary elements in
the regenerative process. Instead of imaging the land as a passive female
victim, Elizabeth Jolley presents it as the territory of a mighty goddess who embodies in herself the contradictory forces of nature.
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2.
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ELIZABETH SMITHER

A question of gravity
All day we fought against the sky
And in theatres aimed towards the gods
Spun on our toes our eyes high on a wall
Above gravity addressed our purest thoughts.
All night we lay weakly giving in
Held someone close if someone was around
Murmured a prayer and looked towards the roof
Dreamed and straightened out our backs.
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BOOKS
The Land Beyond Time: A Modern Exploration of Australia's North-West Frontiers, by
John Olsen with Mary Durack, Geoffrey
Dutton, Vincent Serventy and Alex Bortignon, MacMillan, 1984, 312pp.
From his earliest encounters with the
Australian continent the white explorer has
produced valuable written and visual accounts of the land; Cook himself did both.
The value of this new overweight and underwritten volume, though, should lie in the general cultural questions surrounding its
production and intended market; the written
contents (some 80,000 words) would fill a
medium paperback. The general presentation and promotion of the book (the advertisement in Art and Australia describes it as 'a
showcase and memoir of John Olsen's fine
art and Alex Bortignon's photography') make
it clear, in any case, that Olsen is cast in the
lead role; the very large (and very unimpressive) exhibition at the Art Gallery of Western
Australia confirmed this intention.
For an editor, any book produced by three
writers, a photographer and an artist will be a
nightmare; only rigorous selection and structuring might produce a coherent work. What
we have here is a needlessly expensive scrapbook (no editor is named) whose whole packaging exudes a contrived spontaneity. The
text is printed on bogus 'notebook' insets,
while Olsen was apparently reduced (though
the sizes are not given) to sketching on ruled
notebooks of the kind used by reporters.
Some drawings are reproduced warts and all
(words crossed out, genuine perforations
dutifully photographed), while others have
edges neatly cropped; a few appear to have
been photographed already in frames. Olsen
also contributes a Preface (purple, but promising) after which an anonymous commentary announces the main text: 'This book
is the story of a journey through time and
space . . .'. Most journeys are. After two
pages the voice leaves us with the explanation that the three writers had the function of
giving Olsen a 'running commentary' on the
land and its people in order to 'deepen his
own perceptions'; they were to be like 'the
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guides and translators who help an explorer
as he sets out on his venture towards an unknown region'. Thereafter the book consists
of journal-type entries by the three writers
(with
more
anonymous link passages)
varying in length from one line to seven
pages. Usually there is no comment by one
writer on what another has written; sometimes consecutive entries describe completely
different
topics
or
periods.
The
perception-deepened Olsen works parallel
this text, but both the character and the quality of the paintings and sketches qualify the
usefulness of any 'perceptions' that they
might contribute to the book. Titles are often
an essential piece of information: many of
the paintings could be of anywhere, and of almost anything. The drawings of Aboriginal
people I found objectionable in their reductive depiction of individuals as spidery, impersonal forms. Bortignon's photographs go
some way to compensating for this, but the
different roles of the two media (argued
splendidly by the Australian photographer
John Lindt in the Preface to his Picturesque
New Guinea of 1887) remain unstated and
manifestly unresolved. Because of their largely non-representational character, Olsen's
works can hardly touch on (for example) contemporary Aboriginal problems, especially
drink (one needs sharp visual documentation
here) and no photograph records either this
or the 6000 beer cans that accumulate each
week at Fitzroy Crossing (after 10,000 have
been removed weekly by truck). Unpicturesque subjects, perhaps, but they do produce
the finest writing in the book (from Geoffrey
Dutton). So to have no photographs at all of
these areas, yet two full-page paintings of
emus and a half-page illustration of fried
eggs, indicates either deliberate or thoughtless editing. Either way it raises awkward
questions. (The only photographs of Aboriginal people depict either traditional, 'beyond
time', ceremonies or contemporary images
which flatter subject and viewer alike; a calendar-pretty young girl, and an elder with his
aBE. Axel Poignant's recent retrospective
showed what photography might have achieved on such a journey.)
Vincent Serventy contributes precise and
useful contextual information throughout the
book, and sometimes delights with his dry
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wit (as when he ascribes the construction of
what Mary Durack terms the 'mighty dam' of
Lake Argyle to "hydromania', the conservationists' name for an endemic disease
of white Australians'. Increasingly, though, it
is Dutton's writing which carries the book forward (his pieces deserve a wider readership
than this book can give them). While Durack
tends to reminisce, Dutton writes with angry
compassion on the wrongs he sees in this
land supposedly beyond time. In its questioning of, for example, the 'apartheid mentality'
he sees as informing some of the mission
administrators. Dutton's writing illustrates
how 'the world has changed beyond recall'
for those who livc in the North West. The
scattered mISSIOns are symptomatic. here
both of this problem, and of the strangely unrelated accounts given by different members
of the expedition. Durack fondly recalls family history and earlier days, and is overjoyed
to meet old friends; Dutton writes incisively
about the present incongruity of, for example, the Strelley Mob striving to preserve
themselves 'from all aspects of white civilisation' while, even as John Bucknall elaborates
this policy, Aboriginal children and adults
peep at the BBC film The Railway Children in
the next room.
Explorers, Voss-like, reveal their own preconceptions in what they claim to discover.
Reviewers do the same. This book perpetuates reactionary notions of exotic lands
(,distant' in time if not in space) traversed by
bold imperial-style expeditions. Its own blurb
echoes (presumably unintentionally) advertisements for adventure holidays in a variety of
'lost' (but always Third) worlds. While Australians believe that their fellow-citizens described in this book are safely 'beyond time', and
that the physical qualities of the land itself
(no matter how remarkable) 'have no relationship to any other human experience',
so long can they afford to locate the complex
problems of their interrelation somcwhere
over the rainbow - and to buy expensive
books like this which flatter their own security.
Peter Quartermaine
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Laurie Hergenhan, Unnatural Lives: Studies
in Australian Fiction about the Convicts, from
James Tucker to Patrick White. University of
Queensland Press, 21Opp., $19.95.
Tracing continuties in fiction linked primarily by its subject matter can appear to be an
arbitrary pursuit; the choice of the material
determines the connections made and the
conclusions drawn. When the subject matter
is also that of historical fiction, one is venturing into an area fraught with difficulty and
possessing a long lineage of critical dispute
and ideological differences. It is to Laurie Hergenhan's credit that his survey of convict
fiction in Australia does not provoke one to invoke these problems as a recommendation
against the study ever being undertaken. His
awareness of the possible pitfalls is clear and
effectively cautionary, and without making it
a major task of the study, he provides us with
a firm sense of his theory of the relation between fiction and history. The study presents
readings of convict fiction from Ralph Rashleigh to, A Fringe of Leaves, dealing with a
wide variety of styles and levels of writing in
order to establish the coherence of the
"tradition" in Australian fiction. At all points
he provides us with scholarly and intelligent
readings, refusing to allow the thematic and
historical objectives of his analysis to distort
those meanings the texts seem to prefer.
It is surprising we have had to wait so long
for such a study. The importance of the
image of the convict in our fiction, and the culture generally, is manifest, and the treatment
of that image in fiction has long been recognised as a "minor" tradition which, in
Kiernan's
phrase,
has
always
offered
"metaphorical possibilities" for the Australian writer. Perhaps, until this study, the temptation was to exploit the fiction as a mode of
enquiry into the actuality of the convict condition, to employ reflectionist theory in order to
contest the myth of the convict as the "more
sinned against than sinning" victim of industrial England.

Hergenhan's book is aware of the circularity of this approach, and evades it; instead
his examinations of the way in which the convict is represented in fiction sees in the representation of the past the inscription of the present. He has heeded Frederic Jameson's
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warning that "our readings of the past are
always vitally dependent upon our experience of the present, and the result is the exhumation of the past and its reconstruction
as an object of contemporary significance,
Laurie Hergenhan offers a firm argument for
the importance of fiction about the convicts
for the present. All the fiction shows in one
form or another an attempt to understand the
present in terms of the reformulation of the
past, or, alternatively, they offer versions of
the past which answer to the needs of the present. This line of fiction, then, is not simply
part of Australian literary history; it is part of
the larger historical process itself, in which
Australia participates. Being written at important stages of social development, the works
all grapple in different ways with the possibilities of change.
In this lies the thematic model which structures the study. The approach is not monistic,
however, and along the way we find important revaluations of the ideology of thc convict and the emancipist in Ralph Rashleigh,
the influence of Richard Mahony on Australian fiction, the importance of melodrama
and fable as formal conventions within a
tradition which is usually assumed to be
dominated by realism, and the positive
aspects of the romantic residue in a tradition
that is customarily seen as pessimistic and
post-romantic.
Since Docker's attack on the gloom thesis,
it has become less' fashionable to talk about
pessimism in Australian writing - particularly
if it is connected to the writing of the
"metaphysicals" preferred by Docker's unlikely junta of Wilkes, Buckley and Heseltine.
Hergenhan's book (the first of many to do
this, I suspect) reminds us of how pervasive
this pessimism is; he treats works which are
clearly outside the pale of the "metaphysical
ascendancy", works which employ a wide
variety of formal strategies - from realism, to
naturalism, to romance, to metafiction - and
the similarities he finds stress an important
assumption in his approaeh: that while the
Australian tradition is wider and more disparate in form than is usually indicated by
Australian literature courses, its meanings
are remarkably consistently presented. His
conclusion, justifiably drawn from the fiction
he has examined, is one that particularises
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some of the aspects of the gloom thesis, but
is no less useful for that: the convict myth
hinges OR suffering and defeat, though paradoxically offset by endurance at great cost. In
convict fiction endurance generally avails
little. This may be seen perhaps as a challenge to complacency and a reminder of the
cost, perhaps partly as expressing a pessimism beneath Australian life.
This thematic is not fixed at the metaphysical level but is translated into the continuing
concern
of
convict
fiction
with
tire
"possibility, or denial, of social change". As
one shot in the battle to recover the usefulness of the approaches to the Australian tradition that are ruled out by Docker's book, it
does point to a continuity and coherence of
thematic concerns in Australian writing that
should surprise us not at all. Further, it adds a
new dimension in its representation of the
convict myth and its centrality to the culture
as a subversive one, a production of the past
that undermines rather than reinforces the
present. As an image of Australian society,
convictism is fiercely critical even if it is also
deeply sceptical of its critique ever being
attended to.
The novels dealt with include Ralph Rashliegh, For The Term of His Natural Life, The
Timeless Land, Bring Larks and Heroes, and
The Tilted Cross. Some works not usually
seen in such company are included - such as
Caroline Leakey's Broad Arrow - and the implication of such inclusions, that our survey of
Australian writing should not be tied to the
cultural cringe of mapping the peaks but
should also include some of the more populist and sophisticated valleys, is one this reviewer weleomes. Much of the material has
appeared in unrevised form as articles, but
they acquire a new coherence as a continuing
argument - with the possible exception of the
chapter dealing with Warung, Palmer and
others.
Hergenhan's
style
is
modest,
thorough and intelligent, but at times the
modesty (perhaps due to the origin of some
of the work in more constrained form, as
articles) reveals itself as a limitation. The conclusion is more speculative than the rest of
the work, and offers a number of extremely
useful and perceptive insights. Given the
range of scholarship evident in this book, and
in the author's work in general, it seems likely
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that there are more insights where these
came from. In a book written in a more expansive and speculative style, there might
have been a context for greater application of
the benefits of his research. If this is a weakness, it is also an indication of the achievement of the book's major goal: to establish
the material as worthy of interest, as relevant
to the consideration of Australia's literary
traditions, and as representations of the past
that must not be disconnected from our experience of the present.
Graeme Turner

Randolph Stow, The Suburbs of Hell, Heinemann, 1984, 167 pp.

The Suburbs of Hell is the second of
Randolph Stow's novels to be set in East Anglia, but whereas The Girl Green As Elderflower, published in 1980, drew on the countryside and the legends of Suffolk, The
Suburbs of Hell is an urban book, set in the
seaport of Tornwich, which is based on Harwich in Essex, where Stow now lives. The
story is an entirely contemporary one, but the
sense of history remains strong. Some of the
houses in the port of Old Tornwich date back
to the Middle Ages, and Stow is clearly fascinated
by
this
time-layered
urban
landscape. A port also attracts many different
kinds of people, including the transients that
Stow has made peculiarly his own, and they
and their setting are precisely observed and
authentically recreated in the new book.
While the handling of locale and character
is familiar, the story is unexpected. The Suburbs of Hell is a murder mystery. The series
of apparently motiveless murders that punctuate the story are based in part on the murders of Eric Edgar Cooke, the "Nedlands
Monster", who terrorized Perth in 1963. Stow
portrays with haunting precision the fear and
suspicion which corrode a community at
such a time, and which lead to other deaths
and killings than those for which the
"Monster" is directly responsible. Unlike the
Cooke murders, however, the murders in the
book remain mysterious. The author teases
the reader in traditional whodunit manner
with apparently significant clues and hints,
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but instead of solving the mystery he converts the book finally into a medieval
morality on the omnipresent mystery of
death.
Stow has described his book as a modern
version of The Pardoner's Tale, and like that
tale it is a good deal more unsettling than a
conventional thriller, in which the pleasurable fear aroused is ultimately allayed by the
restoration of law and order. A web of literary
allusion runs throughout The Suburbs of
Hell, attesting to the relentlessness with
which death pursues life, and to the reckless
enthusiasm with which men co-operate by
killing themselves and one another, and this
dual pattern is echoed in the narrative. Like
The Pardoner's Tale, The Suburbs of Hell is
both a rattling good yarn and a searching exploration of the curious mixture of fear, fascination and indifference with which death,
especially if it is violent, is commonly perceived. the result is a powerful meditation on
this most abiding of human concerns.
The book begins with a flourish of epigraphs and allusions. The title is taken from
The Duchess of Malfi, as the half-repentant
Bosola prepares to murder Antonio:
Security some men call the suburbs of hell,
Only a dead wall between.
and the book's epigraph is from The White
Devil:
Gasparo.
You have acted certain murders here In
Rome
Bloody, and full of horror.
Lodovico.
'Las, they were flea-bitings.
Stow has used epigraphs from Jacobean
drama in many of his books, clearly seeing an
affinity between his own work and the grim
world of senseless violence depicted by Webster and his contemporaries. The epigraph to
the first section of the book is from Beowulf
and it reinforces the image of death as a
Grendel-like monster, seeking whom he may
devour:
But the demon, a black shadow
of death, prowled long in ambush,
and plotted against young and old.
Grendel, like the "Nedlands Monster" and
the "Tornwich Monster", is inhuman in his
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seemingly motiveless thirst for blood. And
yet it is paradoxically true that it is both
human and inhuman, natural and unnatural
to kill, as the bloody history of human affairs,
and the long list of those who have gorged
death's insatiable appetite, bear eloquent witness.
The central character in the novel is Harry
Ufford, whom we first see in his middle
years, in "the privacy of his own special
place",
surrounded by the possessions
which reflect the man and his interests. Harry
is a devotee of real-life murders - as well as
ships and horses - and his copy of The Murder's Who's Who is to be instrumental in the
death of the villain Frank De Vere at the end of
the book. Among his possessions is a photograph of his father:
a very good one, taken by somebody
famous in that line. It had appeared in a
book, with the caption: "Suffolk Fisherman". A face lined and spare as driftwood,
prickly with a few days of white stubble,
the bright eyes among the weather-lines
cautious, guarded, yet kind.
"You weren't such a bad old boy," said
Harry Ufford, out of the wisdom of his
middle years.
Harry, who would clearly fit this description
well enough himself, has L-O-V-E and H-A-T-E
tattooed on his fingers. But he is not psychically riven, as Alistair Cawdor in Visitants and
the diviner Michael Random in Tourmaline
are, and he does not contribute to his own
destruction, as a number of Stow's earlier
protagonists do. Nor do love and hate oppose one another in The Suburbs of Hell as
starkly as they do in The Girl Green as Elderflower. Harry is occasionally pugnacious
when provoked, but on the whole he is remarkably even-tempered, tolerant, and comfortable as few of the young - old characters
of Stow's earlier books have been comfortable. His death therefore seems arbitrary,
tragic in the medieval not the Shakespearian
sense. His destiny is not his character, and
his death, and the depredations of the Tornwich Monster, serve rather as grim reminders that any appearance of comfort and
security is deceptive. The headlines from The
Tornwich and Stourford Packet at the end of
the book reveal, for those who take it in, that
the world of the late twentieth century is little
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removed from that of Beowulf, with its constant killing and struggle for survival, or from
the macabre dance of death played out so
despairingly in Webster's plays.
If Harry Ufford is a new departure for
Stow, there are other, more familiar people in
the book. Paul Ramsay, for example, the killer's first victim, is a youngish teacher who
has been deserted by his wife and whose life
has lost its sense of purpose. Greg, Paul's
brother, is closer again to solitaries like
Cawdor. An unemployable Ph.D, Greg
arrives to visit Paul and finds him shot dead.
The uncertainty and the inexplicability which
surround Paul's death torment Greg. Already
a stranger in the town, he' gradually withdraws completely into the house in which his
brother was killed, and into his own increasingly split and disintegrating mind. This selfimposed exile is interrupted by well-meaing
visits from Harry, which Greg discourages,
and by the arrival of Paul's wife Diana, whom
he sees as his brother's betrayer.

Eventually Greg is so unsettled by the
arrival of spring, and his long isolation, that
he recreates what he has come to believe was
the scene of his brother's murder. The vengeance he plans on the supposed murderer
Sam Boskum turns, however, inward on himself, and the psychic split he has feared takes
place, leaving him "a mad child now for
ever". There is, however, a sense in which
Greg does effect his revenge by transferring
his psychic illness to the innocent Sam, and
to Sam's girl Donna. Sam's eventual fate recalls that of other aliens in Stow's fiction. A
West Indian born in Ipswich of a conformist
working-class couple, Sam is doubly deracinated, his African origins obscured by the
West Indian slave trade, and his colour
wrong for his English, Baptist, working-class
childhood. He eventually establishes a precarious position for himself in Tornwich with
the help of the tycoon let Ken Heath, who employs him to drive a taxi. A sexual identity is
harder to establish, however, and when
Donna rejects him he believes that it is partly
because of Greg's racist accusations. And
when the rumours begin to affect the taxi
business as well, Sam decides that he has
had enough. Like the green children in The
Girl Green as Elderflower he has never really
been at home in Suffolk, and he has lost what93

ever other homes he might once have enjoyed. His tenuous links with the locals look
like breaking, and he decides to destroy the
identity he has never really succeeded in
creating. The loss he feels is evident in his bitter response to Donna's suggestion that he
go to the Carribbean:
All you Honkies want to make me believe
thass where I come from. Well, I don't. lint
never been there. I don't believe I should
like it. I don't want to be no foreigner. Why
do you stop there, anyway, you Honkies:
why don't you tell me to piss off back to
Africa?
There is nowhere for Sam to go where he will
not be a foreigner, except to the country of
death.
The second half of The Suburbs of Hell is
both less disturbing and more exciting than
the first. The already hectic pace increases
and the suspense is heightened further. The
killings in this part of the book have detectable human motives, and the thrill of the
chase is added to the mystery of the first half
of the book. Sleazy characters like Frank De
Vere and Dave Sutton, who make their
money from drugs, move into prominence,
while the harmless victims like Sam and
Greg, who are characterized more fully, disappear. Harry, who has been the centre of interest, and the moral centre of the book,
moves into the midst of the action. He tries to
rescue Dave, the son of an old friend, from
his involvement with drug-peddling. Dave
repays this good-natured concern by arranging
Harry's
"accident".
Harry's
real
opponent, however, is Dave's boss, Frank De
Vere. Frank dislikes the likeable Harry from
the beginning, for reasons that are never explained, and it is he who tries to persuade
Dave that Harry is the murdered, and who
succeeds in convincing Dave that he must kill
Harry before he betrays them to the authorities.
Frank becomes directly involved with the
killings when his wife finds a message in
lipstick on her sitting-room window:
NOT TONIGHT:
SOON
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If this is a message from the Tornwich
Monster - and there is no other explanation
for which there is any evidence - then it is the
first and only time that he has warned, and so
terrorized his victims. Linda is later shot, and
Frank is shot at without being hit.
The attempt on Frank's life is the last
attack by the Tornwich Monster, and it leaves
the reader no closer to finding out who the
Monster is. Much of the early evidence in the
book points to Frank as the murderer. His rifle
appears to be the murder weapon - one
assumes the police later check it - he dislikes
Harry and Harry's friends (the first three
victims), and he is nasty and self-interested
enough to kill his associate Dave after persuading Dave to kill Harry. But Frank's
thoughts in "A Riposte" contradict this
evidence and indicate that he is himself desperately trying to identify the murderer before it is too late.
Frank thinks it must be Dave, who has motive enough to dislike Linda and to hate him.
And it would be a nice irony if Dave, who is
dubbed the Monster after Frank arranges his
"suicide", were indeed guilty. But the scene
in which Frank shows Dave the rifle hidden in
Harry's backyard shows Dave to have been
unaware of the rifle's existence, and therefore to be innocent. Dave's puzzlement leads
him to advance the theory that someone, "a
nut-case", was looking out of an attic or a
bathroom window when Frank first hid the
rifle, and that this unknown person is the murderer. This theory, which is reinforced perhaps by Stow's original title for the book,
Someone is Mad Among Us, and by the reference to the Nedlands Monster in the
dedication, has at least the virtue that it is not
disproved by the evidence - or lack of it - in
the book. It would also be ironic if the killer
were the boy nicknamed "Killer", but he
seems genuinely frightened at the beginning
of the book, and, unless his hyprocrisy is precociously accomplished, his deductions at
the end with Frank are genuinely a couple of
guesses behind those of Frank and the
reader. So the reader is left to share the uncertainty and suspicion which are tearing Tornwich apart. Is it one of the obvious suspects,
or is it an inexplicable nobody like Eric Edgar
Cooke? The author himself is not saying: "if it
stays like Edwin Drood, I don't mind ... the
urge to 'solve' it, and so sweep it out of mind,
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is one which Death, sardonically, would understand very well. This is part of the moral."
Frank's death at the end of the book, which
is brought about with an irony reminiscent of
The Pardoner's Tale, does leave the reader
with some satisfaction. Frank's earlier suspicion that Harry is the Monster is too much
even for the pliable Dave to believe; but
Frank still thinks that Harry was capable of
poisoning a birthday bottle of whisky, and his
fear that he has inadvertently drunk most of
that bottle chokes him to death. The sweetness of the poetic justice does not belie the
moral that the fear of death can be lethal, but
it does give a partial sense of closure to the
end of the narrative. The identifiable villain
gets his just deserts. What happens to the
Monster is another question.
In its final pages then The Suburbs of Hell
de constructs itself as crime fiction. The
morality theme remains, however, and it is
Death who has the last word:
How they have annoyed me with their
diversions and sidetracks leading to no development; pathological killers of time ...
How fluid they are, their characters all
potential, veering between virtue and vice,
charity and atrocity, begetting and laying
waste ...
But I am the end of all potential. Where
change is finished. there I am inside. By
me these shifting shapes are fixed. After
me, they may be judged at last ...
He stares up into my face.
He sees me in my own likeness, without
disguise.
For flesh is a disguise.
He cannot speak or breathe. Yet he
speaks to me, with his blazing eyes.
I can read his eyes. I have read many.
So soon? he says. Oh, so soon.
Death is thus finally portrayed. in filmic manner, as the Grim Reaper, and his omnipresence is attested to by the catalogue of headlines from The Tornwich and Stourford
Packct which follows, and which chronicles
the violence of death throughout the world.
The reader is left to ponder the moral that
after death he too, whether killer or victim or
observer, may be judged at last. Finally there
is the tailpiece: The Tarot Card XIII - Death and underneath it the Thirteenth-Century distich:

The story of Harry Ufford and the Tornwich
murders is thus finally embedded in a medieval context, a time when the bier at the gate
was an all too familiar summons.
Death belongs to no single time, however,
and Stow expands his picture of a small and
close-knit community in trauma into a general meditation on the frailty, the impermanence of life. It is a perennial theme of literature, and Stow echoes works as diverse as
Beowulf and
Thc Frcnch
Lieutcnant's
Woman as he creates a book as multi-layered
as Old Tornwich. As Tourmaline, Thc Merrygo-Round in the Sea, Visitants and The Girl
Grccn as Eldcrflower each in its different way
testifies, Stow likes to explore the rich presence of the past in the communities he portrays. Unlike these books, however, The Suburbs of Hell does not have a major character
especially sensitive to history, and it is therefore the author - and Death - who take the longer view. The author's voice in this last book
is less personal and more dispassionate.
The writing of The Girl Green as £;1dcrflower seems to have freed Stow from his
intense concern with the personal crises of
1959-1960 which form the basis of that book
and Visitants. The Suburbs of Hell remains
haunted by fear and death, as these books
were, but it is more fully projected into the
central narrative of murder and suicide. The
result is both a loss and a gain: there is less
anguish, and there is also less of the fierce intensity which has illuminated Stow's from
the very beginning. If, like Harry Ufford, he is
becoming a little more comfortable in his
middle age, he remains aware that comfort is
illusory, and he still hears clearly behind him
the steps of the Grim Reaper.
A. J. Hassall

All too late, all too late,
when the bier is at the gate.
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